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1  _  1  Terms of reference of the Review 
Article  11  of Directive 85/337  /EEC (hereafter called the 'EIA Directive') provides 
that 'five years after notification of this Directive, the Commission shall send the European 
Parliament and the Council a report on its application and effectiveness'.  The Directive was 
notified to the Member States on 3 July 1985 and the five year period, to which Article 11 
refers,  ended  on  3  July  1990.  However,  due  to  some  delays  in  implementation,  the 
Commission decided to extend, by one year, the period to be covered by the report.  The 
Review,  upon  which  this  report  has  been based,  therefore  covers  the  period  up  to  the 
beginning of July 1991, i.e. 6 years since the Directive was frrst notified to Member States. 
Since the process of implementing the Directive is a continuing one this report does 
not  claim  to  describe  the  current  state  of it's  implementation.  However,  where  the 
information exists on subsequent developments (July 1991-March 1992) in formal compliance, 
this has been summarised in postscripts to the Member State annexes concerned (see  1. 2 
below) 
topics: 
The Commission decided that the Review should mainly focus  upon the following 
1  .  The extent of formal compliance by Member States with the requirements of 
the EIA Directive. 
2.  The criteria and/  or thresholds adopted by Member States for the selection of 
Annex II projects to be subject to assessment. 
3.  The nature and extent of practical  compliance by Member States with the 
requirements of the Directive. 
1 4.  Key aspects of EIA practice (notably use of scoping,  review of EIA studies, 
monitoring of implementation and post-auditing of EIA studies, provision of 
guidelines, and provision of training facilities). 
5.  Overall assessment of  the effectiveness of the Directive's implementation, and 
difficulties in its implementation. 
I.  2  Structure Qf the Review 
The Review is presented in two parts: 
Part 1:  The Report 
Part 2:  The Member State Annex 
The Report contains the principal fmdings and recommendations and incorporates a 
comparative analysis  of the  implementation  of the  EIA  Directive  in  each  of the  twelve 
Member States up to July 1991.  Chapter 2 briefly explains the purpose and main provisions 
of the Directive.  The structure of the remainder of the Main Report closely follows the main 
topics addressed in the Review: 
formal compliance (including the coverage of Annex II projects):  topics  1 and 2 in 
the Review (Chapter 3); 
practical application:  topics 3 and 4 in the Review (Chapter 4); 
final considerations and action to be taken:  topic 5 in the Review (Chapters 5 ). 
The Member State Annex contains a short Introduction followed by separate chapters 
reviewing the implementation of  the EIA Directive in each of  the twelve Member States.  The 
annexes have all been prepared according to a common brief which covers five main topics. 
These are: 
the  extent  of formal  compliance  by  the  Member  State  concerned  with  the 
requirements of the Directive; 
the criteria and/ or thresholds adopted by the country for the selection of  Annex 
II projects to be subject to assessment; 
2 the nature and extent of practical compliance with the Directive; 
specific aspects of the Directive's translation into Member States legislation 
and practice;  and 
an overall assessment of the effectiveness of the Directive's implementation in 
that country. 
The annexes cover the same topics but, because of differences in the nature of the 
material to be presented, it has been more appropriate to use a different format, though one 
which is still easy to follow.  A number of the Annexes conclude with a postscript listing 
subsequent regulatory changes, July 1991-March 1992. 
Each annex has been prepared with the assistance of one or more consultants with a 
specialist knowledge of  the application of EIA in the Member State concerned.  The editors 
of this volume are very grateful to each of them for the professionalism and dedication with 
which they undertook this task.  In preparing each Member State annex, the consultants have 
examined  the  relevant  literature,  drawn  upon  their  own  experience  and,  of especial 
importance,  consulted  widely  to  draw  upon  the  experience  and  opinion  of  others. 
Consultations have been held with the Ministry of  the Environment (or its equivalent) in each 
Member State and with other governmental offices and representatives of the other major 
types of organisations involved in the EIA process  (developers,  consultancies, competent 
authorities, environmental authorities and environmental interest groups).  A high level of  co-
operation has been experienced from environmental ministries and from the great majority 
of those who  were approached for assistance.  Both  the editors and the consultants have 
valued the help that they have received and wish to record their warm appreciation for this. 
In carrying  out  these  reviews,  there  has  been  a  conscious  attempt  to  collect 
information,  experience and opinion from  different perspectives,  recognising  that it was 
unlikely to find a single truth about EIA implementation.  In the writing of their annexes, a 
genuine attempt has been made by the consultants to present an objective synthesis of the 
available  information  and  a  balanced  evaluation  of  the  Directive's  implementation. 
Inevitably,  not everyone  who  has  been  consulted  will  agree  with every element of that 
synthesis and evaluation.  It should therefore, be made clear that the content of each of the 
3 annexes is the primary responsibility of the respective local consultant(  s) and that those who 
others were consulted in its preparation do not necessarily endorse all that is contained there. 
Equally  however,  it is  hoped that each will be accepted as  a considered and informative 
assessment which can be constructively used in improving EIA practice in the future. 
4 2.  THE EIA DIRECTIVE 
2.1  Purpose and main characteristics of the Directive 
Directive  85/337  /EEC  (the  'EIA  Directive')  is  designed  to  ensure  that  an 
environmental impact assessment is undertaken of certain projects and that this assessment is 
taken into account before those projects are approved and implemented.  It is a relatively 
short legal instrument comprising 14 Articles and 3 Annexes but, as will be seen, it has wide 
ramifications both for the implementation of the Community's environmental policy as  a 
whole and for the pursuit of sustainable development.  In certain respects it has the character 
of a framework law.  It establishes basic assessment principles and procedural requirements 
and then allows Member ·states considerable discretion in the details of  their transposition into 
national legislation, provided these basics are respected. 
The EIA Directive possesses three features of importance to modern environmental 
policy: 
1.  It  is  an  anticipatory  instrument.  Successive  Action  Programmes  of the 
European Communities on the Environment (Commission of the European 
Communities,  1973,  1977,  1983,  1987)  have  emphasised  that  'the  best 
environmental  policy  consists  in  preventing  the  creation  of pollution  or 
nuisances at source, rather than subsequently trying to counteract their effects' 
(Preamble to the EIA  Directive).  One of the  major purposes of the  EIA 
Directive is to ensure that the environment is taken into account at the earliest 
possible  stage  in the  planning  and  decision-making  processes  for  certain 
projects. 
2.  It is an inteWltive instrument in two distinct, but complementary, senses: 
Firstly, it covers impacts upon all environmental media and receptors.  It uses 
a multi-media approach to environmental planning and management,  which 
takes account of interactions between effects on the different environmental 
media; 
5 Secondly, it integrates environmental impact assessment into project planning 
and implementation within the major economic sectors.  This is in accordance 
with Article 130R of the Treaty that 'environmental protection requirements 
are to be a component of the Community's other policies.'  As such, it is an 
instrument for achieving sustainable development. 
3.  It is both a  technically-based and participative instrument.  It requires the 
collection, analysis and use of sound scientific and technical data.  However, 
it also recognises the importance of consulting environmental authorities and 
the general public, as part of the process of assessing the significance of a 
project's environmental impacts and taking these into account when approving 
it. 
Inevitably, the broad character of  the EIA Directive has influenced the amount of  time 
needed to approve  and  implement it.  The breadth of its  application  means  that it has 
implications for many different government departments, public authorities, and authorization 
procedures.  The provisions relating to consultation require greater 'openness' in some of  the 
procedures to be followed  than was practised previously.  Anticipatory and multi-media 
assessments  involve  some  changes  in  approach  and  working  practices  among  those 
professionally involved. 
The initial,  preparatory studies relating to the proposal for an EIA Directive were 
undertaken in 1975/6 and it was  formally  adopted as  a  Commission proposal  in  1980. 
However, it was not until  1985 that it was fmally  approved by the Council of Ministers. 
This, however, did not signal the end of the process of adoption, but rather the beginning of 
gaining acceptance for the details of its transposition into national legislation and, ultimately 
of far greater importance, its satisfactory application in practice.  Compliance, in both these 
aspects, was bound to take some time, given the nature and breadth of the changes which the 
Directive required, and this has to be taken into consideration in evaluating the progress made 
since 1985.  Also, whilst the 'framework' nature of the Directive has, from one perspective, 
made the task of implementation  easier  - by  giving  Member  States  more flexibility  in 
adjusting their existing procedures - its broad nature has, perhaps inevitably, entailed some 
6 uncertainty over the precise interpretation to be placed upon the basic assessment principles 
and procedural requirements which have to be satisfied.  This also needs to be taken into 
account when reviewing progress. 
2.2  Main provisions of the Directive 
This sub-section describes the main provisions of  the EIA Directive, in order to show 
how these are sequentially linked in establishing an EIA process
1
,  and to indicate how, in 
tum, this is related to the process of project planning, authorization and implementation of 
which it forms an integral part.  The main provisions of  the Directive are described in outline 
only and are not intended to provide a definitive legal interpretation of  the Directive.  Rather, 
the intentic_>n is to provide an overview of  the Directive's requirements and intentions against 
which the achievements of  Member States since 1985, in its formal transposition into national 
legislation and practical application, can be evaluated.  To assist in this, cross-references are 
made to the Directive's articles and annexes, and to Figure 2.1 which locates the Directive's 
key requirements within the project planning and EIA processes to which they relate. 
The Directive places a general obligation on each Member State to ensure that, before 
consent is given, projects likely to have significant effects on the environment . . . are made 
subject to an assessment and that this assessment is  integrated into the consent procedure 
(Articles 2(1) and 2(2)).  Exclusions and exemptions from this general obligation are limited 
(Article 1(5) and Article 2(3)).  Projects listed in Annex I are subject to this requirement, 
(Article 4(1)).  Projects listed in Annex II are also subject 'where Member States consider 
their circumstances so require' (Article 4(2)).  In interpreting this requirement (which must 
be undertaken within the framework of the general obligation stated above), Member States 
may, inter alia,  specify certain types of projects or establish criteria and/or thresholds to 
determine which projects should be subject to this requirement (Article 4(3)). 
1  In this Main Report, the term 'Environmental Impact Assessment' (EIA) is used to 
describe the environmental assessment process as a whole.  'Environmental Impact 
Statement' (EIS) is used to describe the environmental assessment information to be 
supplied by the developer at one stage in that process (see Figure 2.1).  The actual 
terminology used in the different Member States, particularly when referring to the 
EIS, varies considerably. 
7 The types of  environmental impacts to be covered in assessments are defined in Article 
3, which recognises that the actual coverage (or scope) of impacts should take account of the 
circumstances of the individual case.  The Directive does not specify how, procedurally or 
methodologically, the scope of  each assessment should be determined;  this is left to Member 
States to decide.  Similarly, the Directive does not specify when the assessment should begin, 
though its Preamble records 'the need to take effects on the environment into account at the 
earliest possible stage in all  the technical planning  and  decision-making processes';  the 
timing of the start of the assessment process is also left to Member States to decide. 
The responsibility  for preparing each EIS  rests with the  developer of the project 
(Article 5(1)).  The manner in which this is to be prepared is not prescribed in the Directive. 
However,  in order to facilitate  its  preparation,  the  Directive provides  that  'where they 
consider it necessary',  Member States should ensure that the authorities holding relevant 
information make this available to the developer (Article 5(3)). 
The  developer  is  obliged  to  supply  the  competent  authority  responsible  for  the 
authorization of his project with the resulting information as specified in Articles 5(  1) and 
5(2) and Annex ill.  The information supplied must meet the requirements of  Article 5(1) and 
Annex III whilst, in so doing, must not in any individual case contain less information than 
is specified in Article 5(2). 
The form in which the information is to be supplied is not specified in the Directive. 
In  practice,  it  is  frequently  supplied  in  a  self  -contained  document  (often  called  an 
environmental impact statement (EIS) or by a similar name).  Alternatively, the information 
is included with the other documentation required by the consent procedure (to simplify the 
exposition, the term 'EIS' is also  often used in this report to include such cases).  There is 
no provision in the Directive for checking the completeness or quality of the information that 
has been submitted;  such matters are for the Member States to decide. 
The Directive provides for the above information to be made available to designated 
environmental authorities, the public and (in specified circumstances) other Member States 
as a  basis for consultation.  Member States are required to designate  the environmental 
8 authorities  who  shall  receive  copies  of the  environmental  information  and  who  must  be 
consulted for their opinion on the consent application  (Article 6(1)).  Similarly,  Member 
States must ensure that both the consent application and the environmental information are 
made  available  to  the  public  and  that the  'public  concerned'  is  given  an  opportunity  to 
comment before the project is initiated (Article 6(2)).  The detailed arrangements relating to 
the above are to be determined by the Member States but the Directive does provide general 
guidance on the matters they might cover (Article 6(3)).  Additionally, Member States are 
required to provide the above information, as a basis for consultations, to another Member 
State where the project is likely to have significant effects on its environment (Article 7). 
The Directive requires that both the information provided by the developer, and the 
information supplied as a result of the consultations, must be 'taken into consideration' within 
the consent procedure (Article 8).  The procedures and methods by which this is done,  and 
the stages in the consent procedure at which this takes place,  are not specified;  these are 
matters to be decided by the Member States.  The Directive requires, when the competent 
authority has reached a decision on the consent application, that the public (and any Member 
State that was consulted under Article 7) be informed and that any conditions attached to that 
decision also be made public.  In certain circumstances, the reasons upon which the decision 
has been based should also be provided (Article 9). 
9 Figure 2.1  A simplified flow chart of the ElA process and its relationship to project appraisal, 
authorization and implementation 
EIA  process  Project  development  process 
Developer  reviews  the likely effects of  Developer  reviews  and evaluates 
alternatives and  uses  this information whenr---- alternative ways  of achievinq his 
choosing  between  them.  corporate  planninq objectives. 
(Very  liMited provision for  this in  the 
Directive  - see  Annex  III.) 
Developer determines whether  the  scheme  is 
likely to need  an  EIA  (the screeninq 
staqe).  If so,  he  then determines  the 
scope of  the assessment.  Mitiqatinq 
measures  are devised,  where appropriate, 
and are integrated into the  scheme. 
(Some  provision in the Directive - see 
Articles  2-4  and  Annexes  I-III.) 
The  environmental  information  (EIS)  is 
prepared  for  the preferred  scheme  and  is 
submitted  to the competent  authority 
(Article 5.) 
Developer  chooses his preferred 
scheme,  plans  and desiqns its 
r---- development,  and  identifies, 
evaluates  and  chooses  between 
different variants of  the  scheme. 
Developer  finalises  the planninq and 
r---- design of his  scheme  for  the purpose 
of his consent application. 
Developer  submits his consent 
application,  and  EIS  to  the competent 
authority. 
Competent  authority,  or another  body 
established for  this purpose,  reviews  the EIS 
and  makes  arranqements  for consultation to take 
place.  (Article 6) 
I 
- Copies  sent  to designated environmental 
authorities and opinions  souqht.  (Article  6) 
- Copies  made  available to  the  public and 
opinions  souqht.  (Article  6) 
- If relevant,  copies sent  to other Member 
States as  a  basis for consultation. 
(Article  7) 
I 
Competent  authority makes  its decision,  taking 
all relevant considerations  lnto account, 
including  the EIS and consultation findings. 
(Article  8} 
I 
Competent  authority makes  public its decision, 
any  conditions attaching  thereto,  and,  if 
applicable,  the  reasons  for  lts decision. 
(Article  9) 
I 
Project  1mplemented.  Consec~ences of 
implementation  and  compliance  w1th  consent 
conditlons are monitored.  :~ certain 
circumstances  this may  lead  ~o project 
modificat1ons.  (No  provis1c~ for  this  10  the 
Directive.) 
10 The Directive does not provide for monitoring the implementation of the project and 
its resulting environmental impacts;  such arrangements are matters for the Member States 
to decide. 
It is  apparent that the purpose of the Directive is  much broader than carrying out 
assessment studies and preparing EISs.  Its  intent is to establish an EIA process and to 
integrate this into existing arrangements for project appraisal, approval and implementation. 
It establishes a number of the principal components of that process and the main forms of 
their integration but leaves the determination of the details of these and of other components 
in the process to the discretion of the Member States.  This is  illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Success in fully achieving the Directive's purpose depends not only on formal compliance 
with the letter of  its requirements by Member States, but also on broader practical compliance 
with the 'spirit' of what it attempts to achieve. 
11 3.  FORMAL COMPLIANCE 
3.1  Introduction 
This chapter reviews the extent to which, by July 1991, Member States had transposed 
the requirements of the EIA Directive into their national laws;  that is, the extent to which 
Member  States  had  formally  complied  with  its  provisions.  Issues  relating  to  practical 
compliance,  that is the extent to which the  Directive's provisions are being satisfactorily 
implemented in practice, are examined fu Chapter 4. 
Member States use a variety of legal instruments in the transposition of Community 
Directives, and describe these in a variety of terms -laws, ordinances, decrees, regulations, 
mandatory circulars,  etc.  Frequently,  because of the broad scope of the EIA Directive, 
transposition involves the approval of a number of new laws, regulations, etc., as well as 
amendments  to existing legal instruments.  Additionally,  in Member States with federal 
constitutions, these legal instruments may be promulgated and/or amended by both national 
and regional authorities.  Therefore, the legal measures to be taken by Member States to 
achieve full formal compliance with Directive 85/337/EEC may be quite extensive.  -Member 
States  also  issue  guidance  to  assist in the  interpretation  and  application  of these  legal 
instruments.  These also are described in different terms - guidance notes,  circulars, etc. 
However, whilst they may be very influential, they are, in the final analysis, non-mandatory 
in nature.  Case law of  the European Court of  Justice has established that such administrative 
forms of communication are not generally a satisfactory means of transposing the obligations 
contained in Directives into national systems. 
The numbers of  complaints, petitions and questions raised in the European Parliament 
relating to the EIA Directive which have been received and processed by the Commission's 
Services are summarised in Appendix 2.  This Directive has attracted a greater annual number 
of complaints, etc., than the average for all environmental directives and,  since 1988, the 
numbers of complaints, etc., relating to this Directive, have increased each year. 
This Review of formal compliance is  separate from the procedure for dealing with 
these complaints.  Its purpose is to identify the principal legal measures by which Member 
12 States have attempted to implement the EIA Directive, to evaluate the overall extent to which 
formal compliance has been achieved within the Community and to highlight any principal 
deficiencies in formal compliance which remain to be addressed. 
3.  2  Leeal measures to comply with the Directive 
Table 3.1 summarises the principal legal measures implemented by each Member State 
to comply with Directive 85/337  /EEC
2
•  Fuller details are provided in the Member State 
annexes in the second volume of this  Report.  All Member States, with the  exception of 
France, have approved some new legal measures since the EIA Directive was agreed in 1985, 
and France bad previously enacted a number of EIA measures.  As the Table shows, by July 
1991  most  Member  States  had  introduced  more  than  one legal  measure  and  some  had 
implemented a considerable range of EIA measures. 
Table 3.  1  Summary lis( of principal le&al measures by Member States to 
implement the 
EIA Directive Quly 1991) 







Flanders:  •  Envfromnenta 1  Licence  Decree  of  28  June  1985.  •  Adllinfstrat iva Order  of  23  March  1989  concerning  EIA  for 
certain  types  of  Industrial  projects.  •  Administrative  Order  of  23  March  1989  concerning  EIA  for  certain  types  of 
infrastructure related projects.  •  Four  Adlllinistrative Order&  &llelldlng  the existing building penait procedures. 
!Allonia:  • Decree  of 11  Septllllber  1985  concerning  the assess.ent of  i~~P&cts on  the  enviro~~~B~t  fn  the Walloon  R~ion.  • 
Adlllinistrative  Order of  19  July 1990  iiiiP11!188lltfng  the  EIA  Decree  of 11  September  1985. 
•  Executive  Order  No.  379,  1 July 1988  concernin\,the envirol'llll8ntal  a.ssessment  of  MAjor  projects  In  coutal waters. 
•  Alllllndtlent  of the Envirolllll8ntal  Protection Act,  .  216,  5 April  1989.  • Executive Order  No.  446,  Z3  June  1989  concerning 
the  a.ssessment  of  the  impact  of  mJor  proJects  on  the  enviro~~~~ent.  •  Executive  Order  No.  119,  26  February  19511  on 
environ•ntal  approval  of  acHvities  covere  by  EIA  in  the National  and  Regional  Planning  Act.  •  Planning  Act  No.  388, 
June  1991. 
•  law  No  76-629  10/07f6 regarding the protection of  nature.  •  Law  No  76-663  19/07(76  regarding  tire  protection of nature 
(classified industria  installAtions}.  • Decree  No  77-1133  21/09/77 for  industrial  1nstallations.  •  Application Decree  No 
77-1134  21/09h77  for  the  law  relating to  the  protection  of  nature.  •  Application  Decree  tlo  77-1141  12/10/77  for  the  law 
relating tote protection of nature.  •  Law  of 12/07/83 regarding  public enquiries.  •  Decree  No  85-453  23/04/85  relating 
to  the application of the  law  of  12/07/83. 
Federal:  • Act  on  the  Implementation  of  the Council  Directive of 27  June  1985  on  the  Assess~~~ent of  the Effects of Certain 
Public  and  Private ProJects on  the Environment  (85/337/EECl of  12  February  1990  (and  con~uentil.l changes  to eleven other 
Federal  Acts).  •  AIRendllll!nt  to the Federal  Mining  Act  of  1  February  1990  and  Statutory  inance for £n'iironlll8ntal  1J1PaCt 
Assessment  for  Mining  Projects  of  12  July  1990.  •  Amendment  to  the  Federal  Land-Use  Planning  Act  of  11  July  1989  and 
Statutory Ordinance  to the Federal  Land-Use  Planning  Act  of 3 Decllllber  1990. 
Under:  Legal  llll!asures  by  individual  Linder  - Bavaria  (1990),  Hassen  (1990),  Saarland  (1991),  Scleswig-Holstein  (15191). 
•  Presidential  Decree  1180/81,  tEK  293  A/81.  •  law  1650/86  for  the  Protection  of  the  Environment,  tEK  160  A/86. 
Ministerial  Decision 69269/5387/25-10-90,  tEK  678  B/90.  • Ministerial Decision  75308/5512/26-10-90,  tEK.  691 
B/90. 
France, Greece and Ireland enacted some EIA legislation prior to 1985 and these legal 
measures have been included in the table.  A number of  other Member State have also 
enacted more specialised environmental protection measures (see, for example, the 
Member State annex for Denmark for further details).  These, because of their less 
comprehensive nature, are not regarded as EIA legal measures for the purposes of this 
comparative  review.  However,  it is  recognised  that  in  certain  cases  they  may 
collectively cover some of the features of an EIA system.  This should be taken into 








•  Local  Government  (Planning and  Development)  Regulations,  1977.  (SI  No.65  of 1g77).  •  European  CoiiiiiUnities  (Environmental 
Impact  Assessment)  (Motorways)  Regulations  1988.  (SI  No.  221  of  1988i.  •  Local  Government  (Roads  and  Motorways)  Act,  1974 
(Prescribed  Fonas)  (AmendiDI!nt)  Regulations,  1988.  (SI  No.  222  of  988).  •  European  COIIIMinities  (Environmental  Impact 
Assessment)  R:gulat ions,  1989.  (SI  No.  349  of  1989).  •  Loca 1 Government  (Planning and  Dave lopment)  Re~ulat  ions,  1990.  (SI 
No.  25  of  199  ).  •  Fisheries  (Environmental  Impact  Assess.ent)  Regulations,  1990.  (SI  No.  40  of  990).  •  Fisheries 
~Environmental  Impact  Assessmen~  (No.  2)  Regulations,  1990.  (SI  No.  41  of  1990).  •  Gas  Act  1976  (Sections  4  and  40A) 
egulations,  1990.  (SI  No.  51  1990).  •  Air  Navigation  and  Transport  (Environ.antal  lll!pact  Assess•nt)  Regulations, 
1990.  (SINo.  116  of  1990).  Petroleu• and  Other Minerals Development,  1960.  ~Section 13A)  Regulations,  1990)  (SI  No.  141 
of  1990).  •  Foreshore  (Environmental  Impact  Assess•nt)  Regulations,  1990.  SI  No.  220  of  1990).  •  Arterial  Drainage 
Acts,  1945  and  1955.  (Environmental  Impact  Assessment)  Regulations,  1990.  (SI  No.  323  of  1990). 
~tional:  •  Law  n.349,  8th  July  1986,  Regulations  governing  environmental  da~~a1e,  and  establ1sh11ent  of  Environ.antal 
'hnistry.  •  Decree  of  President  of  Council  of  Ministers  n.377,  lOth  August  988,  Regulations  governing  ruling  on 
environmental  cOIIpatibility in  accordance with article 6 of  Law  n.349,  8th July 1986.  •  Decree of President  of Council  of 
Ministers,  27th  December  1988,  Technica 1  regulations  for the drawing  up  of  the  studies  of  environ.anta  1  impact  study and 
the fOT'Rilation  of the  judgetll8flt  of compatibiliy  in  accordance  with article 6  of  law  8  of 8th July 1986  n.349  adopted  in 
accordance  with article 3  of  the Decree  n.377  o  lOth  August  1988.  •  Law  n.142,  8th June  1990  Refonn  of Local  Bodies.  • 
Law  n.241,  7th August  1990,  Hew  rules concerning the ad.inistrative procedures  and  the access to adllinistrative documents. 
:91onal:  •  Auton01110us  Province  of  Trento,  Law  n.28,  29th  August  1988.  •  Veneto  R:lion,  Law  n.33,  16th  April  1985, 
ified by  Law  n.Z8,  23rd  April  1990.  •  Abruzzo  Region,  Law  n.66,  9th  May  1990.  •  Au  on0110us  Region  of  Friulf  Venezia 
Giulia,  Law  n.114,  25th July 1990.  •  AutonOIMllls  Region  of Valle d'Aosta,  Law  n.6,  4th March  1991. 
•  Law  of  9  May  1990  relating to  the  control  of dangerous,  dirty or noxious  installations.  •  Grand-ducal  regulation  of  18 
May  1990  detenaining  the  list  and  the  classification  of  dangerous,  dirty  or  noxious  installations.  •  Grand-ducal 
regulation of 18  May  1990  appointing experts and  agents to  investigate and  verify infringetlllnts of the  law  and  impletlll!nting 
regulations relating to classified  installations. 
•  Environmental  Protection  (General  Provisions)  Act  (Wabm),  Extension,  April  1986.  •  Environmental  Impact  Assessment 
Decree,  May  1987.  •  Notification of Intent Environmenta 1 Impact  Assessment  Decree,  July 1987. 
•  Law  n•  11/87,  Portuguese  Environmenta 1  Act.  •  Decree-Law  n•  186/90,  EIA  Process.  •  Decree-Regulation  n•  38/90,  EIA 
Process.  •  Decree-Law  n•  109/91,  Licensing  procedures  for  industrial  activity.  •  Decree-Regulation  n•  10/g1,  licensing 
procedures for  industria  1 activity. 
National:  •  Legislative  Royal  Decree  1302/1986  of  28  June.  •  Royal  Decree  ll3¥.;1988  of  30  Septlllber. 
relating to highways.  •  Act 4/1989  on  the conservation of natural  areas and  wildli  e. 
•  Act  25/1988 
R-:J1onal:  •  Decree  4/1986,  8a lea  res.  •  Act  1/1987,  Asturias.  •  Order,  12  July  1988,  Anda lucfa.  •  Decrees  192/1988, 
11  /1989,  148/1990,  Arag6n.  •  Decree  114/1988,  Cataluna.  •  Decree  Z45/1988,  Navarra.  •  Decree  269/1989,  Castilla y Le6n. 
•  Decree  27/1989,  Pais Vasco.  •  Act  2/1989,  Decree  I62/1990,  Valencia.  •  Decree  442/1990Jr. Galicia.  •  Act  11/1990,  Islas 
Canarias.  •  Decree  50/1991,  Cantabria.  •  Decree 45/1991,  Extr&~~adura.  •  Act  10/1991,  Ma  id. 
•  Town  and  Country  Planning  (Assessment  of  Environment& 1  Effects)  R~lations  1988  (SI  No.  1199).  •  Environmenta 1 
Assess.ant  (Scotland)  Regulations  1988  (SI  No.  1221).  •  Envirol'lll8nta1  Assess.ant  (Sal.,n  Fanaing  in  Marine  Waters) 
Regulations  1988  (SI  No.  1218).  •  EnvironAI8nta1  Assessment  (AfforestationJsaRegulations  1988  (SI  No.  1207).  •  Land 
Dr~inage ltlpT'OY8111111t  Works  (Assess~~ent of Enviromaental  Effects) Regulations 1  (SINo.  1217).  •  Highways  (AssesSIII!IIt  of 
EnvfronMntal  Effects)  Regulations  1988  )Sl  No.  1241).  •  Harbour  Works  (Assess~~ant of  Enviromnental  Effects)  Regulations 
1988  (SI  No.  1336).  •  Town  and  Country P anning  General  Developa~ant Order  1988  (SI  No.  1813).  •  Town  and  Country Planning 
~Genera  1  Develojllllnt)  (Scot land)  Amendment  Order  1988  (SI  No.  977).  •  Town  and  Country  Planning  (Genera 1  Develo~ntJ 
Scotland)  Alal•nt  No.  2  Order  1988  (SI  No.  1249).  •  Harbour  Works  (Assess.ent  of  Envirolll8ntal  Effects)  (  o.  2 
Regulations  1989  ~SI  No.  424).  •  The  Town  and  Country  Planning  (Assess~~ent  of  Environ.antal  Effects)  ~Amendment) 
Regulations  1990  (  I  No.  367).  •  The  Electricity and  Pipe-line  Works  (Assess~~ent  of Envirolllll8fltal  Effects)  egulations 
1990  \SI  No.  442).  •  The  Roads  (Assess111ent  of Enviromnental  Effects) Regulations  (Northern  Ireland) 1988  (SR  No.  344).  • 
The  P annfng  (AssessMnt  of Environmental  Effects)  Regulations  (Northern  Ireland)  1989  (SR  No.  20).  •  The  Environmental 
Assass.ent  ~Afforestation)  Regulations  (Northern  Ireland)  1989  (SR  No.  226).  •  The  Harbour  Works  (Assessment  of 
Environ•nta  Effects) Regulations  (Northern  Ireland)  1990  (SR  No.  181). 
Fuller delaila are CODtained in the Member State annexes in the eecood volume of this repm, which alao Iiiii  additiooallepl measures implemented between 
July 1991 aad Ma-ch 1992. 
Table  3.2 compares  and analyses the dates at which these measures were approved. 
It shows that,  whilst  some measures  were approved during  the transitional period  1985-88 
(e.g.  in  the  Netherlands,  Spain  and  certain  Belgian  regions),  the  main period of formal 
implementation has been in the post-July 1988 period and, particularly, during 1990-1.  As 
will become apparent, the degree of formal compliance with the EIA Directive by the end 
of the transitional period was,  for most Member States, very limited. 
Despite substantially greater progress, between mid-1988 and mid-1991, the process 
of achieving formal compliance was  not complete by July  1991.  As  Table 3.3 illustrates, 
there  were  a  considerable  number  of additional  legal  measures  still  in  the  process  of 
formulation  and  approval  at  that  date.  Additionally,  there  are  some  differences  in 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-existing  and  proposed  measures  are  likely  to  be  sufficient to  achieve  satisfactory  formal 
compliance. 
Table 3.  3  Additional le&al measures in the process of bein& approved, or 
envisa&ed, 
within the Member States (as at JulJ 1991) 
~Scat:c  ~to  tc-cc~Y dc:fic:iCIIcica 
Belgjum  Flanders:  a  new  Administrative  Order  is  anticipated  to  be  in  effv.t  by  1-9-91,  which  will  include  inter  alii,  the 
requiretnent  far a  public hearing far every  industrial  project subject  to  EIA;  also the  EIA  report will  have  to be sent to 
the company  safety c01111ittee  and  to the cORIIIittees  of neighbouring  companies,  where  applicable. 
Mallonia:  a  new  Adllinistrative  Order  is  anticipated  to  be  in  operation  in  the  autu111  of  1991,  which  will:  contain  an 
explicit list of projects to be  subject to EIA,  set out  a  common  reporting format  for  the  initial environntental  evaluation, 
and  cover  transboundary effects. 
Brussels:  a  draft  Ordinance  has  been  prepared  together  with  supporting  discuss ion  docu~~~ents,  and  is  undergoing  lega  1 
review. 
Nuclear-rel;ated  ;activities:  ;a  prof.osa 1 
between  nat  ion.t 1 govern•nt ;and  reg ons. 
exists  to  cover  this  type  of  development,  possibly  by  a  cooperation  agreement 
Denmark  None  is enviuged at present. 
France  A  decree  is  envisaged  to  llilke  the  non-technical  su~~~~~ary  mnd;atory,  to  change  the  provisions  ref,arding  competent 
authorities,  and  to cover  transboundary effects.  A llinisterial on!er  is being  prepared which  will  speci  y  the  infonaation 
required  in  an  EIS,  in  c0111pliance  with  Annex  III  of  Directive.  A  strengthenin~  of  the  status  ;and  influence  of  the 
•saisine"  procedure  (concerned  with  review)  is  also  being  considered.  Possible  onger  te~ ch;anges  include  setting  up 
inspectorates,  similar to those that exist for the "installations class,es•,  for  post-liiOnitoring  of the  EIA. 
Germany  Certain  measures  still to  be adopted  include  the Statutory Ordinance  to the  Federal  Imission Control  Law  (adopted  by  the 
cabinet,  but  sti11  to  be  passed  by  the  Bundesrat),  the  Statutory  Ordinance  to  the  Atomic  Energy  Act,  and  the  General 
Administrative  Provisions  for  the  EIA  Act  (the  guidelines  and  interpretation  of  the  EIA  Act).  Various  Llnder-level 
legislation - state acts or statutory ordinances  - have  still to be  adopted. 
Greece  The  Ministry of  EPPP  is to  issue circulars 
for Annex  II  projects. 
(which  will be  binding)  containing,  inter Ilia,  specific criteria and  thresholds 
IrelaDd  None  is envisaged at present. 
Italy  Law  proposal  n51Bl,  "Regulations  concerning  the  EIA  procedure",  was  presented  to Parliament  on  25-10-90- this will extend 
EIA  to Annex  II  ~rojects, with  the regions  being  the competent  authority;  will  include  sectoral and  territorial plans  and 
prograanes;  wi  1  extend  the  public  inquiry  procedure  to  all  Annex  I  projects;  and  will  sill!)lify  ad11inistrattve 
procedures.  Other  regional  legislation is expected  to follow,  once  the national  legal  arrangl!llellts  are complete. 
Luxembourg  A new  draft  regulation,  "Draft  grand-ducal  regulation  concerning  the  assessment  of  impacts  on  the  environ~~~ent  of certain 
public  and  private projects•,  was  suiMnitted  to  Parli~~~ent  in  May  1991.  It aims  to  cover  current deficiencies relating to 
Annex  I  projects,  the  content  of  the  EIA,  transboundar{.  infonaation  and  cooperation,  and  EIA  procedure  and  public 
participation  for  road  building  projects.  Separate  regu  ations  will  be  prepared  for  those  Annex  II  project  types  not 
covered  by  the draft regulAtion;  these relate to  land  consolidation,  afforestation and  urb;an  planning  projects. 
NethcrlaDds  A Bill  1s  to be  sent to Parliament  to delete  the basis for exemption  on  the criterion of  'no  serious hanaful  environmental 
consequences',  to  include  the  ~irement to assess  the  individual  Annex  II  activities to  see  if an  EIS  is necessarf,  and 
to  include  regul;ations  for  unda ory  provision  of  information  and  consultation  where  transfrontier  environmental  e  fects 
are  concerned.  A change  in  the  EIA  Decree,  so  that  there  will  be  a  screening  procedure  for  the  remaining  Annex  II 
projects,  is also  in  preparation. 
Portugal  None  is envisaged at present. 
Spain  None  is envisaged at present at the national  leve 1.  Some  further  legislation may  be  enacted  by  the Regions. 
United Kingdom  The  Drainage  (Environmental  Assessment) 
Water)  Regul;ations  (Northern  Ireland). 
Regulations  (Northern  Ireland),  and  The  Environmental  Assessment  (Discharges  to 
Failures  to  achieve  satisfactory  compliance,  six  years  after  the  Directive  was 
approved, are an obvious major source of concern. 
3.  3  PrQjects covered by the Directive 
Subject to the exemption for projects approved by Acts of Parliament, the Directive 
provides that all projects which are likely to give rise to significant environmental impacts 
should  be  subject  to  environmental  impact  assessment.  These  projects,  as  previously 
15 explained,  may  fall  within the classes of projects listed in Annex I or in Annex II  of the 
Directive. 
Other than in individually determined, exceptional cases, all projects on the Annex I 
list must, according to the Directive, be su~ject to EIA.  The extent to which Member States 
formally complied with this requirement, by July 1991, is summarised in Table 3.4.  In the 
majority of  cases, it would seem that formal compliance was broadly satisfactory.  However, 
in four cases (Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands) formal compliance was 
incomplete.  The reasons for this differ.  In the case of Belgium and Luxembourg it is due 
to the absence of national EIA legislation;  in the case of Germany it is due to the delay in 
approving a statutory ordinance;  and, in the case of the Netherlands, it is due to the use of 
thresholds excluding certain Annex I projects from assessment.  In each case, remedies are 
envisaged by the Member States concerned (see Table 3.4 and the relevant Member State 
annexes).  Additionally, but less obviously, the coverage of Annex I projects may differ to 
some extent between Member States because they have interpreted the scope of the classes 
differently.  In particular, it has been difficult to provide a generally-accepted definition of 
an 'integrated chemical installation'. 
16 Table 3.  4  The coyeraee of classes of Annex I prQjects within Member State 
le&islation 
(as at July 1991) 
Membu Slate  ~  Additioaal ccm:ruc J!!'OIJO!Cd 
Belgium  All  classes  (except  2.  nuclear related activities).  A  proposal  is  expected  to  implement  the  Directive  for  nuclear 
related  activitiesi  possibly  through  a  cooperation 
between  the nationa  government  and  the regions. 
agree111ent 
Denmark  All  classes.  None  proposed at present. 
France  All  classes.  None  proposed  at present. 
GermaDy  All  classes  covered  by  legislation,  but  not  in  force  None  proposed  at present. 
for  all  projects  until  the  Statutory  Ordinance  is 
adopted. 
Greece  All  classes.  None  proposed  at present. 
Ireland  A  11  classes.  None  proposed at present. 
Italy  A  11  classes.  None  proposed at present. 
Luxemboorg  Only  roads  (included  in  class 7).  New  draft  legislation  submitted  to  ParliiiiM!nt  In  May  1991,  once 
adopted,  will ensure  coverage of  all classes of Annex  I  projects. 
NetherlaDds  All  classes,  but  subject  to  thresholds  in  certain  The  new  EIA  Decree  will  remove  the  thresholds  for  Annex  I 
cases.  categories. 
Portugal  All  classes.  None  proposed at present. 
Spain  All  classes.  None  proposed  at present. 
Unill:d Kingdom  A  11  classes.  None  proposed at present. 
According to the Directive, Annex II projects are to be subject to an environmental 
impact assessment where Member States consider that their circumstances so require.  In 
interpreting this,  they  are expected to have regard to the general obligation to subject to 
assessment all projects likely to have a significant environmental impact.  In assessing the 
extent of Member State compliance with this requirement it is appropriate to consider two 
questions: 
Which  categories  and  sub-categories  in the  Annex  II  project list  are  covered  by 
Member State law? 
What criteria and/or thresholds, etc., apply in determining which projects within these 
categories and sub-categories should be subject to EIA? 
Table 3.5 summarises the coverage of Annex II categories and sub-categories under 
Member State law as at July 199  ~.  It  demonstrates that the coverage varied greatly between 
the Member States: 
17 some countries (for example, France, Greece, Ireland and the United Kingdom) cover 
all categories and virtually all sub-categories of projects within them; 
Germany covers virtually all categories and includes  49 of the 81  sub-categories of 
projects within them; 
other countries (for example Italy, Denmark, Spain) cover a relatively small number 
of sub-categories,  leaving  a  considerable  number  of broad categories  of projects 
uncovered. 
These  differences are further  accentuated by the fact  that some  Member States  (e.g.  the 
United Kingdom) interpret Annex II to include modifications to existing Annex II projects, 
if they are likely to give rise to significant environmental impacts, whereas a number of other 
Member States do not.  Whilst some of the new measures proposed by Member States will 
assist in reducing the existing deficiencies and discrepancies between countries,  many  are 
likely to remain unless further remedial measures are taken. 
Table 3.5  The coverage of cate&ories and sub-categories of Annex II projects 







Salle  categories.  Some  sub-categories.  llallonfll:  the  new  Administrative  Order  will  contain  a  list  of 
projects  (mre  closely  resembling  the  requirements  of  the  EIA 
DirectiVe)  for which  EIA  will  be llilndatory. 
Category  6.  Some  sub-categories  (lb,  lc,  21,  Zc,  Zk,  Hone  proposed  at present. 
2•,  3h,  lli, 111). 
All  categories.  Most  sub-categories  (ill except  lb).  None  proposed  at present. 
All  categories.  Many  sub-categories  (la,  lc-f,  lh,  Under-level  legislation  ~~~ay  lead  to  more  sub-categories  of  Annex 
2b-•,  II  projects being  subject to EIA. 
3a-b,  3f-j,  4a-b,  4d,  4g,  4k,  6a-b,  7h,  Be,  lOd-h, 
IOj,  lla, llc-i). 
All  categories.  All  sub-categories. 
All  categories.  All  sub-categories  (except  la). 
No  categories.  Some  sub-categories  ( lOf). 
No  categories.  Some  sub-categories or equivalents. 
Category  9.  Some  sub-categories or equivalents  (la-c, 
lh,  2a-e,  21,  3a-c,  3e,  3h,  3i,  4b,  4k,  6a,  lOa-b, 
lOd-j,  lla, llc, lle). 
No  categories.  Some  sub-categories  (la-f,  2c-h,  211, 
3b,  3d,  3g,  3i, 7f, Be,  lOb,  lOf,  lOh,  lOj,  lla). 
None  proposed  at present. 
None  proposed  at present. 
Adoption  of  law  proposal  n.5181  will  extend  EIA  requirement  to all 
categories 1nd  sub-categories of Annex  II projects.  Other  regional 
legislation .ay also achieve this. 
The  new  draft regulation  will  cover  a  nutnber  of Annex  II projects. 
Special  regulations  will  be  formulated,  by  the  Ministry  of  the 
Envirolllll!nt,  to  cover  land  consolidation  projects,  afforestation, 
and  urbl.n  planning  projects. 
Regulations  included  in  the  new  Sill  will  require  a  screening 
procedure  for  the  individual  activities  covered  by  Annex  II,  to 
consider  whether  an  EIS  should  be  prepared.  A change  in  the  EIA 
Decree,  is  also  in  preparation,  so  that  there will  be  a  screening 
procedure  for  the  rf!lla in i ng  Annex  II  projects  not  covered  at 
present. 
None  proposed  at present. 
At  national  level,  no  categories.  Some  sub-categories  Nona  proposed,  at the  national  level,  at  present.  Regional  level 
(ld,  2e,  2j,  lOd,  lOf,  lOj}.  legislation may  achieve fuller coverage of  Annex  II  projects. 
At  regional  level,  SOllie  additional  c1.tegories and  sub-
categories. 
All  categories. 
and  lb). 
Most  sub-categories  (all  except  la  None  proposed  at present.  Under  the Planning  and  Compensation  Act 
1991,  EIA  can  be  required for  additional  classes of  project  likely 
to have  significant environmental  effects. 
18 Most, though not all, Member States have adopted some thresholds and/or criteria to 
determine which particular projects, in given categories or sub-categories, should be subject 
to  assessment and which need not be.  These thresholds may  be legally binding (as  in the 
majority  of Member  States)  or they  may  be  advisory  (as  in  the  United  Kingdom  and 
Wallonia) leaving the competent authorities with some discretion as to how they should be 
applied.  The extent to which criteria and/or thresholds are used in selecting projects varies 
greatly between countries and according to project category.  In some cases, where thresholds 
are not provided (e.g. for certain project categories in Spain and Italy) or where the threshold 
is very low  (e.g.  in France) there are few  exemptions and most of the projects within the 
categories concerned are subject to EIA.  In other cases, where higher thresholds are common 
(e.g.  Netherlands,  UK),  the  great  proportion  of small  and  medium-sized  projects  are 
excluded. 
Where thresholds do exist for the same kinds of projects in different Member State 
EIA provisions, it should be possible to make some assessment of their broad comparability. 
Unfortunately, this cannot be fully achieved because the categorisation of projects and the 
ways  in  which  the  sizes  of projects  are  defined  are  often  different.  Where  meaningful 
comparisons can be  made there are examples to be found both of broad comparability and, 
seemingly, of major discrepancies.  These are illustrated in Table 3.6 below.  (The more 
detailed  information  from  which  this  table  is  drawn  is  contained  in  the  Member  State 
annexes.)  Whilst there is no a priori reason why the minimum size of projects giving rise 
to significant impacts should necessarily be the same in all the Member States, a number of 
the differences in threshold levels are equally hard to justify and these (of which only a small 
sample are presented in the table) merit further investigation. 
Table 3.6  Examples of project thresholds contained in Member State law and 
pi  dance 
Proicct~  Bum2lca of tbrelholdl 
Pig rearing  installations  •  Greece  (ZO  pfgsl,  •  Ireland  (1000  pigs),  •  Genu.ny  ( 1400  pigs), 
•  United Kingd011  5000  pigs) 
Quarries  •  France  (5ha  or tROre),  •  Ireland  (5ha  or more),  •  Portugal  (Sha  or more), 
Bel~um-Wallonia (10ha  or more), 
Net  rlands  (lOOha  or 110re). 
•  United  Kingdom  (50  ha  or  more), 
Non-ferrous metals  •  Belgium-Flanders  (product ion  cagacity 50,000  tonnes  or more  p.a.), 
•  Gennany  (production capacity 10  ,000  tonnes or more  p.a.), 
•  Netherlands  (production  capac;ty 100,000  tonnes or 110re  p.a.). 
19 Urban  development  project  Ireland  (Zha  or  more),  •  United  Kingdom  (5ha  or  more),  Belgium-Flanders 
( lOha  or  more),  •  Portuga  1  ( lOha  or more). 
Four  lane roads  •  Netherlands  (Skm  or more  in  a  rural  area),  •  Ireland  (Bkm  or  more  in  a  rural 
area),  •  United Kingdom  (IOkm  or 110re  in  a  rural  area). 
Airports  •  Ireland  (runway  length  of  more  than  Boom)i  •  B':J,9ium-Wallonia  b:unway  length 
of 110re  than  1200m),  •  Netherlands  (runway  ength  1110re  than  180  ). 
Installations for the disposal of  industrial and  domestic waste  •  Belgium-Flanders  (capacity of 25,000  tonnes  or more  p.a.),  •  Ireland (capacity 
of  25,000  tonnes  or more  p.a.),  •  Netherlands  (capacity of 25,000  tonnes or more 
p.a.),  •  United Kingdom  (capacity of 75,000  tonnes or 1110re  p.a.). 
Where the Member State has restricted the number of Annex II categories and sub-
categories to be subject to EIA, and its thresholds are relatively high (e.g. Netherlands), then 
the number of Annex II projects requiring assessment will be smaller than average.  Where 
the coverage is wide and thresholds are low (e.g. France) the number of assessments to be 
undertaken may be very large.  Other Member States combine broad project coverage and 
relatively  high thresholds  or more  limited  project coverage  and  low  thresholds.  Thus, 
between the Member States, the full spectrum of possible combinations may be observed. 
Since a number of Member States are processing new legislation relating to Annex II and no 
clear consensus on threshold levels yet exists, the variability in treatment is likely to become 
even greater, if no remedial action is taken. 
One final matter of importance, when considering which projects require assessment 
under the terms of the Directive,  is  how the  exemption of projects approved by Acts of 
Parliament (as provided for in Article 1(5)) is being treated by Member States.  Although the 
information available is not complete, it points to some variability in treatment.  In some 
Member States,  the use of this  exemption appears  to  be insignificant (Belgium,  Greece, 
Ireland).  In one or two cases there is some evidence that Acts of Parliament have been used 
to approve projects to simplify and speed up the authorization process which, inter alia, avoid 
the need or weaken the provision for an environmental impact assessment.  In one case (the 
United Kingdom) the Government and Parliament have established procedures to promote 
comparability of treatment between projects assessed under the terms of the Directive and 
projects approved by Parliament, but this does not seem to apply yet in other Member States. 
Further investigation may be desirable of the extent to which projects likely to give rise to 
significant environmental impacts are approved by Parliaments and how satisfactorily any 
alternative arrangements for their environmental assessment are working. 
20 3.  4  Coverage and preparation of assessments 
Article  3  of the  EIA  Directive  defines  the  scope  of the  environmental  impact 
assessment to be undertaken.  This appears to have been transposed into most of the Member 
States' laws but with some partial exceptions in the case of Belgium, France,  Luxembourg 
and Portugal.  The deficiencies include, in particular cases, a failure to include an assessment 
of impacts  relating  to  fauna/flora,  material  assets,  cultural  heritage  or landscape,  or of 
interactions between impacts. 
Article 3 provides that the actual scope of the assessment should take account of the 
particular circumstances of the case  but does  not lay  down  any  procedure by  which  this 
should be undertaken.  Four Member States make  some statutory provision for scoping -
Belgium (Wallonia), Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands, whilst in a number of  other 
cases  some  form  of scoping  is  encouraged  through  non-mandatory  guidance  or existing 
administrative procedures (see Table 4.5). 
Article 5(3) requires that authorities holding relevant information should make this 
available to the developer for preparing his EIS.  In most cases, this has been transposed into 
Member State law, though in particular cases this may be contained in other, more general, 
administrative laws. 
The required scope of the environmental information to be supplied by the developer 
(which  is  often described as  the  environmental  impact  statement or EIS)  is  described  in 
Articles  5(1)  and  (2)  and  Annex  III  of the  Directive.  Most  Member  States  require 
compliance with the so-called 'minimum requirements' contained within Article 5(2) but only 
the Netherlands, Italy, Denmark (for Annex I and certain Annex II projects) and Portugal (for 
Annex I projects) require the coverage of the types of information contained within Annex 
III.  The complete implementation of Annex  III is  planned in  Germany after the general 
administrative provisions have been adopted.  A number of other countries require some 
elements of Annex III (e.g.  France) to be covered and others (e.g. Ireland and the United 
Kingdom), indicate that the required information is that specified in Article 3 and Article 5(2) 
and that any  additional information referred to  in  Annex III  may  be provided by way of 
explanation  or  amplification.  Whether,  and  to  what  extent,  these  are  a  satisfactory 
21 transposition of Article 5(1) of the Directive is, in the case of a number of Member States, 
open to question. 
Included within Annex III is provision to include 'where appropriate' an outline of  the 
main alternatives studied.  Certain Member States  (Denmark,  Germany,  Greece and the 
Netherlands)  make  legal  provision  for  some  information  to  be  supplied  relating  to 
alternatives, though in some cases it is confined to certain categories of project.  In some 
other cases this is mentioned but its provision is optional, whilst in the remainder of cases no 
specific reference to alternatives is made. 
In summary,  the  main concern over the transposition of the above provisions into 
national law is over the coverage of the environmental information to be supplied by the 
developer and, in particular, that in some Member States at least, the requirements of Article 
5(  1)  have not been satisfactorily transposed. 
3.5  Submission of the environmental information, review and 
consultation procedures 
Article 5 of the Directive requires that the information be supplied by the developer 
but does  not regulate the form  in which it should be submitted or the procedures to be 
followed in its submission.  The legal provisions which have been established relating to these 
matters vary considerably between the Member States (see Table 3.7). 
Most Member States provide for the submission of the information in the form of a 
separate  document  (the  EIS,  or similar name)  which  normally  accompanies  the  consent 
application.  In certain cases, however, (for example, Germany, Italy) there is no distinction 
made between the provision of the environmental information and other information to be 
provided in support of  the consent application - in these cases, the environmental information 
may not be supplied in a separate document.  In most cases, also, the information is supplied 
directly by the developer (with the assistance of consultants in its preparation if so directed) 
but in two countries (Belgium and Denmark) the arrangements are somewhat different.  In 
Wallonia, an independently appointed expert prepares the EIS using information supplied by 
the developer;  in Flanders the EIS is jointly prepared by the developer and approved experts. 
22 In the case of Denmark, the EIS document for Annex I projects and certain Annex II projects 
is prepared by the regional authority as a supplement to the regional plan. 
23 Table 3.7  Arran2ements for the supply of environmental information within 
Member States 
Member State  Sg!I  of iafonaatioa 
Belgium  Vallonia:  a  separate EIS  is frepared by  an  independent expert,  but using  information  supplied by  the developer. 
Flanders:  the  preparation o  a  separate EIS  is carried out  jointly,  by  the developer  and  experts.  It has  to  be  accepted 
prior to the  initiation of the  licensing procedure. 
Dcmnart:  For  Annex  I  projects and  certain Annex  II  projects a  separate EIS  document  is prepared by  the regiona  1 authority as  part of 
a  suppl8111e11t  to a  regional  plan. 
Fraace  A separate  EIS  docu111ent  is  submitted with the application for consent. 
Ocnnu.y  No  separate  EIS  docu~~~&nt 
application for consent. 
is  prepared,  although  this  is  sometimes  done  voluntarily.  Information  is  submitted  with 
Greece  A  separate  EIS  document  is 
conditions. 
submitted  after  the  initial  approval  of  siting,  but  before  the  approva 1  of  environmenta  1 
Ireland  A separate EIS  document  is  submitted with the application for consent. 
kaly  No  separate EIS  document  is prepared,  but the  environ~~~ental  information  is submitted with the application for consent. 
Luxembourg  A separate EIS  document  is prepared for  some  project types only,  and  is submitted with  the application for consent. 
Nc::dlcrlaDds  A separate  EIS  docuMent  is  submitted with the application for consent. 
P<nup1  A separate  EIS  document  is  submitted with the application for consent. 
Spain  A separate  EIS  document  is  submitted with the application for consent. 
United Kingdom  A separate  EIS  document  is  submitted with the application for consent. 
The  precise  type  and  stage  of the  consent procedure at which  the  environmental 
information is  submitted also  varies - in a number of cases it is  submitted as  part of the 
application for a siting consent (e.g. Ireland, UK);  in some other cases it is submitted at an 
earlier  planning  stage  (e.g.  Denmark,  Germany,  Italy),  in  other  cases  it  is  at  a  later 
procedural stage than the siting consent stage (e.g. Greece, and France in some instances). 
Although  there  is  no  explicit requirement within  the  EIA  Directive to  review the 
environmental information for its adequacy and completeness, a number of Member States 
have made specific legal provisions for this.  These are summarised in Table 3.8.  In certain 
cases,  this  is  achieved  by  using  a  separate  Commission  (in  Wallonia,  Italy  and  the 
Netherlands), in some other Member States the law specifically requires that these tasks are 
to  be  performed  by  an  existing  competent  authority  or  government  department  (e.g. 
Denmark, Germany, Greece, Luxembourg, Portugal) whilst in other cases it is covered to the 
extent already provided for in existing administrative powers and procedures.  It should be 
noted that where specific  legal  provisions have been made these  may  not be confmed to 
checking the quality and the adequacy of  the information provided but may also include some 
24 checks and controls relating to performance at earlier stages in the EIA process (see Table 
3.8). 
Table 3. 8  Arrangements for the review of the information SQPJ)lied within Member 
States 
Member' State  !5!!  oruYilioaa for' .mew aad for' • review ~ 
Belgium  Flanders:  the  environnwmtal  agency  (Bestuur  voor  Leefmilieu)  in  the  regional  administration  is  responsible  for  review. 
This  agency  has  specific duties:  to  accept  the  study  team  preparing the  EIS;  review  the study for  COIIIpleteness,  quality 
and  compliance  with  the  legislation;  and  (for  industrial  projects)  provide  final  advice  on  the  acceptability  of  the 
project and  on  any  conditions. 
Wallonia:  an  advisory consultative body  (Conseil  Wallon  de  l'Environnement)  deals with  the review of EISs,  the follow-up 
of specific EISs,  the production  of an  annual  report,  the accreditation of  consulting finas,  COftlll&nts  on  proposed  changes 
to  legislation,  and  coordinates  and  pron10tes  the  develop!EI1t  of  EIA  guidance  and  recOMendations.  It is  composed  of 
representatives from  universities,  environmental  groups,  other consultative bodies,  and  e~~ployers associations  and  unions. 
Jlenmark  Provision  for  the  formal  review  of  the  ade~uacwnd quality  of  the  information  supplied  by  the  developer  is  111ade  in 
legislation.  There  is no  provision for a  rev ew  y. 
PraDce  There  is no  formal  provision for the review of  infonaation  supplied by  the developer,  other than,  in  certain cases,  by  the 
c0111petent  or environmental  authorities. 
Germany  Provision  for  formal  review  of  the  infor~~~atlon supplied by  the developer will  fonn  part of the general  consent  procedure. 
An  adJRinistrative regulation will  serve as the baseline for  judging adequacy  and  quality. 
Oreece  The  formal  review  of the  infonnation  supplied  by  the developer  is carried out  by  PERPA  and  other competent  departments  of 
the Ministry of EPPP. 
lrelaDd  There  is  no  formal  provision for the review of the  infonaation supplied by  the  deve~er.  The  information  is evaluated by 
the relevant competent authority, which  has  power  to require further  environ~~ental  i  onaatton.  In  the future the proposed 
Environmenta 1 Protection Agency uy have  a  role in this regard. 
baJy  Provision  for  the  for~~~al  review  of  the  infor~~~ation  supf,lied  by  the  developer  lies with  an  EIA  Co•tssion,  which  utilises 
some  review criteria.  There  are 20  members  and  the cha  rperson  is from  the Ministry of Environmnt.  other 111811tlers  include 
representatives  froJR  universities,  public  bodies  and  public  c0111pan i es,  and  other  experts  with  specific 
competence/experience. 
Luxembourg  There  is no  fonaal  provision for  the review of the  information  supplied by  the developer. 
11111st  approve  the EIS. 
The  relevant competent  authority 
NcdlcrlaDds  The  competent  authority  initially assesses the EIS,  which  is then  formally  reviewed  by  an  EIA  Coanission.  This  Commission 
is composed  of  independent  experts, and  c011111ents  on  deficiencies and  inaccuracies  in  the EIS.  The  COMission  also advises 
the competent  authority on  the guidelines for the content of the EIS  in  the scoping phase. 
Por1ugal  There  is provision for  for~~~al  review  of  the EIS  by  the relevant government  department. 
Spain  There  is  no  formal  provision for  the  review  of the  infonaation swlied by  the developer.  A Declaration of Environmental 
Impact  is  issued  by  the environmental  authority on  the project.  is is a  written decision/judgement based  on  the  EIS  and 
the written c011111ents  fro~~ the public participation. 
United Kingdom  There  is no  formal  provision for the  review  of the  information  supplied by  the developer. 
the  relevant competent  authority,  which  has  power  to require additional  inforutton. 
The  information  is evaluated by 
The  Directive  makes  provision  for  consultation  of  designated  environmental 
authorities, the public and, in certain cases, other Member States.  The procedures by which 
this is to be accomplished are largely left to the Member States. 
It  would  seem  that  Member  States  have  made  provision  for  the  designation  of 
environmental  authorities  either  by  listing  these  in  their  specific  EIA  regulations,  or 
empowering an  appropriate  Minister to  draw up such  lists,  or adopting  the  same  list of 
consultative bodies as already exists in the consent procedure to which the provision of the 
environmental information has been attached.  Only by a detailed study of a sufficiently large 
sample of consent procedures would it be possible to establish whether all of the authorities 
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(2 'likely  to  be  concerned  by  the  project  by  reason  of  their  specific  environmental 
responsibilities' are covered by Member State law.  The limited information available on this 
subject suggests that in some Member States, and for certain procedures, the list of  authorities 
who must be consulted on a mandatory basis may be too narrow.  Article 6 also requires that 
the environmental information submitted be forwarded to these authorities as a basis for the 
consultation.  Again, for the same reasons, the available knowledge is incomplete but there 
is some evidence to suggest that this requirement has not been fully transposed into national 
law in all areas (e.g. Portugal). 
The Directive requires that the above information is made available to the public.  In 
-~  general, most Member States have made formal provision for this, though it would seem that 
in certain cases this is confined to  the non-technical summary and it is possible that this 
requirement  has  not been  formally  covered  in  the  regulations  for  all  types  of consent 
procedures (see Table 3.9).  Both the way in which the information is made available and the 
timing of  the stage at which this occurs is sometimes specified in regulations but, in practice, 
there appears to be a measure of  discretion in how this is done.  Typically, the environmental 
information is to be made available for consultation at specified places and times.  Only in 
certain  Member  States  (Denmark,  Ireland,  the  Netherlands,  United  Kingdom)  is  there 
provision  for  members  of the  public  to  obtain  their  own  copy  (i.e.  by  request  and/or 
purchase).  Typically, also, the information is available after it has been submitted as part of 
the consent application but there may be an interval of time for its acceptance by the review 
body or competent authority before it is  made generally available.  The length of time for 
which it is available to the public may be specified in certain cases, but it is not precisely 
defined  in all cases and therefore it is  difficult to judge whether  in all cases the formal 
arrangements here are adequate.  In certain cases (e.g. until recently in Flanders) government 
officials have argued that the EIS should be treated as confidential once the official period 
for consulting it has ended.  Inter  alia~ this acts as a legal obstacle to the assembly of EIS 
collections for training and research purposes. 
26 Table 3,9  Provisions for the information to be made available to the public 
within Member States 
Meabcr' S1ate  Prvrilioa of illfonaatioa tu the l!!!!lic: 
Belgium  The  EIS  is  viewed  as  an  integral  part of the  licence  application  fne,  and  it  ts  not  nor~~ally  published.  In  practice 
however,  the non-technical  su~~~~~ary  is SOIII8till8s  distributed 110re  widely at the discretion of the developer.  ' 
Flanders:  until  recently,  there  was  only  provision  for  the  infonaation  to  be  available  to  the  public  during  the 
consultation stage of the process. 
Dcnllllll't  In  the  case  of  regional flans  the  fnfonaatfon  fs  available  for  in1c:;ction  and  purchase,  after  the  preparation  of  the 
suppl ..  nt to the regiona  plan.  These  provisions are not  undatory  or projects of national  illlpCH'tance,  where  a  National 
~~~~~.Directive ts  prepared according  to the National  and  Regional  Planning Act,  but  tn  practice the sill&  provisions are 
Fruc:c  Provisions exist for the  infOI'IIation  to be ude available to  the public.  The  stage at which  this occurs varies between  the 
regulations frot1  before the decision  on  the project  is taken,  to after the execution of the project. 
Ocmilllly  The  environ•ntal  infonaation  fs  available with  the other  information  sublllttted  with  the application  for  consent.  It  ts 
ava;lable after the application has  been  subllitted. 
On:cce  Provisions  exist  for  the  inspection  of  the  info1'111tion  after  subllission  of  the  EIS  and  the  application,  prior  to  the 
approval  of the environ.ntal conditions. 
Irclmd  Provisions exist for the inspection,  and  purchase,  of the  infor~~~tion after submission  of the application and  the EIS. 
llaly  Provisions exist for the  inspection of the  info1'11ation  after submission  of the Environ.antal  I11pact  Study docu•ntation. 
Luxcmbour&  Provisions exist for the  inspection of the  info1'11ation  after submission of the authorization application. 
NcdlcrtaDdl  Provisions exist for the  inspection and  purchase  of the  info1'111tion  at the tiE of subllission of the application. 
Portupl  There  is sOE Ulbiguity in  the Portuguese regulations relating to this issue,  as one  set of regulations ukes provision for 
the  inforution  to  be  ude  available,  while  another  set  only  ukes  provision  for  the  non-technical  su ...  ry  to  be  111de 
available. 
Splin  Provisions exist for the  inspection of the  inforution after subalission of the EIS. 
UnitaiiCia&dom  Provisions exist for the  inspection and  purchase  of the EIS  after submission  of the application and  the EIS. 
All Member States have made some provision for the public to express their opinion 
(see Table 3.10).  The details of the arrangements for this vary between procedures within 
the same Member State as well as between Member States.  In all cases public participation 
will normally include the opportunity to submit written comments;  much less frequently there 
will be provision for public meetings or hearings at which oral comment can be made and at 
which those supplying the information may be questioned.  This situation, however, often 
reflects the nature of the general provision for public comment within project authorization 
procedures in the countries concerned.  In some Member States the definition of the 'public 
concerned' who have rights to give their opinions may be restricted (e.g.  to those living 
within a certain distance of  the site of  the project or to certain bodies with consultative status) 
but in other cases the public at large may also comment.  The length of time over which 
comments may be submitted is  variable and not always closely defined.  Also,  whilst in 
certain cases the right to comment occurs prior to the decision on consent for the project, in 
other cases (e.g. Greece, certain French projects) it occurs after consent (i.e. at the appeal 
stage prior to implementation).  More generally, there is concern that mandatory consultation 
occurs too late in the EIA process.  In summary, the view is held that, in a number of cases 
27 the minimum legal rights of citizens to consult the EIS  and comment meaningfully on its 
contents are insufficiently safeguarded in law. 
28 Table 3.10  Provisions relatina: to consultation of the public within Member States 
Mc.bcr" S1ate  Coalltatioa of  die 1Nblic 
Belgium  In  lfallonfa provision  is Made  for public  involv8118nt  during the  initial  scopin~ procedure,  and  for  a  public  hearin~ to take 
place before a decision  is taken  on  the project.  In  Flanders consultation of  he  public takes place after the "at estation 
of  confon~lty" has  been  issued by  the acblinistration. 
Dcnmal'k  In  the  case  of  regional  plans  a  tradition  of  public  participation  is already  in  existence,  and  fs  contained  within  the 
National  and  Regional  Planniny  Act.  Consultation of the public  is not  undatory for f.rojects  of nationil  illpOY'tance,  but, 
in  practice  a  procedure  siMi  ar  to  that  for  regional  plans  is  followed.  Consultat  on  takes  place  before  a  decision  is 
Nde. 
France  Detailed  Mandator~ arrangements  exist for consultation  of  the  public.  The  stage at which  this occurs  varies fr011  before 
the decision  on  t  a  project  is taken,  to after execution  of the  project. 
OenDany  Mandatory  provisions  exist  for  consultation  of  the  public  according  to  the  sectoral  laws,  the  EIA  Act  and  the 
acblinistratfva  procedure  laws.  Consultation  and  public  participation  hna,  to  SOlie  extent,  been  part  of  the  regular 
consent  procedures  In  the past, and  no  particular problHS are foreseen.  Consultation and  participation ukes place before 
a decision  fs  reached  on  a  project. 
Greece  Detailed  provisions  exist  for  consultation  of  the  public  prior  to  a  decision  being  reached.  The  responsibility  for 
overseein~ this  process  lies with  the  council  of the  local  prefecture,  which  consists  of  the  uyors  of  the  prefecture, 
govern.n  representatives,  representatives of the Technical  Chuber of Greece,  etc. 
lrelaDd  Arran!J811811tS  exist for  public  consultation and  participation,  before  a  decision  is reached.  This  includes,  for  planning 
applications,  the right of appeal  to the planning board  at national  level  by  third parties. 
Italy  Detailed provisions exist for consultation of the public before adecision is reached. 
to this consultation process. 
Any  eft  izen  of Italy 1111  contribute 
Luxembourg  Detailed  provisions  exist  for  consultation  of  the  public,  except  for  road  sch ..  s.  Consultation  takes  place  before  a 
decision  fs  reached  and  is  open  to  any  person,  or  organfsat ion  (fro.  Luxllllbourg  or  another  country)  who  wishes  to 
participate.  For  large  scale  projects,  such  as  waste  disposal  sites,  the  organisation  of  public  hearings  is  general 
practice. 
Nctherlaods  Detailed  'rovfsions exist for  consultation of  the publfc  at two  stages  in  the  trocess.  Firstly,  at  the  establishMnt of 
EIA  guide  ines,  and  secondly when  the EIS  is evaluated,  before a  decision  is ta en  on  the  project.  In  the second  stage a 
public hearing takes place.  There  are no  restrictions with regard to "the public concerned". 
Portugal  Under  D.R.  No.  38/90  public hearings  MaY  be  carried out,  if considered  necessary. 
Spain  A general  procedure  for consultation,  during  the scoping  of the EIS,  has  been  established.  This  is  to be  pi'OIIOted  by  the 
publfc  acblinistration,  and  although  voluntar'-' fs  understood  to  be  followed  in  MOst  cases. 
provisions for undatory publfc consultations  ore a  decision  ;s reached. 
Additionally,  there  are 
Uniled Kingdom  The  ujoritl of  the  UK  EIA  regulations  contain  fairly  detailed  1111ndato'fa  arrang&M811ts  relating  to  consultation  of  the 
publfc.  Th  stakes place before a decision  is reached.  The  planning ragu  ations and  the highways  regulations,  which  cover 
.ast EISs,  provide  for  the  EIS  to  be  placed  on  deposit  in  the  locality for  inspection  by  the  public  and  for  notices  in 
local  newspapers,  and  any  ll8lllber  of the publfc  MaY  uke representations. 
Only  a  minority  of Member  States  (Denmark,  Germany,  Greece,  Ireland,  Spain) 
appear,  as  at July  1991,  to  have  made  some  formal  provision  for  consultation  of other 
Member  States  over  trans-frontier  impacts  (see  Table  3.11).  This  is  one  of the  least 
satisfactory areas of transposition of the Directive although,  in  certain cases,  such as  the 
Netherlands, informal consultative arrangements do exist.  This deficiency is likely to be of 
increased  significance  in  the  future  because  the  EEC  and  all  of its  Member  States  are 
signatories to the ECE Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary 
Context (United Nations,  1991). 
29 Table 3.11  Format provision for consultation with other Member States 
oyer transborder impacts 
MAiber State  Fonaali!!O!ilioa for coual11tioa wida  Hu  Mcabcr Slate li~  tbc 
5lll!s: Malber alB  BCB Coaveatioll ? 
Jlcl&ium  No.  Yes. 
Deamllt  Yes.  Yes. 
Fraal:c  No.  Yes. 
acn..y  Yea, illdudiD& IDI-BBC llala.  Yea. 
Gralcc  Yea.  Yea. 
llducf  Yea.  Yes. 
Italy  No.  Yes. 
LuxcmbcJar&  No.  Yea. 
Ndbatlllds  No (but ia prqllnltOl).  Yea. 
~  No.  Yes. 
SpaiD  Yea.  Yes. 
Uaitcd KiDgdom  No (but iaformal).  Yes. 
Uoi11=d Nadoas (1991) CooVCDtioa 011 Baviromnencallmp!ct As1cssment in a 'I'raDsbouadlry Context.  EIECE/1250.  Espoo (FinlaDd), 2S  February 1991. 
~:  Tbe BuropeaD CommuDity has allo signed tbc BCE Cooveatioo. 
In summary, whilst all Member States have made some legal provision relating to 
most of the Directive's articles reviewed in this section, in a significant number of cases they 
are thought to be deficient in important details  - particularly in respect of implementing 
Article  5(  1)  and  in safeguarding  the  Directive's intentions  in  making  the  environmental 
information sufficiently available to those likely to be concerned and in making adequate 
provision for their opinions to be presented. 
3.6  Decision-makin& and monitorin& 
The EIA Directive makes provision that both the environmental information provided 
by the developer and the consultation findings must be taken into account in decision-making 
on the consent application.  In most Member States some legal provision has been made for 
this  to be done  and  in the remainder it is  implicit to the extent that the environmental 
information and consultation findings are one of  the sources of information available to those 
making  decisions  on consent applications.  In most cases,  however,  it would  seem that 
Member State regulations have not made any additional procedural arrangements to strengthen 
or guide its  implementation beyond using  any  pre-existing arrangements  in the  existing 
consent procedures.  Important exceptions to this are: 
30 in Germany, there is provision for preparing a summary record of the environmental 
impacts which can subsequently be issued with the decision on the consent application; 
in Italy, there is provision for the Ministries concerned to issue, on the basis of advice 
from the EIA Commission,  a decision on environmental compatibility - if the two 
relevant  Ministries  consider  that  the  project  is  environmentally  incompatible  the 
consent authorization procedure cannot proceed unless the Council of Ministers so 
provides; 
in the Netherlands, the regulations on EIA lay down that the competent authority shall 
mention in the decision the grounds on which it is based, including the contents of  the 
EIS.  The competent authority shall also state the way in which it took into account 
the environmental impacts of  the activity and what consideration has been given to the 
alternatives described in the EIS.  It shall also mention what consideration has been 
given to the comments and recommendations submitted with respect to the EIS by the 
public and advisers. 
in Spain, there is provision for the preparation of a Declaration of Environmental 
Impact  which  contains  the  written  decision  or judgement  of the  environmental 
authority on the  project,  based on the EIS  and public consultations,  which is  the 
published in the official Bulletin of State. 
The EIA Directive also provides that the outcome of  taking the above information and 
consultations into account be reflected in the content of the consent decision (including any 
conditions attached to it)  which should be  made public.  Also,  'where the Member States' 
legislation so provides the reasons and considerations on which the decision is based should 
be made public.  It would  seem  that in  most Member States  provision is  made  for  the 
decision (and conditions) to be made public either under EIA regulations or under pre-existing 
legislation  relating to  the publication of consent procedure decisions.  Provision  for  the 
reasons to be given for such decisions appears to be more limited and is often closely related 
to existing practice in Member State consent procedures. 
31 The EIA Directive contains no formal  requirements for  compliance monitoring to 
ensure that a project is implemented as authorised and that it does not give rise to unintended 
environmental  impacts.  The  Directive  does,  however,  provide  that  conditions  may  be 
attached to a consent decision, and these could include monitoring conditions.  In a number 
of  Member States, such monitoring conditions are already provided for under existing consent 
procedures and monitoring of  EIA cases would be in accordance with existing practice.  Most 
Member States have not made provisions additional to those that already exist and these are 
known  to be  highly  variable.  In  three  Member  States,  however,  there  are  additional 
provisions that have been made to strengthen the existing situation: 
in  Italy,  the  judgement  on  environmental  compatibility  may  contain  specific 
monitoring requirements; 
in  the  Netherlands,  there  is  provision  in  the  EIA  regulations  to  monitor  the 
environmental  effects  actually  occurring  and  to  compare  these  with  the  impacts 
predicted to occur in the EIS.  Measures may then be taken to correct any significant 
negative discrepancies, by, for example, tightening licence conditions; 
in Spain,  there  is  legal  provision  for  a  mandatory  Programme of Environmental 
Surveillance. 
To summarise, the basic legal requirements of the articles contained in the Directive, 
which are covered by this section of  the chapter appear, in the main, to have been transposed 
into Member State law or were already provided for under existing consent procedures. 
However, these requirements were fairly general in nature and therefore the effectiveness of 
the transposition depended very much on Member States complying with these requirements 
in a sufficiently detailed way as to give them real effect.  With certain exceptions, which 
have been noted above,  this does not appear to have been done.  This is of considerable 
significance since the use made of environmental information and consultation findings in 
reaching decisions on project authorizations is crucial to the effectivenes~ of  the EIA process 
as a whole.  Similarly, provision for monitoring the environmental impacts of  a project, once 
approved, is critical to ensuring that the project's implementation does not have unintended 
32 adverse  impacts  which  remain  undetected.  Consequently,  practical  compliance  with  the 
'spirit'  of the  Directive  has  less  legal  support at  these  two  important  stages  in  the  EIA 
process, than is ideally required. 
3.  7  Formal compliance:  an overview 
The  transposition of the  EIA  Directive  into  Member State law  has been seriously 
delayed beyond the approved date  for full  formal  compliance and,  three years  later (July 
1991), the transposition has not been completed in a number of cases.  The reasons that have 
been given for this delay are various: 
the complexities of transposition where  responsibilities  for  matters  covered by  the 
Directive are divided between national and regional levels of government; 
the broad,  'horizontal' nature of the  Directive has  meant that the transposition has 
involved securing the co-operation and support of many ministries and has involved 
changes to many regulations and consent procedures; 
certain of  the requirements of  the Directive, notably relating to greater 'openness' and 
provision for more effective consultation within existing procedures, have encountered 
resistance which has delayed reaching agreement or has led to agreements based on 
incomplete or 'minimalist' transposition. 
Given  the  nature  of this  Directive,  such  delays  and  resistance  were  probably 
inevitable.  However, in some Member States major problems of this kind seem to have been 
overcome.  The remainder should reach this position once their draft legislation (see Table 
3.3) has been implemented, and achieving this is obviously an urgent priority. 
Whilst the delays are a matter of serious concern, this does not detract from the very 
considerable progress that has been made in the majority of Member States in transposing the 
Directive.  The  number  of new  EIA laws,  regulations  and  ordinances  approved  in  the 
Member States, particularly since 1988, has been very considerable and has greatly exceeded 
that which would typically be associated with the transposition of a single Directive. 
33 A broader issue is the extent to which transposition, where it has occurred, has been 
complete.  At one level,  it can be said that the 'basics' of the EIA process are mostly in 
place: 
projects to be assessed have been listed or otherwise identified; 
provision has been made for the developer to provide the basic information identified 
in Article 5(2); 
some general provision has been made for that information to be made available and 
for consultation to take place; 
the general obligation for competent authorities to take the above information into 
account in reaching consent authorization decisions is established; 
the decision reached has to be made public. 
However,  closer examination shows that,  as  at July  1991,  a number of areas of concern 
remain: 
not all Annex I project classes are subject to assessment in all Member States; 
there is great variability between Member States both in the extent to which Annex 
II project categories and sub-categories are covered and in the threshold levels applied 
within the same sub-categories; 
compliance  with  Article  5(1)  relating  to  the  nature  and  scope  of environmental 
information to be supplied appears to be incomplete in some Member States; 
provisions  relating  to  making  this  information  available  and  to  consultative 
arrangements may, in a number of instances, be insufficiently specific and detailed to 
provide legal support for satisfactory practical compliance; 
similarly,  in  a  number  of Member  States,  there  is  no  clear  indication  how  the 
environmental information and consultation findings are to be 'taken into account' in 
the decision process or how verification that this has been done satisfactorily is to be 
achieved. 
Further, being a 'framework' Directive, the success of  its implementation also depends 
in part upon how Member States make provisions for those stages and activities within the 
34 EIA process which the Directive does DQt attempt to regulate.  In this regard, a number of 
Member States have made formal provisions which exceed those which the Directive requires. 
This has been done by: 
extending the range of actions to which EIA applies beyond those itemised in Annexes 
I and II of  the Directive (e.g. to include certain plans and programmes, modifications 
to Annex II projects, certain licence renewal applications,  military installations and 
other specific project types not covered by the Annexes); 
making formal provision for a scoping stage in the EIA process; 
making the coverage of alternatives mandatory within the environmental information 
to be supplied; 
making additional provisions for checking the quality of  the environmental information 
and/or evaluating its contents (e.g. through the establishment of  a special Commission 
or by placing such obligations on specific existing authorities); 
making specific provision for monitoring the environmental impacts of projects arising 
from their implementation. 
However, such provisions do not apply generally within the Community, and to this extent 
there may be legal 'weak links' in the EIA process which are subsequently refleeted in the 
quality of practical compliance. 
The significance of the various strengths and deficiencies in formal compliance which 
have  been  identified  can  be more  clearly  evaluated  once  the  practical application  of the 
Directive has been assessed.  This is the subject of the next chapter. 
35 4.  PRACTICAL APPLICATION 
4.1  Introduction 
This chapter reviews two related topics: 
the extent to which the requirements of the EIA Directive are being implemented in 
practice in Member States; 
the broader issue  of the extent to  which the  EIA  process  as  a  whole  is  working 
satisfactorily within Member States. 
The extent to which the requirements of the EIA Directive have been implemented in 
practice depends upon: 
the extent to which those requirements have been transposed into Member State law; 
having been transposed, the extent to which they have been satisfactorily implemented 
in practice. 
As  explained in the previous chapter, the transposition into national law in most Member 
States  has  been  very  recent  and,  in  certain  cases,  incomplete.  Inevitably,  therefore, 
implementation in practice is also very recent and incomplete.  Similar conclusions apply 
when considering the working of the EIA process as a whole. 
For these reasons, this Review can only provide an interim assessment of  the practical 
application of the Directive up to July 1991  and a more defmitive assessment requires 2-3 
years further experience in its operation.  Nevertheless,  there are a number of important 
findings that can be reached, based on experience to date, which are helpful in guiding future 
actions and practice. 
The structure of this chapter is broadly similar to that of the preceding chapter and 
covers the main components of the EIA process (see Figure 2.1) as well as certain more 
general topics relating to the practical application of the Directive. 
36 4.2  Numbers and t.Jpes of BIAs 
One  of the  key  pieces  of information  relevant  to  an  assessment  of the  practical 
application of  the Directive is data on the total numbers and types of projects for which EIAs 
have been, or are being, prepared.  However, so far,  very few  Member States have made 
arrangements to record and bring together all of this information.  Additionally, in the case 
of those Member States in which the Directive has been implemented very recently, there is 
insufficient experience on which to base firm estimates.  Therefore, the information which 
exists at the present is incomplete and subject to some error and needs to be interpreted with 
care.  This also applies when making comparisons between Member States. 
Table 4.1 summarises the data obtained by the Member State consultants relating to 
the total numbers of environmental impact assessments recently undertaken, under the legal 
measures summarised in Table 3.1, in each country.  In most cases the statistics relate to the 
number of EISs (or their equivalent) which have been submitted in accordance with Article 
5 of the Directive.  In some other cases, the data relate to ~umbers of assessments at other 
stages  of the  EIA  process.  In certain  cases,  they  are  estimates of the  expected  annual 
numbers of EISs (or their equivalent) which will be submitted in the near future.  In order 
to help in making comparisons between Member States, all data have been annualized and 
related to the size of the Member State concerned, measured by its GDP, its population and 
its surface area. 
The aggregate numbers of EIAs now being undertaken within the Community are, in 
certain respects, very impressive and will become more so in the future as new and pending 
regulations are implemented.  It is evident from these figures, and the interviews held in the 
Member States, that EIA is now widely regarded as an important component of  environmental 
planning and management activities. 
However, the data also suggest substantial differences, in both absolute and relative 
terms,  between Member States in the annual number of assessments being undertaken or 
projected to be undertaken in the immediate future.  The estimates in Table 4.1 range, in 
absolute terms, between the thousands produced each year in France to less than 30 currently 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 standardised for differences in GDP, population and surface area, very substantial differences 
still remain (for example,  between over 100 per million population in France and 0.5 per 
million in Italy).  The major reasons for these differences are in the varying coverage of the 
lists of projects to which each Member State applies EIA (particularly differences in the lists 
of Annex II projects, and in the coverage of modifications to Annex II projects) and in the 
levels of the thresholds applied to Annex II projects.  France, for example,  applies EIA to 
a lengthy list of Annex II projects for which it has adopted low thresholds and this explains 
the large numbers of EIAs it undertakes each year.  Italy currently applies EIA to very few 
Annex II projects and this explains  its small  numbers.  Some other  countries (e.g.  the 
United  Kingdom) apply EIA to a wide range of Annex II projects but adopt higher thresholds 
than France and the number of their EISs falls between the two extremes. 
39 Table  4.2  summarises  the  information  available  on  the  distribution  of EISs,  by 
Member State, between Annex I and Annex II projects.  The differences are quite striking-
for example, 98% of Irish EISs, but only 28% of Italian EISs, relate to Annex II projects. 
Again, the differences are mainly explained in terms of  the range of  Annex II projects subject 
to EIA and the levels of thresholds in the countries concerned. 
Table 4.2  Distribution of  EISs between Annex I and Annex II projects in selected 
Member States 
(% of total EISs) 
M~mbcr  State  Aun~x  I  Ann~x II 
Belgium - Fluden  37  63 
- WaiJoaia  59  41 
Denmark  33  67 
France  3-4  96-97 
Ireland  2  98 
Italy  72  28 
Netherlands  28  72 
United  12  88 
Kingdom 
Table 4.3  shows the distribution  of EISs,  by  Member State,  according to project 
category.  Here, also, it is possible to detect the influence of differences in Member State 
regulations relating to types of projects covered and thresholds applied.  It is also possible 
to observe some common features between a number of Member States - for example, the 
numerical importance of EISs relating to Category 10 (infrastructure) projects in Annex II. 
However, there are some other features which are less easily explained and which may justify 
further examination of practical application in the Member States concerned.  For example: 
13 out of 16 Annex II EISs in Wallonia related to motor racing tracks; 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 most Portuguese EISs, submitted since the  1990 regulations were approved,  related 
to road schemes; 
relatively small numbers of manufacturing sector projects have been submitted to EIA 
in the United Kingdom. 
Whilst,  at the level of practical application, there is some concern over incomplete 
coverage of  projects and high thresholds, there is also an opposite concern where the adoption 
of very low thresholds (or no thresholds at all) results in very large numbers of relatively 
small projects being submitted to EIA.  Particularly during the early stages of implementing 
an EIA system, this can place considerable demands on the resources and assessment skills 
-~~  available and may make it harder to achieve good quality standards in the assessments which 
are  provided.  The  choice  of appropriate  criteria  and  thresholds  for  different  project 
categories is therefore an important consideration. 
4.  3  Provision of environmental information and its quality control 
A  second  key  piece  of information  relevant  to  an  assessment  of the  practical 
application of the Directive, is the quality of the environmental information (EIS) supplied 
by developers.  This is examined immediately below and is followed by an evaluation of two 
closely related matters, scoping and EIS review practice. 
Quality of EISs 
The objective assessment of quality  is  not a straightforward  matter but there is  a 
sufficient consensus of opinion to enable broad conclusions to be drawn.  The principal 
conclusions of  the Member State reviewers on the quality of  the EISs currently being supplied 
by developers are summarised in Table 4.4.  These suggest that, whilst there is little doubt 
that  a  minority  of EISs  are  of good,  and  sometimes  of outstanding,  quality,  there  are 
substantial numbers in most Member States which are not of a satisfactory standard.  In other 
words, there is a considerable quality problem. 
Table 4.4 also contains an indication of the main types of deficiencies which have 
been observed and of some of their possible causes.  The factors which may  contribute to 
these deficiencies include the following: 
42 failure to start assessments at a sufficiently early stage in the planning and design of 
projects; 
failure  to  take  account  of alternatives  where  this  would  be justified,  to  identify 
mitigating measures sufficiently early and to incorporate them into the project; 
Table 4.4  Overall assessments of the quality of EISs in the Member States 
Mcalbcr bl!!:  ms aulitY ~!!!I  Sll!l!il 
Belgium  There  is no  information  available at present. 
Dc:omart  Of  the  12  EISs  produced  fhe  (421)  were  judged  to  be  of  satisfactory  quality.  The  ain deficiencies  related  to  the 
assess•nt  of  i~~pacts  on  the  envtron.ent,  visual  effects  and  affects  on  landscape;  the  assess.ent  of  the  t~~pacts  of 
emissions  of  certain  mterials;  the  assesSII8nt  of  alternatives;  and  the  assesSII8nt  of  long  tal'lll  effects.  These 
deficiencies  are  111inly  caused  by  the  lack  of  guidelines  for  EIA,  and  by  the  Mthods  used  for  the  asses5118nt  of  the 
i111pacts.  The  lack  of experience  is also a  factor,  as  well  as  political resistance fr011  regional  authorities,  particularly 
in  the case of holiday hotels.  It also saeas that the advantages  of EIA  are not clearly recognised. 
Fl'lllCe  There  are  large variations  in  quality.  Generally,  EISs  prepared  for large and  national  projects are of better quality than 
those  prepared  for  SMaller  projects.  Sectors  lllhich  are  .are  •sensitive",  and  therefore  lead  to  110re  contention  and 
controversy,  tend  to  produce  better  quality  EISs,  e.g.  anergy  and  i~~portant  linear  projects.  EISs  produced  by  s11111l 
privata developers  (sa. 701  of EISs)  are  generally recognised  to  be  of a  lower  standard.  These  davelotjrs  have  li•ited 
resources  and  undertake  the  EIA  in-house,  using guidance documents  prepared by  the •tntstry.  EISs  for pu  He  projects are 
generally  undertaken  by  independent  consultants wtth  a  specific  budget,  and  the  standard  is  generally  recognised  to be 
satisfactory. 
Germany  As  f:tf  no  EISs  have  been  prelared  accordin~ to  the  EIA  Act,  but,  in  practice,  a  large  nullber  of  docu11111nts  are  prepared 
aqu  va  ant  to  an  EIS.  The  aw  studies  re ating  to  adequacy  have  revealed  that  particular  deficiencies  exist  in  the 
followin~ areas:  eva luat in\ indirect,  secondary  and  cross-sectora  1  (interactive)  effects.  SOllie  outstandin~ studies  do 
exist wh  ch  go  beyond  the  EI  Act  in  both  content and  Mthods  - however,  a  nullbar  Of  studies were  less than  sa  isfactory. 
Gn:ece  EISs  for  industria  1 projects tend  to  be  of better quality,  CCJIIPared  with  those  for other projects,  for which  there  is 110ra 
limited  EIA  experience.  The  time  and  110n~ devoted  to  the reparation of EISs  tends  to be  inadequate;  the documents  MY 
be  large  and  include  a  lot of data,  but  ten Mde  critica  points  and  are not  sufficiently substant fated.  Alternatives 
are usually briefly presented and  not  considered of .uch  i111portance. 
hdaDd  The  quality of EISs  varies considerably. 
lilly  The  quality of  EISs  has  i111proved  since  the  illlpl111118ntation  of the  existing  l:fislation, 
Ca.ission.  Problems  relating to  incoa~pleteness and  bias have  been  axperienc  . 
due  to  the  activities of  the  EIA 
Luxembourg  EISs  are  generally prepared  by  consultants with  expert  knowledge  in  the envfroM&ntal  field,  and  for  large  scala  projects 
they  are  often  from  other  countries  with  rn;eater  experience  of  EIA.  Deficiencies  noted  include  a  lack  of  detailed 
exuinatfon of alternatives, and  in forecast ng  the  i~~pacts that a proposed  project is likely to have  on  the environ.nt. 
Netherlands  As  a  result of  the review  of EISs  by  the  EIA  C01111tssion,  supplementary  infol'lllation  is often J!:'oduced.  This  ensures  that 
sufficient,  good  quality  information  is  available  for  decision-mking.  Deficiencies  inclu  insufficient  attention  to 
alternatives, and  also to s0111  environ.ental aspects. 
Portupl  The  1111jority  of  EISs  are  considered  to be  of unsatisfactory quality by  the  environmental  authorities,  although  there are 
s01111  exceptions. 
Spain  It  is  astf1111ted  that  about  201  of  EISs  are  of  satisfactory  quality.  Coaaon  deficiencies  include:  poor  project 
description;  poor  forecasting of  i11pacts;  lack  of consideration of secondary  and  indirect activities;  use  of unsuitable 
evaluation  techniques;  lack  of  reference  to 1110nitoring  and  control;  mitigation  Masures only  considered  very  generally; 
the 110st  frequent  and  critical deficiency  ts the  lack  Of  a  non-technical  su-ry.  These  deficiencies are minly due  to a 
lack  of c011111it11ent  to EIA  by  develo~ers, who  tend  to proceed  with  theirJreconceivacl idea,  and  also to a  lack  of  experience 
and  skill  in  those  preparing  the  IS.  Often  only  one  person  is  us  who  relies heavily  on  infor~~~tion  froa  sectoral 
administrations,  and  carries out  few  original project-specific studies. 
Uaitcd Kingdom  EISs  are  of  variable  quality  ranging  from  vary  satisfactory  to  unsatisfactory,  although  there  is  so111  evidence  of 
i~~provement over  time  (c.  601  of a  s&~~~ple of  1990-1  EISs  were  judged  to be  of satisfactory quality).  Areas  of particular 
weakness  include:  poor  identification  and  scoring  of  potential  i'acts;  poor  consideration  of types  and  quantities  of 
wastes  created;  qualitative  rather  than  quan  itative  treatment  o  ia~pacts;  poor  consideration  of  risk  of  accidents; 
weaknesses  in  the  assess111nt  of  i111pact  significance;  bias  and  •is~laced a.phasts  in  presentation;  poor  writing  and 
presentation  of often  very  diverse  information;  lack  of  a  non-tachn  cal sw.ary.  The  factors  which  contribute  to  these 
weaknesses  include  lack  of  experience,  intensified  by  lack  of  guidance  and  training;  bias,  particularly  where  the 
developer  and  competent  authority  belong  to  the  salDI  authority;  not  starting  the  EIA  process  early  enough;  and 
unsatisfactory scoping. 
an overly narrow definition, based in some cases on limited requirements in Member 
State legislation, of the types of information that should be provided; 
unsatisfactory arrangements for scoping the coverage of the assessment; 
lack of  experience of  staff preparing and reviewing the environmental information, re-
inforced by insufficient guidance and training provision; 
43 bias in the assessment and presentation of environmental impacts. 
Many of these deficiencies are not due to a failure in the formal transposition of the 
Directive's provisions.  They relate to matters which the Directive does not directly regulate, 
but leaves Member States the discretion to regulate or handle by non-regulatory means.  The 
responses  by  Member States  have predictably  varied,  as  illustrated below in the  case of 
provisions for scoping and for EIS review. 
Scopin~: 
Current practice relating  to  scoping  (i.e.  determining  the  scope  of any  particular 
assessment) in the Member States is summarised in Table 4.5.  Virtually all Member States 
either require or encourage  some  form  of scoping  and,  where  it is  used,  it is  generally 
considered to be very beneficial. 
The nature and extent of provision for scoping vary considerably between Member 
States.  In certain cases  (e.g.  the  Netherlands,  Germany  and,  potentially,  in  Greece and 
Ireland) there is regulatory provision for scoping.  In certain other countries (e.g. Belgium, 
Spain) specific scoping arrangements have been made but their use is  non-mandatory.  In 
other cases (e.g. the United Kingdom) official encouragement is given to consultations early 
in the EIA process but these are not mandatory.  Given the widely recognised benefits of 
scoping, the issue arises whether it should be more fmnly and widely encouraged. 
Quality control and EIS review 
A variety of different measures exist in different Member States to try to ensure that 
EISs are of a satisfactory quality.  These include the following: 
in some Member States, the consultants used in the preparation of EISs have to be 
officially approved (e.g. Flanders, Wallonia, France); 
in many cases, the competent authority or the environmental authority is involved in 
reviewing  the  environmental  information  which  is  submitted  and  additional 
information may be requested before the submission is accepted (most Member States 
44 provide  for  such  powers,  though  the extent of such  powers and  their procedural 
requirements vary considerably); 
Table 4.  5  Sco.pin~ practice in the Member States 
Mcabc:r sea:  .b.!!& 
Belgium  Scoping  raains  largely an  informal  process.  In  Flanders  the  adlllinistratfon  mkes  extensive  use  of  project  specific EIA 
guidelines  developed  by  the  EIA  COIIIIIission  in  the  Netherlands,  and  practitioners  also  utilise  the  EIA  handbook  series 
published  by  the  Environment  Ministry  (VROM)  in  the  Netherlands.  The  administration  has  also  actively  participated  in 
sc~fn9 Meetfn~s,  although  the  li•ited  nulllbers  of  staff  available  for  this  i~ses a  severe  fractical  constraint.  In 
llal  on1a  a  pub  ic  inquiry  in  the  scopfng  phase  is  provided  for,  but  only  in  he  case  of  pub  ic  sector  projects.  The 
Conseil  Wallon  de  l'Environnaent provides advice on  generic guidelines. 
Dcomatk  There  is  no  fonaa 1  procedure  for  scoping.  However,  info':ft'll  discussions  take  place  betMHn  the  authorities  involved  in 
preparing the EIS. 
Fruce  There  are  no  mandato'fa  provisions  for  formal  and  s~stematic scoping.  In  practice,  some  fOMII  of  scoping  is carried out 
during the initial in onaal  consultation process.  T e  "instruction •ixte• procedure also offers opportunities for scoptng, 
as  statutory environ~~&ntal authorities are brought  into the initial consultation process. 
Germany  Provision for scoping  is  included  in  the  EIA  Act.  This  is achieved  by  discussions betMHn  the developer  and  the c0111petent 
authority,  and  other authorities,  experts  and  third parties  tnaY  also  be  invited to  particijnte.  In  practice,  especially 
for c0111plex  consent procedures,  s01111  fonn of scoping .as already in existence. 
Orccce  Arrang81118nts  for scoping will be  included  in  the circulars that are  in  preparation.  These  arrange~Mnts will be  binding. 
Ireland  There  is  no  fonnal  provision  for  scoping.  Consultation  on  scoping  generally takes  place  between  the  developer  and  the 
c011petent  authority,  and  someti~~~es with  other  interes~roups.  The  proposed  Envirollll8ntal  Protection Agency  is intended to 
provide  a  scopfng  function  through  the  preparation  general  guidelines  as  to  the  infonaation  which  EISs  for  various 
classes of projects should  contain. 
haly  There  are  no  forma 1/llllndatory  provisions  for  scoping.  However,  informal  consultation  between  the developer  and  the  EIA 
Ca.  iss  ion  is encouraged,  and  such  experiences  have  proved  to be  he lpfu  1. 
Luxembourg  As  such,  there  are  no  formal  provisions  for  scoping.  However,  the  co~~~petent  authorities  oc&:l:pare  project-specific 
checkHsts for different categories of projects,  concerning  the content of the EIS,  and  the •th  ology to be  used.  These 
serve as  a buis for a  further detennination  of content and  methodolo~ by  the developer and  the  co~etent authori!¥.  The 
Adllintstratton  of  the  Environ.ent  contacts  the  pra.oters  of  new  in  ustries  before  any  decision  o  start  the  ficial 
authorization procedure  is 111ade.  No  further  ~~easures relating to scoping are envisaged  in  the  new  legislation. 
Netba1aDds  The  c011petent  authority draws  up  guidelines,  with  the advice of the  EIA  C-.ission and  the officially appointed  advisors, 
indicating  the  content  of  the  EIS,  with  particular attention  being  paid  to  alternatives.  Public  participation  in  this 
process  is organized by  the competent  authority. 
Portugal  There  is no  ~~andatory provision for scoping.  In  some  cases  non-111andatory  scoping has  taken  place. 
Spain  There  is  no  mandatory  provision  for  scoping. 
public  takes place  in  most  cases. 
However,  a  voluntary  scoping  procedure  involving  the  consultation of  the 
Uailed KiDgdam  There  are no  mandatory  provisions for  scopin~.  The  Department  of the Envirouent has  issued a  'Checklist of utters to be 
considered  for  inclusion  in  an  Environii8Rta  Statement'.  Consultation  by  the  developer  with  c011petent  authorities  and 
designated environmenta 1 authorities is reconaended  early in  the process.  Practice,  however,  is variable. 
in some cases, provision is made for the environmental information submitted to be 
reviewed  by  an  independent  body  such  as  a  Commission  (e.g.  Wallonia,  the 
Netherlands, Italy and (it is proposed) Ireland); 
in some cases, the competent authority or an environmental authority is involved in 
processing the developer's information in the preparation of the EIS (Denmark). 
Table 4.6 contains a fuller summary of the measures taken in each of the Member States. 
45 Table 4.6  Arrana:ements for reviewing the adequacy and quality of EISs within 
Member States 
Member State  Review of ms ~!!!£!  ud  guali!I 
Belgium  Flanders:  the :;:vtonal  enviroMBntal  administration  (Bestuur  voor  Leefmilieu)  evaluates all  EISs  for  their c0111pleteness, 
quality,  and  COIIIJI  iance with  EIA  legislation,  using  general  review  criteria.  If the  EIS  is  acceptable  an  "attestation of 
confol'llity"  is  issued,  which  enables  the  start of  the  licensing  procedure  and  public  inquiry.  The  lack  of  sufficient 
resources allocated for this task  is a  problem. 
Wallonia:  the  Conseil  Wallon  d'Environ1181118nt  reviews  EISs  and  has  been  criticised  for  issuing  •political"  statements 
rather  than  addressing crucial  matters  relating  to  the  proposed  project.  However,  C.lri.E.  has  few  resources,  and  llllllllbers 
have  been  reviewing  EISs  on  a  voluntary basis  in addition to their usual  jobs. 
Deamldt  Legal  provision exists for the formal  review of adequacy  and  quality of EISs.  The  developer provides  the authorities with 
all  the  relevant  infol'llltion  about  a  Jlroject  and  they  Jlrepare  the  EIS.  Review  b~e  authorities  is  then  part of  the 
ap~roval procedure.  There are no  foru.l  review bodies.  Two  Reference  Centres have  set up  to support  the authorities. 
Fo  lowin9  partici\:tion  by  the  public  it  may  be  decided  that  the  EIS  is  not  of  satisfactory  quality,  that  further 
infol'llltlon .ust  added,  that  greater  consideration  111st  be  given  to  alternatives,  etc,.  A new  EIS  may  have  to  be 
prepared,  and  if so,  this fs the document  that is submitted for approval. 
France  No  l!tl provisions exist for fol'llll  review of the quality of EISs.  However,  compliance with  the regulations,  in tenas of 
proc  res  and  content,  is  checked  by  the  technica  1  authorities,  the  environiiMinta 1  authorities  and  the  adnlinistrative 
tribunals.  Generally,  this  is concerned  with  procedural  aspects ratller  than  the substance  of  the  EIS.  If the  letter of 
the regulations  is not complied with,  then  the project  is generally not  authorised. 
GcnDany  The  formal  review  of  the  adequacy  and  quality of  EISs  will  be  handled  through  the  supervisory and  control  powers  of  the 
sectoral  laws.  An  adllinistrative regulation will serve as  a guideline and  baseline for  judging adequacy  and  quality. 
Greece  The  adequacy and  quality of EISs  is reviewed  by  PERPA  and  other COIIIp8tent  departments  of the Ministry of EPPP.  No  specific 
written  guidance  exists.  The  new  legislation  has  made  the  review  process  stricter and  more  formal  which  should  ensure 
better control of EIS  quality,  provided  sufficient resources are made  available for this purpose. 
Ireland  There  is,  currently,  no  formal  review  system,  but  the  proposed  Environmental  Protection  Agency  may  have  a  role  in  this 
regard  in the future. 
Italy  The  fol'llll  review of  EISs  is undertaken  by  the  EIA  C011111ission,  which  uses  review criteria that  are evolving over  time,  as 
experience  is gained. 
Luxembourg  There  is no  formal  review of  EIA  studies.  The  competent  authority(ies) must  approve  the  EIA  study,  and  can  order further 
investt~tions where  infon~ation is  inc011plete  or  lacking  in precision.  Consultation of other authorities,  or of experts, 
or  inst1tut1ons is not  practised. 
NcdlerlaDds  The  EIS  is assessed by  the  c0111petent  authority,  and  then  an  opportunity exists for  the public  to  COIID8nt  on  the  contents 
and  the quality.  Finally,  the EIS  is fol'llllly  checked,  and  reviewed,  by  the EIA  Ca~aission.  The  forul  review  indicates 
deficiencies and  inaccuracies,  and  also whether  the  information  is c0111plete  and  correct according  to scientific standards. 
Portup1  EISs  are reviewed  by  the relevant official  departments  to  evaluate quality.  Review  criteria are used,  but  these  are not 
unifol'll and  consistent.  In s-. cases this has  led to delays,  and  caused •isunderstandings and  doubts for  s0118  developers. 
The  nUIIIber  of staff available for review purposes  is  limited. 
Spain  Reviews  are •de by  the environmental  authority.  This  authority  issues  the Declaration  of Envirodlntal  I~~pact which  is 
published.  The  Declaration can  order further conditions or studies where  the EIS  is  inc0111plete  or  lacking  in  precision. 
United Kingdom  There are no  fol'llll  111easures  for  the review  of the adequacy,  or the quaHty,  of EISs.  There  is also no  independent  review 
body.  The  c011petent  authorities  have  powers,  contained  in  other  existing  laws,  etc.,  to evaluate  EISs.  In  most  cases 
further  information  can  be  requested.  The  De~artment of the  Environment  is co•issioning the  pre~aration of a  document  to 
assist planning authorities  in  the review of  ISs.  Individuals and  organisations  involved  in wor  on  EIA  are estabHshing 
professional bodies which  offer advisory and  review  services. 
Given the relatively large numbers of unsatisfactory EISs that are being used by the 
authorities for consultation and decision-making purposes, it is evident that some (though not 
all)  of these  quality  control measures  are not yet working  satisfactorily.  More detailed 
examination  is  needed  to  determine the  precise causes  and  remedies  in  particular cases. 
However, two general considerations have been identified in a number of the Member State 
annexes: 
the effectiveness with which quality control measures can be applied depends upon the 
staffmg and· resources which Member States make available for this purpose.  In a 
number of  cases,  it would seem that the current provision is inadequate and this is 
particularly so in a number of the southern regions; 
46 the  effectiveness  of  these  measures  also  depends  upon  the  objectivity  and 
independence of those  carrying out the review.  This  is  particularly important if 
problems  of bias  are  to  be  corrected  in  the  information  provided.  One  type of 
situation where it is especially important to ensure objective and independent review 
is where the developer and the competent authority belong to the same organisation, 
such as a central government department or a local or regional authority. 
4.  4  Consultative practice 
Most  of the  Directive's  general  requirements  relating  to  consultation  have  been 
transposed but, in certain respects, it may be deficient and not sufficiently detailed to achieve 
the Directive's intentions.  As shown below, progress has been made in transposing these 
intentions into practice.  However, this has been very uneven and, especially where there is 
not a well-established transition of such consultative practice, further action is needed. 
Availability of environmental information 
Fundamental to the effectiveness of  consultative arrangements is that the environmental 
information  (for  example,  in  the  form  of an EIS)  provided  by  the  developer,  is  made 
available to appropriate environmental authorities, the public and, in specified cases, other 
Member States.  The  current situation  relating  to  this  in each of the  Member States  is 
summarised in Table 4. 7.  It shows very considerable variations in practice: 
In some Member States (for example, Ireland, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom 
and  Denmark  (but  chiefly  in  relation  to  Annex  I  projects))  copies  of  the 
information/HIS  are  generally  available  for  consultation  by  the  public  but, 
additionally, individual copies may be obtained free or at a charge, from either the 
relevant authority or the developer.  Where deficiencies in practice occur they arise 
because the availability of the documentation is not sufficiently well-known to the 
public or, in certain cases, the developer may be cautious about supplying individual 
copies  to  the  public  or he  may  charge  an  unjustifiably  high  price  for  copies. 
However, these problems ·do not appear to be widespread. 
47 In other Member States, the information/EIS is technically available for consultation 
by the public but, typically, they are unable to obtain individual copies for their own 
use.  In some of these cases, the arrangements for the documentation to be available 
for  consultation  are  broadly  satisfactory.  However,  in  other  cases,  it has  been 
reported that members of the public have experienced difficulties in obtaining access 
and, in some instances, only the non-technical summary has been available.  Clearly 
such difficulties and restrictions are at variance with the requirements of the Directive 
and seriously prejudice its consultative requirements. 
Table 4.  7  Arran~:ements for makin& the EISs available to the public in Member 
States 
Member 1.11!!  Aftilabilitv 2f RIS! Jg tile lUiie 
Belgium  The  EIS  is  seen  as  an  integral  part  of  the  licence  application,  and  beyond  that  there  are  no  provisions  for  its 
publication.  The  non-technical  suaaary  is s.ati•s given  a  willer  distribution,  but  this  is at  the  discretion  of  the 
developer. 
Dcamlrt  The  proposed  regional  plan  is  published  and  the  authorities  state  where  and  when  it  is  possible  to  obtain  copies. 
S011eti•s these are free and  in other cases there is a  charge. 
Pnace  Although  there are provisions  in  the regulations for  an  EIS  to be  accessible' this is often  not  the case.  Developers  are 
often reluctant to put the EIS  at the disposal  of the public.  There  is no  po  icy of duplicating EISs  or of selling thell. 
Germaay  According  to  the  EIA  Act  there  1s  no  provision  for  the  publication  of  an  "EIS"  or  equivalent  report,  although  this  is 
s.ati•s done  voluntarily.  Inforu.tion  relating  to  the  EIA  is  regularly  presented  to  the  public:  together  with  other 
inforu.ti:~n necessary for the consent or plan approval  procedure. 
Greece  Prior  to  Novelllber  1990,  law  1180/81  was  applied  which  provided  for  the  E1A  of  industria  1  projects.  No  inforeation 
concerning  EISs  was  ~~ade public  and  the EISs  thellselves  reutned official  internal  doCUMnts.  Since  Novl!lllber  1990  there 
have  been  a  few  examples  of  the publication of EISs. 
the public. 
However,  in  SOllie  cases  the EIS  was  only presented  by  reading  it to 
lrclaDd  The  EIS  is available for  inspection and/or purchase  by  the public,  following  submission  of a  planning  application or  other 
authorization  procedure.  A fee  lilY  be  charged,  which  should  not  exceed  "the  reasonable  cost  of  111ktng  the  copy•. 
Generally,  EISs  cost  less than  IR£20. 
llaly  A cop~f the environmental  impact  stud~ docuAI8ntation  is deposited at the  specified regional  office.  Some  difficulties 
have  n reported  in consulting the ful  ~•ntation. 
Luxembourg  For  projects requiring authorization under  the  "cOtiiiiOdo-law•,  the  impact  assesSAI8nt  study,  together with  the  application, 
are  placed  on  view  and  can  be  consulted at the  town  hall  of  the ca...ne  in which  the proposed  project  is to be  located. 
For  road  projects and  projects under  the law  for the protection of nature and  natural resources,  the  inforu.tion about  the 
project and  copies of the  impact  assessment  study can  only be  supplied on  request. 
Nc:tbcriiDds  The  E1A  legislation  contains  several  sections  covering  the  publication  and  availability  of  the  EIS,  and  distribution 
appears  to be  taking place without  any  problems. 
Portupl  So  far very  few  EISs  have  been  Nde available to the public.  D.L.  186/90  specifies that the EIS  and  results should  be  made 
available,  but  D.R.  38/90  only  specifies  that  the  non-technical  su..ary  should  be  ude  available.  There  have  been 
instances where  only the  latter has  been  provided. 
Splin  There  is no  specific  legal  provision for publishing or  aaaking  available to the public the EIS;  it may  be  consulted,  but  it 
is  not  c0111110n  practice  to  ~rovfde  coties.  The  texts  of  the  Declarations  of  Environ~~ental  IIIPact  ude  by  the  State 
Authority  are generally  pub  tshed  in  t  e  official  bulletins of  the  state,  and  so.e of  the  auton01110us  ~nities do  the 
same  with  their declarations.  However,  in  soiD8  cases only the fact that the Declaration has  been  made  and  is available for 
consultation is published.  In  s011e  cases it ts not published at all, the reason given  being that no  procedures  are defined 
as  to the location and  the till&  li11it. 
U..-aJCia&dom  The  EIS  is available for  ins~ection and/or purchase  by  the public,  followin~ subtllission  of a  planning application or  other 
authorization  procedure.  n  general,  the  situation  concerning  the  pub  ication  of  EISs  and  their  availability  for 
consultation  is  considered  satisfactory.  However,  difficulties  occur  in  a  11inority  of  cases,  uinly  in  obtaining 
individual  copies of the EIS.  Copies  can  usually be  obtained from  either the developer or cOMpetent  authority c:oncernad. 
Additionally,  it has been reported (for example, in the case of Belgium) that even 
where the documentation has been made available during the consultation period, it may be 
treated  as  confidential  once  the  consultation period has  ended.  This,  if combined  with 
48 problems of availability during the consultation period,  means that in some Member States 
it is very difficult to assemble collections of EISs which may be used for training purposes, 
for identifying and disseminating best practice and for EIA research.  This, if it continued, 
would be a major stultifying influence on advances in the knowledge and practice of EIA. 
Consultation of <iesi2nated environmental authorities 
Limited  information  exists  at  present  concerning  the  effectiveness  of  these 
arrangements.  More details are needed on the extent to which Member States are designating 
the most appropriate environmental authorities for consultation purposes and, where they are 
designated, on such matters as whether they receive copies of the required documentation, 
the actual length of time available to them for making comments, the resources available to 
them for this purpose, and the quality and effectiveness of their responses.  In certain cases 
(e.g. Ireland, Netherlands and the United Kingdom) these arrangements are reported to be 
working reasonably well though there are concerns over lack of resources and,  in certain 
cases, the authorities would have wished to be consulted initially at an earlier (i.e. scoping) 
stage of the process.  In  some  other cases,  the  arrangements  appear to  be working  less 
satisfactorily and, even where these comply with legal requirements, the lack of sufficient 
well-trained staff may  prevent effective responses being given.  More detailed studies of 
current practice are needed to identify more precisely where and how improvements should 
be sought. 
Consultation of the public 
The arrangements for consulting the public are working more satisfactorily in some 
countries than in others.  To some extent,  as previously stated,  this is a reflection of the 
tradition of public consultation in the different Member States because some are faced with 
making greater changes in practice than others.  In some countries (e.g. Denmark, Ireland, 
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and, potentially, Germany) the required adjustments 
are similar.  On  the  whole,  these  Member State  annexes  indicate that arrangements  are 
broadly satisfactory, though some concerns have been expressed, for example where the EIS 
is too technical and does not contain a satisfactory non-technical summary, where the mode 
of consultation  is  felt  inappropriate for  ordinary  local  people or where  it is  felt that  the 
consultation is taking place at too late a stage in the process.  However, in a number of  other 
49 countries, greater concerns have been expressed over the effectiveness of the arrangements, 
as illustrated in Table 4.8. 
50 Table 4.  8  Arrangements for public consultation in the Member States 
Member State  Pablic coa•hmo• 
Belgium  llallonia:  consultation  of the  public takes  place  through  public hearings.  These  are  perceived  as  a  difficult exercise, 
and,  particularly  for  controversial  projects,  11ay  bec011e  confrontational.  Often  non-technical  suR~aries  are  prepared 
without sufficient care and  effort and  are not widely understood  by  the public  and  others. 
Flanders:  until  recently the EIS  could  only be  consulted  during  a  limited  tilll!  within  the  licensing procedure.  A public 
inquiry  takes  flace  after  the  •attestation  of  confon~ity•  has  been  issued  by  the  administration.  The  obligation  to 
organise  a  pub  ic  hearing  for  industrial  projects  will  only  bec011e  effective  when  the  new  licensing  operations  bec0118 
effective. 
The  public  appear  to  be  110re  interested  in  ~~atters  of  trust,  credibility  and  fairness  than  in  the  technica  1  detans. 
Envfron•ntal groups  tend only to be  consulted when  the decision  process  is at a fairly advanced  stage,  and  therefore  tend 
to view  the  EIA  process  with  SOtDe  suspicion.  Developers  are  concerned  that  1110re  open  procedures  11fght  lead  to abuse  and 
delayed  decisions. 
DemiJad  A tradition  of  public  participation  already  exists  in  regional  planning,  and  is  stipulated  by  law  in  the  National  and 
Regional  Planning Act.  The  press are also very active  in  raising issues  of environmental  concern. 
France  The  degree  and  nature  of public consultation  and  participation  is dependent  on  the  scale  and  sensitivity of the  project, 
its  location,  and  the environmental  awareness  and  sensitivity of  those  involved.  Public  consultation for  those  projects 
subject  to  the  public  inquiry procedure  follows  strict  require~~ents and  the  consultation  process  appears  to  be  working 
satisfactorily.  However,  there  is a  probl1111  of  limited  resources  and  often  limited  experience.  For  other  projects  the 
opportunity for consultation COII8S  too  late in  the process. 
Gennany  The  EIA  Act  has  led  to sa. extension  and  standardisation  of  the  Jlrovisions  for  public  participation.  Consul tat  ion  and 
pub lie  participation  have,  to  SOlie  extent,  been  part  of  the  regular  consent  procedures  in  the  past,  so  no  particular 
probltiiiS  are anticipated. 
On:ece  From  the  li11fted  application  of  the  Directive  since  late  1990  the  few  examples  of  consultation  and rblfc participation 
have  not  been  encouraging.  Publfc  hearings  were  held  locally,  the  relevant  documents  were  only  ava  table a  few  days  in 
advance  and  there  was  li•ited  public  participation.  It  is  hoped  that  newly  established  procedures  will  relledy  these 
deficiencies. 
Irdand  In  veneral,  the arrancnts for  consultation and  public  participation  are  relatively extensive  and  a~pear to  be  worki:9 
wet  in  practice.  T ere  lillY  be  a  need  for  110re  staff  in  several  organisations  to  cope  with  the  ncreased  work  lo 
associated with  iiiiPleMntatfon. 
I1aly  Further improvements  are necessary,  although the experience for power  stations has  been  positive. 
needs  to be  achieved;  announc81D8nts  in  newspapers  are proving to be  insufficient. 
Greater pub lie awareness 
Luxembourg  Public  consultation  only  takes  place  after  submission  of  the  authorization  application  and,  for  class  1  and  2  projects 
only,  an  'enquAte de  c:o.odo at fnca.odo'  is held.  Earlier consultation is sought by  NGOs. 
NetheclaDds  The  quality  of  the  public  participation  in  the  first  stage  (scoping  phase)  varies  greatly.  The  responses  are  often 
directed towards  the guastion as to whether  the activity should  take place or not.  The  public participation regarding the 
EIS  (the second  stage)  has  proved  to yield very specific,  and  often valid, coaaants on  its contents. 
Portugal  Althou~h  lillited  infor~~~tion is available,  ~ractice  relatin~ toJublic consultation  and  ~articipation  seea~s  to  have  been 
variab e.  Concern  has  been  expressed over t  e  lateness and  he  fectiveness of the consu  tation process. 
Spain  Opinions  relating  to  public  consultation  and  participation  vary  considerably.  Some  NGOs  feel  that  their  responses  are 
merely  accerted  as  a  fonnalit~ with  little attention  being  paid  to  them;  some  public  administrations  state  that  they 
receive lit le response from  t  e  public. 
United KiDgdom  Generally,  the  public  and  environment& 1  interest  groups  are  given  an  opportunity  to  express  their  opinions,  after 
submission  of the EIS.  This  is usually in  the form  of written representations,  although  in  so111e  cases a  public  inquiry  is 
held.  Earlier consultation has  been  proposed  by  s01118  interest groups,  but would  be  opposed  by  others. 
Consultation of other Member States 
The  provisions  made  by  Member  States  for  the  transposition  of Article 7  of the 
Directive have, on the whole, been limited and incomplete.  There is very little information 
available on how any such arrangements are working in practice but there have been some 
examples of consultations  taking place on the transfrontier impacts  of proposed projects 
between Ireland and the United Kingdom, between Denmark and Germany, between Spain 
and Portugal, and between the Netherlands and adjoining Member States. 
4.5  Decision-maJcin& and monitorin& 
The  effectiveness  of the  EIA  process  depends,  in  the  last  analysis,  upon  its 
contribution to the specification of the project, its contribution to the decision taken on its 
51 authorization, and upon the satisfactory implementation of  the project from an environmental 
point of view.  In this section of the chapter, the concern is with the practical effect of the 
two latter contributions. 
Decision-making 
The Directive (in  Article 8)  requires that the information that has  been provided, 
together with the consultation findings, are 'taken into consideration' in the consent procedure 
but the  measures  it specifies  to  support  implementation  (in  Article  9)  are  limited.  As 
described in Chapter 3, most Member States (though certain exceptions were noted), have 
transposed the general obligation into their national laws but largely rely on existing decision-
making procedures and practice to secure its implementation. 
Assessing the extent to which this requirement is being satisfactorily implemented in 
practice is very necessary but also difficult.  Clear answers can probably only be provided 
after a number of fairly detailed case studies have been completed.  In the meantime, more 
circumstantial evidence of  two kinds may be used to make an interim assessment - the general 
views of those engaged in, or reasonably familiar with, the operations of the EIA process in 
the different Member States, and views on the extent to which the projects that are approved 
have been influenced by the EIA process. 
In the former case, there is some evidence to suggest, particularly in the case of the 
larger environmentally sensitive projects, that the environmental information and consultation 
findings have been taken into account and have affected the resulting decision in particular 
situations.  In such cases, however, this has not solely been due to the technical quality of 
that information,  but also  to  the  impact of the  consultative activities and  their  findings. 
Therefore, the effectiveness of the consultative arrangements as well as the quality of  the EIS 
have been important to the overall effectiveness of  the EIA process.  On the other hand, there 
have been examples where the basic formalities of the EIA process may have been respected 
but where, in  the view of  those closely involved,  this has not  had 
52 Table 4.9  Influence of EIA in modi(yin& prQjeCts and on consent decisions in 
Member States 
MCIDbcr State  laflacllcc of  BIA 
BeJaium  EIA  has  generally  led  to  environ•~ntal  concerns  beincf. addressed  earlier  in  the  design  process,  and  on  a  .,re syst8111atic 
basis.  Greater  contact  has  been  achieved  between  velopers  and  authorities.  However,  practice  still  needs  till&  to 
develop  and  111.ture. 
Dc:amlrk  In  two  cases  the  EIA  resulted  in changes  to the  project. 
within  a site, and  preservation of landscape  aspects. 
The  changes  were  not  1111jor  and  related to  location  of buildings 
Fra:c  It is difficult to assess the degree  of influence of EIA  on  the decision-uking process.  Very  few  projects are re;ected on 
the  grounds  of a poor  EIS,  or significant negative  i~~p~cts.  It is generally the rule that projects are aldified  allowing 
pressure  fi'OIII  c0111petent  authorities or  the  public.  However,  for uny /trojects  (particularly smller  projects)  there  Is 
very  little scope  for any  aldification(s), as  EIA a.s too  late in  the  eslgn  process. 
~  Projects are .adified as  a result of the environaental  assesSIIIInt  ~ocedure.  Howaver,  alterations are part of the regular 
planning  and  par11it  procedure,  so  changes  cannot  always  be  linked  EIA.  Of  the three cases  in  the trial run,  one  (p'*lr 
station)  was  dismissed,  one  Jwaste  disposal  installation)  was  given  approval  after mitigation  measures,  and  the  third 
(ch•ical plant)  was  dlsllisse  after the  Initial scoplng. 
ORccc  In  cases  where  there  have  been  strong  objections by  the public  andjor  significant environ.ental  i~~p~cts exist,  there  are 
indications that the EIS  has  been  taken  into account  and  the project IDOdiffed  accordingly. 
lrdaDd  There  is no  fina evidence  to date  as  to  the  influence of EIA  an  project decisions.  It will  inevitably  influence  project 
design  and  increase awareness  of enviroM&ntal  issues and  is likely to influence  locational decisions  by  developers. 
lilly  In  certain cases  projects have  been  aldiffed at design  level,  and  for other cases IDOdifications  took  place  in  the  layout of 
plants. 
~  No  projects  have  been  stope: because  of  the  results  of  an  EIS. 
especially true for road  sc  8111eS. 
H'*I!Ver,  aldifications  have  taken  place,  and  this  is 
Ndberlaudl  Through  the application of EIA  the environ.ent  is taken  into account,  in  the decision  process, .,re fully than  when  EIA  is 
not  applied.  In  this way,  envirollll8ntal  aspects are 111ch  .,re involved  in  the discussion about  the  developa~~nt and  in  the 
design  of the project. 
Pom&pl  Approxi111tely  12  earlier projects have  been  subject to IDOdificatfons  and  extensive •itiy:tion •asures suggested  by  the EIA 
studies.  Without  EIA  these  beneficial  aitigation  ~~easures  lilY  not  have  been  ntroduced  for  a  nulllber  of  large 
infrastructure projects,  notably highway  sch ...  s. 
SpUa  Only  one  ~tive Declaration  of  Environaental  Illl!)lct  has  been  issued  at national  level  - a  ll•stone  ~arry.  This  was 
agreed  by  t  sectoral  adainistration and  the  project was  not  authorised.  At  regional  level,  s011111  ner ive  Declarations 
have  been  issued,  110stly  for  mineral  extraction  projects.  No  eases  of  disagreeaent  between  sectora  and  envlronNntal 
authorities  have  been  rec:orded.  In  positive  Declarations  the  Influence  111.y  occur  through  conditions  attached  to  the 
project authorisation. 
Uaitcd Kiagdom  It Is difficult to  judge  the extent  to  which  EIA  has  specifically led  to the IDOdiffc:atfon  of  any  projects,  although  such 
IDOdificatfons  have  occurred for  SOIIB  projects.  Modifications  are regularly lllde  in  the course  of the norul clanni,, and 
other,  decision-uking procedures.  Early initiation of the  EIA  process  is felt by  uny to have  been  a contri utory  actor 
In  IDOdifying  the design  of a number  of projects to reduce adverse  environ•ntal effects.  _ 
a material influence on the decision.  For example (and without implying that these situations 
are confined to the countries cited): 
"there are wide variations in the extent to which the competent authority takes into 
account the comments, observations and advice from the 'commissaire enqueteur' and 
from the public" (France); 
"for most of the small industrial projects the EIA procedure is simply routine, i.e. it 
is  just one  of the  various  papers  that  accompany  the  application  for  a  permit" 
(Greece); 
"there appear to be doubts about how effectively the provisions of Articles 8 and 9 
of the Directive have been implemented" (Portugal); 
"some public developers  . . .  are  making efforts to consider them  [Declarations of 
Environmental Impact], others, ... stand out because they do not fulfil them." (Spain). 
53 The EIA process may influence the form of a project during its planning and design 
and during its authorization.  In both cases, assessing the effect is difficult because there is 
uncertainty  about  the  form  the  project  would  have  taken  if  the  Directive  and  the 
corresponding  Member  State  laws  had  not  been  approved.  A  summary  of the  interim 
assessments which have been made in the Member State annexes are presented in Table 4.9. 
Monitorin2 
The  EIA  Directive  does  not  provide  for  monitoring  the  environmental  impacts 
associated  with  a  project's implementation  and  most  Member  States,  in transposing  the 
Directive into their national laws, have not made their own additional provisions.  Rather they 
have relied upon their existing monitoring procedures and practices.  Italy, the Netherlands 
and Spain are the main exceptions to this.  At present, therefore, monitoring is likely to be 
most effective where the existing procedures were strongest and least so where the opposite 
is the case. 
The current state of monitoring the implementation of projects subject to the EIA 
Directive is  summarised in Table 4.10.  It indicates considerable variation but sufficient 
evidence of inadequate practice to suggest that a number of improvements are needed. 
In summary, there are indications that the EIS and the consultative findings are being 
taken  into  account  in  some  consent  decisions  and  that,  in  certain  cases,  the  resulting 
environmental impacts are being monitored.  However, the extent to which this is occurring 
is  variable  and,  in  what  is  believed  to  be a  significant range  of cases,  the  deficiencies 
occurring at these important stages in the EIA process may be seriously reducing its overall 
effectiveness. 
54 Table 4  10  Monitorina: arrana:ements and practice in the Member States 
Mcmba'S.C  ~ 
Bdgium  For  industria  1  installations,  the  licence  conditions  provide  a  means  of  imposing  1110nltoring  conditions.  However,  in 
practice, this can  be  done  in  a  partial and  fragmentary  way. 
Deamarlt  Monitoring  after approval  and  illpll!lllllntation  is l,art of  the planning  process.  Local  authorities are obliged  to undertake 
these procedures,  and  indeed,  do  so  regularly.  xperiences with  this system  have  been  very positive. 
France  For  projects  ccming  under  the  "installation classees•  procedure  (e.g.  mining  projects,  water  projects)  there are  binding 
prescriptions,  and  the  relevant  inspectorates  exert  control  over  the  installation  to  ensure  that  its  construction  and 
operation are  tn  c011pHance  with  the terms  of  the authorization.  For  all other projects no  such  1110nttoring  syst11111  exists. 
Oermuy  Sollie  projects  are  monitored  on  a  regular  basis,  and  the  consent  agency  is  entitled  to  require  additional  •itigation 
~~aasures  or alterations.  Air  quality,  at  least  in  areas  where  pollution •tght  be  expected,  is  .anitored on  a  regular 
basis.  For  soil,  water,  and  SOllie  nature  areas,  state-wide 110nitoring  progra~~mes also  exist.  At  least three  large-scale 
projects are currently undergoing  post-auditing. 
Greece  Monitoring  environaaental  i.pacts and  post-auditing  is  undertaken  by  PERPA,  which  IDlkes  occasional  checks.  Lack  of funds 
precludes  frequent  and  full  110nftoring  of  all  projects  and  activities.  It  is felt  that  de-centralisation  of  the  110re 
routine  elements  of  the  1110nitorfng  system  could  lessen  the  duties  of  the  central  offices  and  so  allOIIf  better  overall 
strategic control  by  the Ministry. 
Ireland  There  is  no  formal  provision  for  MOnitoring  and  post  auditing  within  the  EIA  regulations.  Legal  •asures  to  ensure 
COIIpliance  with,  e.g.i the conditions of a  plannin~ permission,  conditions attached to uissionfdischarge  licences granted 
under  legislation  re ating  to  air  and  water  pol  ution,  exist  within  current  legislation.  The  proposed  Environ..ntal 
Protection  Agency  will  have  a  licensing  and  monitoring  role  with  respect  to  air,  water  and  noise  i~~pacts  for  certain 
projects. 
llaly  When  the  final  decision  is  taken  on  projects,  some  consent  conditions  IDlY  be  applied,  and  these  IDlY  include  the 
establishment  of a  monitoring  network  for controlling  s0111e  important  envirGnlllental  para..ters. 
Luxembourg  The  coanodo-law  provides  for  the 1110nitortng  of  authorised  projects.  The  cOMpetent  authority can  rev  few  the developer's 
c011p1iance  with  the  require.ants  and  cor,ditions  stipulated  in  the  consent.  If  unforeseen  negative  effects  occur,  the 
decision  can  be revised.  However,  due  to a  shortage of personnel,  the  control  of authorised  establishllants  is lf•fted  in 
practice. 
NedK:tlands  The  Dutch  regulations  include a  provision  that an  evaluation  should  take  ~ace c0111paring  the effects which  actually occur, 
and  those predicted  in  the EIS.  If considerable differences are found,  t  COIIIP&tent  authority can  take further Masures, 
e.g.  tightening the  licence conditions.  A handbook  exists regarding the evaluation progrUIIII!. 
Portupl  There  is  no  formal,  systematic,  provision  for  1110nitoring.  A  lack  of  resources  is  inhibiting  SAtisfactory llllnitoring, 
although  it has  been  successfully applted to the  impleMntation of SCM road  schelles. 
SpaiD  Legal  ~rovision  for  rraneral  enviro111111ntal  mnitoring  has  been  ude  through  the  undatory  Progra.- of  Environ.antal 
survei  lance.  SUrveil  ance  is a part of the EIS  and  is also  included  fn  the conditions of the Declaration of Environ•ntal 
llapact.  Its enforcement  is  the  responsibility,  not  of  the  enviro~~~~enta  1 authority,  but  of  the  sectora  1 authority which 
finally approves  the project.  In  practice the COIIIIIit..nt  to mnftorfng is not  strong,  although  SCM authorities do  becCM 
involved  in 110nitoring.  A problem  arises whAre  the  developer  and  the c011petent  authority are  the  sue;  often 110n itor  i ng 
wi 11  not  be  carried out. 
Uoitl:d KiDgdom  No  undatory  provisions  exist  for  either 110nitoring  or  post-auditing within  the  EIA  regulations.  However  under  other 
extstfng legislation,  powers  exist to attach MOnitoring  conditions for certain consent procedures.  Sollie  developers express 
a  ~it.ent to 110nitoring  and  post-auditing  in  their EISs. 
4.  6  Guidance and train  ina: 
Given the nature and breadth of application of the EIA Directive, there is a need to 
provide sufficient guidance and training to intending practitioners if it is to be successfully 
implemented.  The Commission has made a significant contribution to these activities but the 
main responsibility rests with the Member States. 
The Commission has provided guidance through the meetings of the National Experts 
Group  on Environmental  Impact  Assessment,  which  have  provided  a  useful  forum  for 
reporting progress on implementation in the Member States,  exchanging  experience and 
dealing with common problems relating to the interpretation of specific provisions within the 
Directive.  More detailed and specific issues requiring clarification have been handled on a 
bilateral basis with the Member States concerned.  Additionally,  Commission  staff have 
55 presented a number of papers and participated in  various conferences and seminars on EI A 
implementation which have been held in different Member States. 
The Commission commenced studies on EIA training within the Community prior to 
the approval of the EIA Directive.  These identified the main training needs in the Member 
States and the means by which these  might be most effectively satisfied.  Since then the 
Commission  has  supported  a  strategy  of 'training  the  trainers'  which  has  involved  the 
development and servicing of an EIA Trainers Network;  the preparation of an EIA trainers' 
guide,  case  studies,  newsletter  and  leaflets;  the  establishment  of an  EIA  database  and 
information service;  and support for numerous courses and workshops.  This programme was 
evaluated in 1990 where its usefulness was confirmed and the lines of  its further development 
were agreed (Wood and Lee,  1991). 
The Member States have also been active in preparing guides and initiating training 
activities, and a short summary of these is contained in Table 4.11.  The nature and extent 
of  provision varies considerably between Member States and this partly reflects the different 
stages they have reached in EIA implementation as well as differences in their guidance and 
training needs.  Whilst some Member States have produced considerable guidance materials 
and training opportunities others, in both southern and northern regions, have not yet done 
so. 
It is observed that, as EIA implementation proceeds, the nature of the guidance and 
training that is needed will change: 
With certain exceptions,  most EIA guidance in the past has emphasised procedural 
rather  than  methodological  matters.  As  Member  States  move  further  into  the 
implementation phase the need will grow, initially, for general practical guidance on 
'how to do' environmental impact assessment, followed by more specialised practical 
guidance on the assessment of particular categories of  projects and particular types of 
impacts. 
56 Similarly,  in the past,  courses have often focused  upon  the policy and  procedural 
aspects of EIA whereas,  in the future,  the emphasis is expected to  switch to  more 
practical  'how to do' courses relating to particular assessment tasks and using case 
studies and other 'learner active' training materials. 
57 Table 4.11  Provision of EIA guidance and training in the Member States 
McJIIba" Stale  EIA Gaiducc aac1 Traiaias 
Belgium  GUIDAHCE:  All  guidelines  produced  by  the  EIA  Co11111ission  in  the  Netherlands  have  been  made  available  to  the  Flanders 
envlron11111ntal  agency.  The  Department  of  Infrastructure  issues  internal  guidelines  with  regard  to  screening,  and  is 
developing  internal  EIA  ~~~anuals  for  specific  project  activities.  Research  has  been  co11111issioned  by  the  government  to 
develop  a  set of guidelines to encourage  more  consistent and  standard EIA  practice. 
TRAINING:  Courses  at  sOIIM!  universities  include  some  aspects  of EIA.  Several  one-day  conferences  have  been  organised  in 
Flanders,  and  st!tainars  have  also been  organised for governllll!nt  et~ployees. 
Denmarlc  GUIDANCE:  Leaflets  about  EIA  have  been  produced  by  the Government,  who  also  organised  an  exhibition.  A Nordic  Council 
publication on  EIA  also exists.  Two  Reference Centres for EIA  have  been  established to provide advice  to the government. 
TRAINING:  GovernrMnt-organised  se~~inars for  r!1ional,  and  other,  authorities  have  taken  place.  A Nordic  Council  seminar 
about  EIA  has  also been  organised.  The  EIA  Re  erence Centres  wi 11  provide  training  progriiii1M!s  for  both  students  and  EIA 
practitioners. 
France  GUIDANCE:  Guidance  and  technica  1  documents  have  been  ~re~ed for  sewage  projects,  quarries,  waste  disposa  1,  dunes, 
erosion,  forests,  industrial  establishments,  roads  and  ig  ys,  rivers,  tourism,  urban  planning  and  humid  areas.  A 
~eral document  on  EIA  and  public enquiries has  also been  produced. 
INING:  The  central  environ~~ental administration  organised .uc:h  EIA  training  in  the early stages of  the  implementation 
of  the rerulations.  However,  general  training  has  now  declined  in  relative  importance,  to  be  replaced  by  an  emphasis  on 
assess~~en  in specific sectors and  projects,  and  on  developing  techniques for specific studies. 
Germany  GUIDANCE:  The  rsve!'nllent  has  c011111issioned  several  studies  on  the  implementation  of  the  EIA  Directive  and  for  project 
related checklis s.  It has  also  published  the  results  of  its trial  run  of  EIA.  Other  organisations  have  also  produced 
~lications. 
INING:  GoverniiMint  organised  seminars  are  numerous  at  the  state  level,  mainly  through  short  courses.  There  is  an 
increasi119  tendency  to concentrate  on  mre  specific  issues,  e.t.  specific project  types,  and  the  use  of  case  studies  is 
also  gaining  in  illportance.  In-house  courses  have  also  been  eld  at  nwn1cipal  level  with  respect  to  EIA  for  land-use 
plans.  Full-tl• university courses are, as yet, rare. 
Greece  GUIDANCE:  None  exists at fresent,  but  some  are due  to be  prepared  in  the near future. 
TRAINING:  The  Ministry o  EPPP  and  other government  and  non-govern~~~ent organisations  have  organised  and  are  planning  to 
organise a  nulllber  of s•inars to  inform  interested parties about the new  procedures  and  arrange~~~H~ts. 
Ireland  GUIDANCE:  The  Department  of  the Environment  has  issued  two  items  of  guidance  relating to  planning  and  to  roads,  for  the 
c0111petent  authorities  involved.  A general  tuide to  the EIA  process has  also been  produced. 
TRAINING:  The  Depart111ent  of the Environmen  has  provided  a  number  of seminars  for  loca  1 authority staff.  Pub lie seminars 
have  also been  organised by  a  variety of organisations,  and  s01111  third level  courses  include aspects of EIA. 
Italy  GUIDAHCE: 
TRAINING: 
The  Govern111ent  has  produced  several  circulars.  A guide for EIA  of waste  disposal  is in  preparation. 
Since the legislation came  into force  there has  been  an  increase  in  the  nulllber  of training courses,  organised  by 
universities,  private and  public organisations. 
Luxembourg  GUIDANCE:  None  is provided at present. 
TRAINING:  No  special  EIA  training  is  organised.  Experts  i nvo 1  ved  in  the  preparation  of  reports  organise  their  own 
training. 
NetberlaDds  GUIDANCE:  The  Ministries responsible for  the introduction of EIA  have  produced  a  series of  docu~~~ents that provide  guidance 
to all participants  in  the EIA  process,  e.g.  a  Manual  of EIA  and  an  eight volume  series on  prediction llll!thods. 
TRAINING:  Many  training activities have  been  organised by  gover~~~~ent authorities,  consultants and  training institutes. 
Portugal  GUIDANCE:  One  set of EIA  guidelines has  been  produced,  but it is generally not considered useful  by  developers  and  others. 
TRAINING:  S0111  specific EIA  courses  have  been  held,  organised  by  universities and  other bodies,  including  the Portuguese 
EIA  Centre. 
Spain  GUIDANCE:  The  national adatinistration has groduced fiuides  for highways  and  railroads, reservoirs and  afforestation.  Other 
si•flar guides  are due  to be  published,  an  are  IIIUC  needed.  The  Coaa.midad  de  Canarias  is  preparing guides for  quarries, 
mf courses and  urban  developments.  Soaae  departments of the universities  have  also  published manuals  and  guides. 
INING:  Many  tr.aining  prograllllll!s  have  been  organised.  The  Spanish  EIA  Centre  has  been  set up  and  will  shortly  expand 
its activities. 
Uuitcd Kingdom  GUIDANCE:  Some  official guidance  has  been  produced  Rtainly  of  a  procedural  nature,  which  includes circulars,  memoranda  and 
other  procedural  guidance.  Official  guidance  on  the preparation of EISs  is  in  preparation,  and  on  the review  of  EISs  is 
planned.  Other,  non-government  bodies,  have  also produced  guidance materials,  both  procedura  1 and  technica  1. 
TRAINING:  Several  se~~~inars  and  courses  have  been  organised.  Several  masters  degreefdiplOIIIil  courses,  specifically 
concerned with  EIA,  are  now  also available.  Seminars  and  conferences of a  more  wide  ranging nature are also being  held  in 
increasing numbers. 
4.  7  Costs and benefits:  an overview 
In the final analysis, the success of the EIA Directive turns on the balance between 
the benefits and costs of its implementation.  The comparison, at best, can only be broad and 
approximate, because of the short experience of its application, the difficulties of calculation, 
and because benefits and costs are not measurable in commensurate units.  Nevertheless, the 
comparison is worthwhile, particularly as it can highlight opportunities for increasing benefits 
or reducing costs in the future. 
58 Costs can be considered in a number of different senses,  for example: 
costs of carrying out assessments for EISs; 
costs of the mitigatory measures implemented as a consequence of EIAs; 
costs associated with any delays in implementing projects which are due to the EIA 
process. 
Table 4.12 assembles the principal findings  reached in  the Member State annexes. 
In brief, these are: 
The financial  costs  of carrying out an  assessment for an  EIS  are typically a small 
fraction of one per cent of the capital cost of the project.  The size of the fraction 
varies with the size of the project and for some small, non-capital intensive, projects 
it may exceptionally rise above 1 per cent. 
The  costs  of the  mitigatory  measures  vary  greatly  between projects  and  are  very 
sensitive to the assumptions made about the measures that would have been required 
in any case, even if EIA had not been undertaken.  If the environmental standards to 
be achieved are the same, the costs of mitigation should be lower where EIA takes 
place, because the mitigation needs should have been identified earlier at the planning 
and design stage.  On the other hand,  if there would have been no requirement for 
mitigation,  in  the absence of the EIA, then costs would be higher - in  the case of 
environmentally sensitive projects this could account for 5%  of the total capital cost 
of the project. 
The overall timescale of implementing projects does  not appear to  be significantly 
affected by EIA.  In a well-managed process,  any loss of time in EIA preparation 
should be offset by  savings at later stages of project authorization. 
59 Table 4.12  Impacts of EIA on costs and timescale in Member States 
Mcmb« S1atc  9!!!!  Ti--=alc 
Belgium  No  firm  infonnation  currently available.  The  licensing frocedure  be~ins at  an  earlier  stage  due  to 
EIA.  This  inf  ially could  ead  to  an  increase  in  tilll!,  but 
should  eventually  save  tiM,  especially  if  used  in 
conjunction with  an  appropriate decision procedure. 
Denmart:  Costs  are  only  likely to  be  affected  to  a  110derate  extent.  The  ti~~~escale  is  only  likelt to  be  affected  to  a  IIOderate 
In  some  cases  the cost of  the project wi 11  decrease,  because  extent as EIA  is integrated  nto  the planning  process. 
of better planning. 
Fruce  Figures  generall~  quoted  by  independent  environmental  Where  EIA  has  not  been  integrated  fnto  the  planning  process 
consultants  are  etween  5-lOl  of  tota  1  costs  of  project  from  the outset there is some  increase  in ti•. 
desfgn  and  docu•ntation (not of  i11pl1111entatfon  costs). 
Germany  Some  additional  costs  for  adllinfstration  personne 1  and  Initially,  delays  aay  exist due  to  uncertainties  about  the 
related  to  studies  are  expected.  Mitigation  11easures  NY  scope  of  the  asses  Silent  and  about  the  adllintstrative 
also  lead  to  s0111e  additional  costs.  However,  there  is  no  procedures.  In  the  future  the  EIA  raquir8M8nts  should  be 
reason  to  expect  that  EIA  will  be  a  burden  on  a  developer,  integrated  and  no  delays  should  be  experienced.  For  the 
and  there lillY  be  cases where  costs are reduced.  •parallel"  approval  procedures,  EIA  could  strea~~-line  the 
~ess and  reduce  the  ti•scale.  EIA  could  also  reduce 
gation  and  as  such  shorten  the  till&  frOM  application  to 
operation of the project. 
Greece  Very  low  extra  costs  have  been  noted  so  far  related  to  No  chanY::  is  expac:ted  so  long  as  developers  accurately 
preparation of EISs.  Overall  costs are not  being affected so  follow  t  e  legislative requfra.ents. 
far because  of undertaking  EIA. 
Ireland  No  firm  evidence  to date.  No  fir~~ evidence  to date. 
Italy  The  i111pact  of  EIA  on  costs  depends  on  the  size  and  type  of  If  new  base-line  studies  need  to  be  carried  out,  and  these 
project.  For  fixed  installations and  linear developMnts the 
cost  of  the  study,  as  a  l  of  the  capital  cost,  tends  to 
do  not  c011118nce  sufficiently early,  there uy an  extension 
in  ti11111scale. 
decrease  as  the cafital  cost  increases and  lilY  be  as  low  as 
0.1-0.5l of capita  costs.  For  s011e  waste  disposal  projects 
of  low  capital  cost  the  environ~~ental  study  could  exceed  1S 
of the capital costs. 
Luxembourg  There  is  some  increase  in  cost  to  the  developer  who  has  to  The  affect  of  EIA  on  the  tillll!scale  varies.  For  road 
bear  the costs of the study.  sch81118s,  there  is  little  effect  due  to  stringent 
organisation  of  the  procedure.  For  new  industrial 
installations the ti•scale uy be  increased due  to the tillll! 
needed  to  carry  out  the  study,  but  savings  may  be  seen  at 
the authorization stage. 
Netherlands  Varies.  Generally,  study costs are limited to 0.001-0.01l of  The  evaluation study reported that EIA  did  not  cause delays. 
the  cost of large projects,  and  perhaps llj to c.  IS for SOlie  EIA  has  also resulted  in  fewer  appeal  procedures;  possibly 
Slllller projects.  Some  of the costs waul  have  been  incurred  compensating  for  any  loss  of  ti11111  in  the  preceding  part of 
anywa~.  If the results of the EIS  are used  for a developers 
own  p anning  and  project development  the  return on  the costs 
the  procedure. 
could  be  higher. 
Portugal  An  increase  of  up  to  5l of  the  tota  1  capita  1  costs  for  a 
s~~~all  nulllber  of environmentally sensitive ~rojects have  been 
quoted.  In  other cases,  cost changes  are  ..,erceptible. 
There  is no  evidence  of  perceptible delays, 
the EIA  process  is well  1111naged. 
particularly if 
SpaiD  Increases  of  l-5l of  total  costs,  and  5-ZOl  of  the  planning  Increases  of a  couple  of 110nths  are quoted  by  environ11111ntal 
stage costs,  have  been  quoted.  authorities,  min\¥,  due  to  the  lack  of  infonnation  and 
insufficient  quaH  ied  staff to  deal  with  the  large  nulllber 
of assesSIIIIInts. 
United Kingdom  Only  a minor  increase  in  overall costs.  No  change  avera 11 •  In  some  cases  it IDlY  have  shortened  the 
timescale. 
Provided  the  EIA  process  is  well-structured  and  managed  it should  not  increase 
assessment costs or time scales to any significant extent and,  in favourable circumstances, 
could  lead  to  cost  and  time  savings.  To  achieve  a cost-effective  system,  the following 
guidelines should be followed: 
avoid assessing large numbers of very small projects (where these are unlikely to have 
significant environmental impacts), particularly if  resources are limited for EIA work; 
provide clear and realistic guidance on good assessment practice; 
60 start the EIA  process early and  ensure that the assessment is  properly scoped and 
efficiently managed; 
ensure that consultative arrangements are satisfactory but operate within reasonable 
time limits; 
ensure the existing data relevant to assessments are accessible to those who need it; 
where  the  workload  of the  authorities  is  unavoidably  increased,  make  sufficient 
additional resources available to permit effective working and prevent delays; 
take advantage of opportunities to co-ordinate consent procedures  where this  will 
enable more effective use to be made of the EIA process and will reduce the overall 
time needed to process consent applications. 
Benefits 
The principal benefits resulting from the practical implementation of  the Directive are 
the  environmental  benefits  (and  avoidance  of  disbenefits)  which  result  from  the 
implementation  of  projects  which  have  been  better  planned  and  designed  from  an 
environmental point of view.  If, as is suggested above, this can be achieved, in most cases, 
at little or no extra cost, then a net benefit should result. 
The extent to which projects are modified, in order to make them environmentally 
more acceptable, has already been reviewed (see Section 4.5 and Table 4.9).  Though, in a 
number of Member States, the period of implementation is as yet quite short, there is clear 
evidence that project modifications have and are taking place, due to the influence of the EIA 
process.  However,  there is also evidence that, as  yet, its impact is not as widespread as 
intended and that modifications are mainly confined to those of a minor or non-radical nature 
(which  may  neither  be the  most  cost-effective  nor  the  most  environmentally  beneficial 
mitigatory measures). 
The full realisation of  the benefits obtainable from the implementation of  this Directive 
may be achieved by, inter alia, the following: 
ensuring that the Directive's provisions are applied to the full range of  projects which 
may have significant impacts on the environment; 
61 ensuring that the EIA process starts sufficiently early in the planning and design of 
projects and  that alternatives  and  mitigatory  measures  which  may  be realistically 
considered at this stage receive adequate examination; 
strengthening quality control of the environmental impact assessment and review of 
the EIS; 
ensure that the arrangements relating to the availability of the EIS and consultations 
based upon it are made more effective; 
ensuring that satisfactory arrangements are made for taking the EIS and consultation 
findings into account in project authorization decisions and that these are working 
satisfactorily; 
strengthening arrangements for monitoring the environmental impacts resulting from 
project implementation and ensure that these are working satisfactorily. 
Additionally,  it  is  evident  that  some  development  options,  which  may  be  both 
environmentally  and  economically  preferable,  cannot  be  realistically  considered  for 
implementation at the relatively late stage of individual project planning and authorization. 
62 5.  FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 
5.1  Overall evaluation of the implementation of the Directive 
Although many Member States are in the early stages of implementation, their 
experiences demonstrate that the planning, design and authorization of projects are beginning 
to be influenced by the EIA process and that environmental benefits are resulting.  However, 
they also show that the full  potential of this is  not yet being realised for,  inter alia,  the 
following reasons: 
the process is, in many cases, not starting early enough; 
adequate quality control of the EIS and of the EIA process as a whole is not always 
present; 
mitigating measures of  a wider nature are infrequently and inadequately integrated into 
the planning and design of projects; 
EIS availability and consultative practice in certain cases is weak; 
the contribution of the EIA process to the eventual decision-making and the role of 
monitoring project implementation are not as clear or as effective as  they could be. 
5.2  Role of the Directive in protecting the environment 
in Member States 
It is  clear  that  the  Directive  has  had  certain  beneficial  effects  in  protecting  the 
environment of Member States by, inter alia, 
providing lead authorities with environmental information to be used in the assessment 
of individual project proposals; 
identifying, in advance of project realisation,  mitigating measures for the impact of 
the project on the environment and modifications to the project proposal (see Table 
4.9); 
formal  involvement of the  designated  environmental  authorities  in  the  process  of 
project analysis, although not completely satisfactory, has led to a greater awareness 
of the impacts of  projects on significant biotopes in the Community (see section 4.4). 
These benefits will be more evident once full implementation of the Directive has occurred. 
63 5. 3  Directive's response to environmental evaluation requirements at the point 
of decision-making 
It is clear from the evidence contained in the Member State Annexes that evaluation 
of the environmental impacts of certain projects is taking place too late in the development 
planning  and  decision-making  process.  In  effect  this  has  the  result  of removing  from 
consideration  the  possible  adoption  of alternatives  both  to  the  individual  project  under 
consideration as well as to its particular location or route (in the case of linear developments). 
This  is  a  limitation  inherent  in  an  instrument  restricted  to  the  evaluation  of 
environmental  impacts  at the  individual project level  since a number of important policy 
decisions will have been taken before the project level is reached which then limit the room 
for manoeuvre at the detailed project level. 
5. 4  Difficulties in transposition into national law 
Clearly, the results of  this review have revealed that there has been a serious 'overrun' 
on the timetable for formal compliance by the approved date (3 July 1988) and in a number 
of instances this formal transposition had yet to be completed by July 1991  (and by March 
1992 - see postscripts in Member State annexes).  These difficulties can be attributed to a 
number of factors, inter alia: 
in  Member  States,  with  regional  government competency,  implementation  of the 
Directive by different tiers of  government has added to the complexities of introducing 
the provisions of the Directive into existing systems of development control; 
the nature of the provisions of the Directive has  meant that the transposition  has 
involved securing the cooperation and compliance of a number of different Ministries 
and consequently,  in  some cases,  the passing of a number of different legislative 
instruments; 
the requirement to involve the public and designated environmental institutions has 
met with resistance in certain quarters where there was no prior established practice 
or legal requirement so to do; 
64 certain provisions within the existing Directive have given rise to difficulties in formal 
transposition  into  Member  State  law  (e.g.  interpretation  of the  words  'significant 
environmental effects'). 
5. 5  Difficulties in awlication in practice 
Beyond formal, legal transposition, the application of  the provisions in practice by the 
relevant Member State authorities is essential for  the  efficacy of the intentions behind the 
Directive (i.e. increased environmental awareness at the point of project approval, prevention 
or amelioration of damage to the environment).  Given the fact that formal transposition is, 
in certain cases,  incomplete,  the  conclusions under this  sub-heading are restricted by  the 
limited experience to date of the application of the provisions of the Directive in practice. 
Certainly the aggregate number of EIAs being undertaken within the Community is 
significant and some evidence of the successful application of the provisions of the Directive 
in practice.  However, the data provided in Table 4.1 reveal considerable variation between 
Member States in the  numbers of EIAs carried out and hence in the coverage of projects 
likely to  give  rise  to  significant environmental impacts.  Variations  in practice are,  to  a 
certain extent, a reflection of the following factors: 
variations between those Member States with existing EIA systems and those without; 
variations between those Member States which have modified existing procedures as 
a means of implementing the Directive and those which have provided for a separate 
system of EIA; 
variations between Member States in the quality and coverage of  environmental impact 
statements. 
Additionally, the review reveals that, in a number of Member States, only a minority of EISs 
are of satisfactory quality.  Many of the problems are common to several, if not all, Member 
States, for example: 
65 failure to start the assessments at a sufficiently early stage in the planning process; 
a lack of sufficiently experienced staff; 
Nevertheless, there is evidence that the quality of studies carried out is steadily increasing as 
experience with the process develops.  This reflects the growing number of  practitioners who 
have  carried out a number of EISs within individual Member States.  However,  further 
training of staff will  be required  to  maintain  this development of appropriately  qualified 
practitioners. 
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67 APPENDICES 
Ap_pendix  1  Questionnaire reganlina: the tranuosition of the EEC Directive 85/337 
into national le&islations· 
1.  Transposition 
1.1  If the Member State has not yet transposed the Directive,  what Acts  or other legal 
instruments  (decrees,  regulations,  rules)  does  it  propose  and  according  to  what 
timetable? 
1.2  Where some competences in this field are devolved to regional authorities (regions, 
Under, departements,  etc.),  have these bodies adopted the  measures necessary to 
bring into operation the objectives of the community directive,  and if so  what are 
they? 
2.  Application 
2.1  Does the legislation allow exemptions as regards the projects in Annex I? 
How are the public and the Commission notified of them? 
2.2  Are there screening procedures and/or thresholds used for determining the need for 
EIA for projects in Annex II?  Are there entire categories of projects that have been 
excluded? 
2.3  By what means are the competent authorities and the public consulted?  At what stage 
of the proceedings does this consultation take place? How does the decision making 
process take account of their opinions? 
2.4  Where relevant, how do the Member States inform their neighbours and how do they 
take into account the tatters' observations? 
2.5  By what means do the competent authorities make available to the public concerned 
the contents of and reasons for the final decision? 
3.  Content 
3 .1  What does  an  impact study need to include?  In  what cases  can  the  developer be 
limited to the information provided for in article 5 rather than in Annex III of the 
Directive?  Are alternatives to the submitted project taken into account? 
At  the  third  meeting  of the  National  Experts  Group  on  Environmental  Impact 
Assessment, on 5 July 1989, the chairman suggested adding "a question on the actual 
implementation of the Directive in the Member States:  this could be answered in the 
form of the number and type of studies which had been made since the Directive was 
incorporated into national law". 
68 3. 2  Is there any  scoping? 
4.  Miscellaneous 
4.1  What problems of interpretation have you had with the contents of annexes I or II? 
69 Awendix 2  Numbers of  complaints, petitions, written and oral questions relatin& to 
Directive 85/337/EEC, 1988-1990 
Complaints 
Table A.2.1 records the number of complaints received by the Commission relating 
in whole or part to  the EIA  Directive's implementation  in Member States.  Table  A.2.2 
summarises  the  status  of these  complaints  in  early  1991,  indicating  those  where  their 
investigation  has  been  completed  and,  for  the  remainder,  the  stage  in the  complaints 
procedure they  have  reached.  The  statistics  themselves  should be  interpreted  with  care, 
particularly if used for comparative purposes,  for a number of reasons.  Firstly, there are 
variations between Member States in the extent to which the complaints procedure is used for 
all environmental directives.  Secondly, the statistics do not indicate the breadth or severity 
of individual complaints nor do they record which of them is well-founded. 
Despite these limitations it is noteworthy that the total annual number of complaints 
received in  respect of the EIA  Directive is  considerably above the annual average for all 
environmental directives and that the trend in numbers of  complaints relating to this Directive 
was rising throughout the period 1988-1990. 
70 Table A.2. 1  Complaints received relatin& to the EIA Directive, 1988-90 
M~mb~r  State  1288.  1282  1220  Imal 
Belgium  1  5  6  12 
Denmark  0  0  0  0 
France  3  13  17  33 
Germany  4  18  15  37 
Greece  5  8  21  34 
Ireland  2  12  12  26 
Italy  5  14  23  42 
Luxembourg  0  0  1  1 
Netherlands  0  2  1  3 
Portugal  4  7  15  26 
Spain  8  34  30  72 
United Kingdom  2  17  29  48 
TOTAL  34  130  170  334 
71 Table A,2.2  The outcome of complaints relatin' to the EIA Directive (as at early 
1991) 
Closed  Continuing 
M~mber  State  In prop:ess  Arti~·~ 162* :  R~~oned 
I  QUiniQn  I 
~ 
Belgium  7  3  2(3) 
I  2  I 
I 
Denmark  0  5  0 
I  0  I 
J 
France  15  21  3 
I  1  I 
I 
I 
Germany  15  25  5 




Greece  10  24  6  2 
i 
Ireland  7  23  2  0 
i 
Italy  13  28  4(5)  2 
i 
! 
Luxembourg  0  0  1  1 
i 
! 
Netherlands  0  2  1  0 
i 
Portugal  4  20  4  1 
j 
Spain  23  52  5 








230  34(36)  i  12  I 
TOTAL 
I 




In some instances,  more than one complaint is dealt with.  The figure in ( ) 
indicates 
how many actual complaints are covered. 
Petitions, written and oral questions 
Table  A.2.3  records  the  number  of Petitions  received  by  the  Commission  from 
Members of the European Parliament which relate in whole or part to the EIA Directive.  In 
certain cases these are subsequently progressed through the complaints procedure.  Table 
A.2.4  records  the  number  of written  and  oral  questions  submitted  by  Members  of the 
European Parliament which relate to the EIA Directive.  The same caveats which have been 
72 
(5 mentioned relating to complaints statistics also apply to these data.  Overall, the numbers of 
petitions  and  parliamentary  questions  concerning  the  Directive  were  increasing  over this 
period. 
Table A.2.3  Petitions received, relatin& to the EIA Directive, 1988-1990 
M~mber  State  1.2.8_&  .12B2  .1220  Thtal 
Belgium  0  1  0  1 
Denmark  0  0  0  0 
France  0  2  2  4 
Germany  I  1  0  2 
Greece  3  2  3  8 
Ireland  0  1  0  1 
Italy  1  2  3  6 
Luxembourg  0  0  0  0 
Netherlands  0  0  0  0 
Portugal  0  0  0  0 
Spain  0  0  5  5 
United  3  1  0  4 
Kingdom 
TOTAL  8  10  13  31 
73 .  .  •  Table A 2 4  Written and oral questions received  1989 and 1990 
Member State  Written questigns  Oral questions 
1989  1990  Total  .12.82.  1990  Total 
Belgium  0  0  0  0  1  1 
Denmark  0  0  0  0  0  0 
France  2  8  10  0  0  0 
Germany  2  5  7  0  0  0 
Greece  5  9  14  0  1  1 
Ireland  1  2  3  0  0  0 
Italy  3  7  10  0  5  5 
Luxembourg  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Netherlands  3  0  3  0  0  0 
Portugal  2  0  2  1  1  2 
Spain  3  18  21  3  1  4 
United  2  4  6  0  2  2 
Kingdom 
General  0  7  7  1  1  2 
questions 
TOTAL  23  60  83  5  12  17 
74 ANNEX FOR  THE UNITED KINGDOM 
INTRODUCTION 
The annex for the United Kingdom (UK) has been prepared using a variety of sources 
of  information,  including  consultations  with  a  wide  range  of  authorities  and  other 
organisations within the country.  These have included government departments, competent 
authorities, designated environmental authorities, developers, consultancies and environmental 
interest groups, as well as individual experts.  The authors are grateful for the many useful 
contributions they  have  received  from  their respondents.  However,  the contents  of this 
review are the sole responsibility of the authors and any views expressed are not necessarily 
shared by all of those consulted. 
The annex is  structured according to the five main objectives of the study, namely: 
the extent of formal compliance by the UK with the requirements of Directive 85/337  /EEC; 
the criteria and/  or thresholds adopted by the UK for the selection of Annex ll  projects to be 
subject  to  assessment;  the  nature  and  extent  of practical  compliance  with  Directive 
85/337/EEC in the UK;  specific aspects of the Directive's translation into UK legislation and 
practice;  and an overall assessment of the effectiveness of the Directive's implementation in 
the UK,  and  of difficulties in its  implementation.  The  numbering of sections  within the 
Annex corresponds to that used in the Introduction to this volume. 
1.  EXTENT OF FORMAL COMPLIANCE BY THE UNITED KINGDOM WITH 
THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE DIRECTIVE 
(a)  Principalleeal provisions 
The UK has,  as at the beginning of July 1991, implemented Directive 85/337  /EEC 
through 17 different regulations;  two further regulations relating to Northern Ireland were 
in preparation.  All of these are listed in the appendix to this annex.  The majority of the 
project categories listed in Annex I, and of the project categories and sub-categories listed in 
Annex II, are covered under the planning regulations.  However, certain project classes, and 
project categories and sub-categories are covered by the other regulations (e.g. afforestation, 
major  roads).  It should  be  noted  that  the  UK  has  adopted  the  term  'environmental 
75 assessment' or EA for the EIA process, and the 'environmental statement' orES refers to the 
document setting out the developer's assessment of  the project's likely environmental effects, 
which is submitted with the application for consent. 
76 (b)  Further analysis and possible deficiencies in formal compliance 
An analysis based upon the key articles of the Directive, reveals how the Directive 
has been brought into effect in the UK and where any deficiencies in formal compliance may 
remain.  The  Directive does  not apply  to projects  approved by  specific  acts  of national 
legislation, according to the provisions in Article 1(5).  It is the view of the UK Government 
that where, but for this provision, EA would have been required for a project, the promoter 
of  th~ legislation should provide an ES  for consideration by the appropriate Parliamentary 
committee.  The Standing Orders of each of the Houses of Parliament have been amended 
to require an ES to be submitted with any Bill to approve such a project (House of  Commons, 
Hansard, 20.5.91, col.739-740;  House of Lords, Hansard,  15.7.91). 
All projects in the classes listed in Annex I are subject to EA.  Exemptions may be 
made by the appropriate Secretary of State for a particular proposed development under the 
planning regulations for England and Wales but this would only be granted in exceptional 
circumstances.  So  far no exemptions  have been  made  under  these or any  of the other 
regulations.  There are no specific provisions in the regulations for notifying the European 
Commission of any such exemptions, but the Secretary of State has stated that he will ensure 
compliance with the requirements of Article 2(3).  In Scotland there is provision for the 
exemption,  by the  Secretary of State,  of Annex  I projects  subject to the  Electricity  Act 
consent procedures, but no exemptions have been granted to date.  The regulations applying 
to other Annex I projects do not provide for exemptions. 
Of the categories and sub-categories of projects listed in Annex II, the following are 
not subject to EA by any of the UK EA regulations: 
1 (a) projects for the restructuring of rural land holdings;  and 
1 (b)  projects for  the  use  of uncultivated  land or semi- natural  areas  for 
intensive agriculture purposes. 
Projects in these categories are judged, by the UK Government, as unlikely to occur in the 
UK in a form that would require an EA in accordance with the Directive. 
77 Legislation contained within the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 ,  allows the 
extension of EA to projects other than those listed in Directive 85/337 where those projects 
require planning permission.  It is understood that the UK EA regulations are already to be 
interpreted to include modifications to Annex II projects, where these are likely to give rise 
to significant environmental effects. 
The competent authority or the Secretary of State determines whether EA is required 
on a case-by-case basis.  General advisory criteria have been prepared to help authorities and 
the  Secretary  of State  assess  whether  Annex II projects  are  likely  to  have  significant 
environmental effects, supplemented by more specific indicative criteria and thresholds for 
certain categories and sub-categories.  These are discussed more fully  in Section 2 below. 
The UK has not adopted any other methods for selecting Annex II projects to be subject to 
EA. 
Since the Directive has been implemented in the UK by means other than primary 
legislation  through  integration  into  existing  consent  procedures,  some  elements  of the 
Directive's provisions (e.g. details relating to consultation of the public) are absent from the 
text of several of  the EA regulations.  However, these specific elements are covered by other 
primary legislation or previous regulations.  Therefore the EA regulations relating to those 
procedures  should  be read  in  conjunction  with  these  other  primary  laws  and  statutory 
regulations when determining the extent of formal compliance with the Directive. 
The EA regulations provide that the information to be supplied by the developer is that 
specified in Article 5(2), together with the requirements of  Article 3 of  the Directive, and this 
must be supplied for all types of projects;  for some regulations this is referred to as  "the 
specified  information".  Most of the  regulations  allow  for  the  submission  of the  other 
information listed in Annex III,  "by way of explanation or amplification of the specified 
information". 
Provision is made for information held by the relevant authorities to be supplied to 
the developer (Article 5(3)) by all the regulations except the Scottish roads regulations (such 
information could be obtained under other legislation), the highways regulations (although in 
78 practice  the  relevant  authorities  are  expected  to  provide  such  information),  and  all  the 
regulations dealing with harbour works for England, Wales, and Northern Ireland.  If the 
need  for  such  information  should  arise  in  these  latter  cases,  it  would  be  dealt  with 
administratively.  The relevant authorities are not obliged to supply any information held in 
confidence. 
. All  the  regulations  make  some  provision  to  designate  appropriate  environmental 
authorities, and to ensure that the information gathered pursuant to Article 5 is supplied to 
them, and that the opportunity exists to express their opinion before the decision is finalised 
on the project (Article 6(1)).  The means of  denoting these authorities or bodies ranges from 
a  specific  listing  within the  regulations concerned,  to those  specified by  the  appropriate 
Secretary of State or Minister having environmental responsibilities (see Table 1 for further 
details). 
The majority of the UK EA regulations provide for the information gathered pursuant 
to Article 5 to be made available to the public, and for the public to have an opportunity to 
express an opinion before the project is initiated (or consent given).  The harbour works 
regulations (SI  No.  1336) make no such provisions, but the Department of Transport has 
indicated that this requirement would be implemented administratively;  developers would be 
advised to present an ES as part of the information accompanying their application,  which 
is made available to the public. 
The majority of  the UK EA regulations contain fairly detailed mandatory arrangements 
for the provision of information to, and consultation with, the public (Article 6(3)).  For most 
of the regulations all the indented items within Article 6(3) are covered.  The exceptions are 
the harbour works regulations (SINo. 1336), the Scottish roads regulations, and the Scottish 
drainage  works  regulations,  where  arrangements  for  provision  of information  to,  and 
consultation with, the public are, contained within previous legislation.  The public concerned 
is usually determined as those in the locality of the proposal, although for some regulations 
the definition is broader.  In the case of some of the regulations "those appearing to have an 
interest in the land" are also specifically contacted. 
79 Except where already noted above,  all  the regulations specify a location where the 
information  gathered  pursuant  to  Article  5,  i.e.  the  environmental  statement,  can  be 
inspected.  In the case of over half of the regulations the loca~ion is to be specified on a case 
by case basis,  whilst for  others the  information is  to  be  held at the offices  of the  local 
planning authority, or the local post office (SI No.  1218).  Applications under the planning 
T•ble 1:  UK Replations and provisions for consultation and participation of 
authorities with 
specific environmental responsibilities 
~  Autboriticll fo wbida iaformatjoa  ODDortuaitY fo 
is to be pmvlied  ei!!S!IU!! 
~7 
Town aud CwDIIy PlaDaiag ( 1988)  Lilt of  't'lrious bodies, iacludill& eavir'wuaeolall&ltbureiel. local  Yes. 
{SI No.  1199)  plaDaiDa authoritiea, etc. 
F..nviroameatal Allealmeut (So;6ad) (1988)  Sdledule of bodies to be COIIIUJted., but doc:a •IIJIPlJ .,  IICCtioD Oil  Yes, but with provisos in 
(SI No.  1221)  draiJia&e works;  alao fw ICClDa rdltiaa to 1"0ida, Seaalry of SCIICic  pnMous coliiiiiD.. 
will allUre tbat tbe apprqlrialc eo.viroomea&al body ia approached if 
a Dtutory site is affected. 
Salmoa FanniD& in MariDe wmn (1988)  Sdledule of  autblriies, bodies aad pc::noaa to be ~  when:  Yes,  where 
{SINo. 1218)  app:opriab:.  appropriate. 
Afforaatiao. (1988)  NCC,  CC, local autbarities and oda" lllatutory bodics wllidt appe1r  Yes. 
(Sl No.  1207)  to bave an inten:at. 
Land DraiDaac ~  (1988)  NCC, CC aud any ocber public .udaorities, 111111t0ry bodi&:a, w  Yes. 
(SINo. 1217)  orpaisatioaB wbidl appear to bave an iDtr:n:st. 
Highwa)'l (1988)  If  aDtutory site is affedcd die Sec:raary of saee .-n  Cllllll'e  Yes. 
(SI No.1241)  C(JidKt wida appoprilte aMrmmell&al body. 
Hubour Worb (1988)  Duty of Secn:tary of Stde to provide bodica appcariDg to bave  Yes. 
{SI No.  1336)  euvirodmeotal ~ility  ...  be thiab fit, widlllllltl:rial. 
Halbour W<dl (1989)  Mhriltl:r may direct develope~" to BUpply IUCb bodies •  he ay  Yes. 
(SINo. 424)  specify ..  appeariag 1D him to bave enviroDme:lal resp181ibiliticll. 
E.lectricity aDd Pipe-Jiac W<dl (1990)  PriDcipal COUDciJ fw an:a, CC, NCC, HMlP.  Yes. 
(Sl No.442) 
Roads (Nmbcnllrdaad) {1988)  smtutory bodies whole iatcn:ID appear to tbe Dqllltmellt of tbe  Yes. 
(SRNo. 344)  Eoviroomeat to be affected by tbe propasal. 
PlanoiDg (NartiK:m ltdud) (1989)  Dialria oouncila aod adler Slatll1'dJ bodies u appear to bave an  Yes. 
(SR No.  20)  intereat in tbe propoal. 
~(Nonhero  Ireland) (1989)  Dillric:t COIIIICill and aher public autboritiea and lltatutor}' bodies  Yes. 
(SRNo. 226)  wiUcb appear to have an iatelat in tbe project. 
Harbour WOib (Nortbem Ireland) (1990)  Such bodies ..  approp:iale nep.tmeat specifies ..  IIPJICIIria8 to it to  Yes. 
(SR No.  181)  bave envirOIUJICidal respaoaibilities. 
and electricity and pipe-line regulations are placed on the planning register and are available 
for inspection by the public.  Copies of the ES may also be consulted at local libraries, in the 
case of  power stations and overhead lines, as well as at the offices of the electricity company 
in the case of the latter.  The time available for consulting the information varies from 21 
days to 42 days, although no specific limits are given in the planning regulations for Northern 
80 Ireland,  and  the  planning  regulations  for  England  and  Wales  since  this  is  dealt  with  in 
previous legislation.  The way in which the public are informed of a proposal is  through 
publication in local newspapers- usually in at least one, but sometimes in at least two.  For 
proposals in Scotland, publication must also take place in the Edinburgh Gazette. 
For proposals under the salmon farming in marine waters regulations, publication should be 
in a  local  newspaper and either the Edinburgh or LOndon  Gazette.  All  the  regulations 
stipulate that the public should make representations in writing, with time limits varying from 
7  days  to 49 days.  Again,  no time  limits  are specified  in  the planning  regulations  for 
Northern Ireland, the Scottish planning regulations, and the planning regulations for England 
and Wales;  these are dealt with in previous legislation.  Some of the regulations (planning 
regulations, roads regulations, and harbours and docks regulations for Northern Ireland, and 
harbour works (No. 2) regulations (SINo. 424)) make provision for a public inquiry for 
specific proposals, where necessary. 
None of the UK EA regulations make provision for matters covered by Article 7 of 
the Directive.  However,  it is  expected,  by  the  UK Government,  that because  of their 
geographical location very few, if  any, projects proposed in England, Scotland and Wales will 
have  significant  environmental  effects  in  other  Member  States.  It has  stated  that  the 
appropriate government department considers every ES and the UK Government will notify 
any other Member State when it appears likely that their environment will be significantly 
affected  by  a  project.  Internal  arrangements  exist  whereby  the  regional  offices  of the 
Department  of the  Environment  (DOE),  and  also  other  government  departments,  are 
requested to consider ESs with Article 7 in mind.  If the project is one where this article 
might be applicable the competent authorities are asked to advise DOE and also to send them 
a copy of  the ES.  Similar arrangements exist for Northern Ireland and, in addition, informal 
consultation arrangements have been established between DOE for Northern Ireland and the 
Department of the Environment for the Republic of Ireland.  The consultation arrangements 
have  been  activated  for  one  project.  The  UK  Government  is  also  a  signatory  to  the 
Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context. 
81 All of the UK EA regulations, with the exception noted below, contain provisions to 
ensure that information gathered pursuant to Articles 5,6 and 7 is taken into consideration in 
the development consent process (Article 8).  The harbour works (SINo. 1336) regulations 
do not contain provisions for considering the opinions of the public but it is understood, this 
would be dealt with  administratively.  None  of the regulations  contain any  reference to 
consideration of the views of neighbouring Member States.  However, the UK Government 
has stated that any such comments would be drawn to the attention of the decision making 
body which would be expected to take them into consideration before deciding whether a 
project should proceed. 
The UK EA regulations  contain  varying  provisions  to ensure that the  competent 
authorities provide the public with information relating to the content of a decision, and the 
reasons and considerations on which the decision is based (Article 9).  No provisions are 
contained in the Scottish drainage regulations;  however, provision is made in other, earlier, 
drainage regulations.  Provision is made in the following  regulations to communicate the 
decision only:  forestry regulations for Northern Ireland - in the local newspapers and in 
writing to those making representations;  harbour works regulations (SINo. 1336)- as the 
Secretary of State  sees  fit  (provision  of reasons  and  any  conditions  would  be handled 
administratively);  the forestry regulations- in at least two local newspapers and in writing 
to  those  making  representations;  the  following  Scottish  regulations,  planning  - those 
consulted and those with an interest in the land;  electricity and specific developments in new 
towns- those consulted, and a copy is also made available;  roads.  Projects subject to the 
planning procedures in England, Wales, Northern Ireland and projects approved under the 
electricity and pipe-line regulations must have the decision letter, including the reasons and 
any conditions, placed on the planning register for public inspection.  The decision letter is 
also sent to all those registered as  "objectors" to the scheme.  The remaining regulations 
make provision for communication of both the decision, the reasons for the decision and any 
conditions attached.  This information is communicated via at least one local newspaper, by 
the  Northern  Ireland  roads  regulations,  and  in  writing  to  those  consulted  or  making 
representations, in the case of the harbour works regulations SI No. 424 {published as the 
Secretary of State sees fit);  for the drainage works improvement regulations (if the Minister 
so decides and there is no barrier to making this information public);  for the harbours and 
82 docks regulations for Northern Ireland;  and for the marine. salmon farming regulations.  For 
the other regulations this article is implemented through other regulations and Acts.  If a 
neighbouring  Member  State  is  involved,  the  UK  Government  has  stated  that  it  would 
communicate the decision, along with the reasons and any conditions, to that Member State. 
The UK EA regulations do not contain any provisions to respect limitations imposed 
by industrial and commercial secrecy and the safeguarding of  the public interest, or relating 
to the transmission of information between Member States (Article 10).  However, the EA 
process does not require any further information than, for example, could be required under 
existing development consent procedures.  Six of the UK EA regulations contain provisions 
regarding confidentiality,  but,  these  relate  solely  to  the provision of information to the 
developer for preparation of the ES. 
Those consulted during the course of  this study are generally, though not universally, 
of the view that the measures undertaken by the UK are in broad agreement with the letter 
of Directive 85/337/EEC.  However, some of the above consider that formal compliance is 
minimalist, with the spirit of  the Directive not always being fully reflected (e.g. the adoption 
of Article 5(2) as the minimum information that ~  be provided).  One point of concern 
to  some people  is  that  only  a  grant consent procedure  and not a  development  consent 
procedure exists for certain types of  development subject to EA, i.e. for afforestation.  Some 
developments of these types may not require a grant, including the Forestry Commission's 
own proposals, and in these cases the requirement for EA is not mandatory.  However, the 
Forestry Commission has  stated it will apply the principles of the regulations to its own 
afforestation projects.  A further area of concern to some is the advisory status of  the criteria 
and thresholds applied to Annex II projects. 
(d)  Remedy of any remainin& deficiencies 
Two further sets of  regulations for Northern Ireland were in preparation at July 1991, 
relating to flood relief work and discharges to water.  The latter regulations were expected 
to be in place by the end of 1991. 
(e)  Competent authorities 
83 The competent authorities designated as responsible for performing the duties arising 
from  Directive 85/337  in  the  UK  are those  responsible  for approving  the  project or for 
authorizing_ a grant, whether it is a government department or another such body (see Table 
2 for details). 
2.  CRITERIA AND/OR THRESHOLDS ADOPTED FOR THE SELECTION OF 
ANNEX II PROJECTS TO BE SUBJECT TO ASSESSMENT 
(a)  Outline of criteria/thresholds 
The various UK regulations make provision for the competent authority to consider 
case by case whether a project in Annex n is likely to have significant environmental effects 
so as to require an EA, but do not specify any mandatory criteria or thresholds.  Advisory 
criteria, and thresholds for certain Annex n projects, have been published by Government 
departments for guidance purposes only (DOE/WO, 1988;  SDD,  1988;  DOE(NI),  1989; 
Forestry Commission, 1988;  Crown Estate Office, 1988;  Department of  Transport, 1989). 
These relate to projects subject to the planning regulations for England and Wales, Scotland, 
and  Northern  Ireland,  afforestation,  marine  salmon  farming  and  highways.  Table  3 
summarises the particular thresholds applicable to a selection of different types of projects. 
However, the criteria and thresholds need to be read in the context of the general guidance 
given in the same documents.  In all cases, the fundamental test for each case, whether there 
are advisory thresholds or not, is whether in the view of  the competent authority the proposed 
project is  likely,  on the facts,  to have  si~ificant environmental effects.  The three main 
criteria  of significance  to  be applied  relate  to  the  scale,  location  and  types  of effects 
associated with the project in question (DOE/WO, 1988). 
(b)  Comment on criteria/thresholds 
Opinions amongst a sample of  the competent authorities required to use the quantified 
indicative criteria, who have been consulted on this issue,  are divided as to whether they are 
appropriate or not (Wood and Jones, 1991).  Amongst those consulted it was, in general, felt 
that  EA  in  the  UK  was  being  applied  to  appropriate  types  and  numbers  of projects. 
However,  some of those  consulted in the preparation of this  Annex  commented that the 
interpretation of the term n significant effects" by local planning authorities has been variable. 
84 Table 2:  Competent authorities responsible for dealin& with UK regulations 
R~~latiQn§  CQmDetent  AythQriti~s 
Town and Country Planning (1988)  Local planning authority or appropriate 
(SI No.  1199)  Secretary of State 
Environmental Assessment  Local planning authority or appropriate 
(Scotland) ( 1988)  Secretary of State 
(SI No.  1221) 
Salmon Farming in Marine Waters  Crown Estate Commissioners 
(1988) 
(SI No.  1218) 
Afforestation (  1988)  Forestry Commission 
(SI No.  1207) 
Land Drainage Improvement (1988)  Drainage bodies, or Minister of Agriculture, 
(SI No.  1217)  Fisheries and Food, or Secretary of State for 
Wales 
Highways ( 1988)  Secretary of State for Transport or Secretary 
(SI No.1241)  of State for Wales 
Harbour Works (  1988)  Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 
(SI No.  1336)  or Secretary of State for Transport or 
Secretary of State for Wales 
Harbour Works (1989)  Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 
(SINo. 424)  or Secretary of State for Transport or 
Secretary of State for Wales, or Secretary of 
State for Scotland 
Electricity and Pipe-line Works  Secretary of State for Energy 
(1990) 
(SI No.442) 
Roads (Northern Ireland) (1988)  Department of the Environment (Northern 
(SR No.  344)  Ireland) 
Planning (Northern Ireland) ( 1989)  Department of the Environment (Northern 
(SR No.  20)  Ireland) 
Forestry (Northern Ireland) (1989)  Department of Agriculture for Northern 
(SR No.  226)  Ireland 
Harbour Works (Northern Ireland)  Department of the Environment (Northern 
(1990)  Ireland) or Department of Agriculture for 
(SR No.  181)  Northern Ireland 
Designated  environmental  authorities  consider  that  it  would  be  beneficial  if they  were 
85 consulted, and greater weight given to their views, at an early stage when these criteria and 
thresholds are being used and when the requirement for an EA is being decided.  In the UK 
Government's  view,  the  likely  signific.ance  of a  project's  environmental  effects  should 
Table 3:  Examples of indicative criteria and thresholds for Annex II projects• 
EA  will certainly be  required where  more  than  100  ha  is proposed for 
planting with within designated areas. 
----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- New poultry rearing i.nstallatioos  ... those designed to house 110re  than  lOO,OOQ  broilers or 50,000  layers, 
turkeys or other poultry may  require  EA. 
--------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- New pig n:ariDg installatioos  ·  ... those de51gned to house 110re  than  400  sows  or 5,000 fattening pigs may 
require EA. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Salmoo farming  •••  production of 110re  than  100  tonnes of fish per year IRQ require EA. 
Exlractive iDdu&!ry 
Opeocast coal mine& and u.od and gravel woOOugs 
ln&u!nu:ture proiec1s 
~tal cage  area of 110re  than 6,0001112 within a  2km  ndius in certain 
defined areas. 
fota  1 cage area of 110re  than  lZ,OOOm2 within a  2km  radius  in  any  other 
areas. 
... sites of more  than 50  ha  may  require EA,  and  significantly smaller 
sites could require EA  if they are  in a  sensitive area or if subjected to 
particularly obtrusive operations. 
lnduslrial-estate development projects  EA  may  be required where  the site area ;s  in excess of 20  ha. 
or 
significant nUIIbers  of dwellfnvs  in  close proXillfty (e.g.  more  than  1,000 
dwellings wfthtn 20011  of the s1te boundaries). 
~----------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------·  Urbandevdopmentprojecb  Schemes  III.Y  require EA  where  the site area is mre than 5  ha  in an 
urbanised area, 
or 
there are significant numbers  of dwellings  in close proxillity (e.g.  more 
than 700  dwellings •ithtn 200111  of the site boundaries), 
or 
a  total of 110re  than 10,000m2  (gross)  of shops,  offices or other 
coiiD!rcia  1 uses would  be provided. 
~----------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------- Local roads  Outside urban  areas,  EA  may  be  required for the construction of new  roads 
Trunk roads 
---------------------------------------- Otber inbastnactw'e projects 
Manu&cturing industry generally 
.;and  ~~ajor road  iarprovuents over  IOkal  in  length, 
or 
roads over lk• in  length if passing through  a  national  park  or through  or 
within  lOOm  of a  site of specia  1 scientific  interest,  a  nat  iona 1 nature 
reserve or a  conservation area. 
Within  urban areas,  illY scheme  where  more  than  1,500 dwellings  lie within 
100111  of the centre lfne of a  proposed  road,  lillY  be a  candidate for  EA. 
EA  will  be  required for highways  over  lOkm  in  length. 
Projects requiring sites in  excess of  100  ha  may  require EA. 
Installations with  a  capacity of 1110re  than 75,000  tonnes per year may 
require EA. 
New  plants requiring sites in  the range  20-30  ha,  or above,  may  require 
EA.  In  addition EA  uy occasionally be  required on  account of expected 
discharge of Maste,  emission of pollutants,  etc. 
Bc:c:alllc: Qf lilllibdiolll of lf*C, oa1y aa  abbreYiatcd ..--y  of  CK.h.electecl Wallold or  aitcrioa  is  provided.  Refer to DOH ( 1989) for fullc:l' dclcripCioaa. 
111 an c::uca tbe Oftl'ricliDg critcrioa is w11et11« tbe clcvclopiiiCIIt illitcty to ..  w: llipif"u:at  ca.'ril:oulcldal effcca. 
normally be evident from the information provided by the developer, bearing in mind the 
relevant guidance;  the designated environmental authorities should, however, be consulted 
in case of doubt. 
86 3.  NATURE  AND  EXTENT  OF  PRACTICAL  COMPLIANCE  WITH  THE 
DIRECTIVE 
(a)  Number and cate&:ories of EISs 
Information concerning the numbers of ESs produced in the UK has been compiled 
by the EIA Centre for the period 15 July 1988 to 31 December 1990 (Jones, Lee and Wood, 
1991).  The total number of ESs known to have been submitted to the authorities for this 
period was 472.  Table 4 shows the project categories for which these were prepared.  The 
principal categories were: 
in Annex I, power stations, roads and waste disposal installations;  and 
in Annex II, extractive industry, infrastructure projects and other projects. 
It is  noteworthy  that a  relatively  small  number of ESs  has  been prepared for  industrial 
projects. 
Table 5 shows the UK regulations under which the ESs were prepared.  The majority 
(60%)  were  prepared  under  the  planning  regulations  for  England  and  Wales.  The 
Environmental Assessment (Scotland) Regulations accounted for 11% of the ESs prepared, 
while the land drainage improvement works, the highways regulations and the electricity and 
pipe-line works regulations each accounted for approximately 7%  of the ESs prepared. 
(b)  Information SlK!Cified in Article 5 and Annex III 
The  extent,  and  degree,  to  which  developers  are  providing,  in  their  ESs,  the 
information specified  in  Article 5  and  Annex  III of the  Directive  is  difficult to  assess. 
Particular types of impacts may not be covered in individual ESs either because they are not 
significant or because they have been overlooked.  In a number  of cases  the range of 
impacts covered appears  to be broadly  satisfactory. 
87 Table 4:  PrQject categories of EISs known to have been submitted to UK 
authorities 
15-7-88 to 31-12-90 
~  Numbec of ElSs 
~ 
1  :  Oude oil ref"lllelies, gasification of coal  1 
2;  Power atioaJ  15 
3 :  Radiolctive WI61A:  0 
4:  lroo/~  worts  0 
5:  ~WOJb  1 
6:  IDtcgndcd cbem:.I inltaUatiolls  1 
7:  Roads, railways, ai1plx1s  14 
8:  Ports  4 
9:  Waste disposal  !2 
All A1mex I projccb  ss 
~ 
1  :  Agriculture  2S 
2:  Exttactive industry  68 
3:  Energy production  22 
4:  Proceaing of meG1s  6 
s:  Maoufacture of glass  0 
6:  Olemical iDduitly  11 
7:  Food industry  3 
8:  Tex1ile, ledler, wood aDd paper indumies  s 
9:  Rubber industry  0 
10:  lnfra$tructure  198 
11:  Other  72 
Mixed 10: and 11:  6 
12:  Modificatialll  ...! 
An Aacx n  projects  411 
All (Almex I and Annex II) projects  472 
Table 5:  Numbers of ESs prepared under UK regulations- 15-7-88 to 31-12-90 
UK !!;&lllatioos  Numbel'gf~ 
Town and Country PlanniJlg- England and Wales  (SINo. 1199)  283 
Environmental Assessment - Scotland  (Sl No.  1221)  51 
Salmon Farming in Marine Waten- England, Wales,~  (SINo. 1218)  1 
Aff~  -England, Wale&,  Scotland  (SI No.  1207)  16 
Land Drainage Improvement Wom- Eng1aod aDd Wales  (SINo.  1217)  36 
Highways- England, Wales  (SI No.  1241)  39 
Harbour Wah- England, Wale$  (SINo. 1336)  0 
Harbour Waks- EaglaDd, Wales  (Sl No. 424)  0 
Electricity and Pipe-line Woru- Englaod, Wales  (Sl No.  442)  33 
Roads- Northern In:laod  (SR No. 344)  1 
PlanniDg - Nortbem hdaDd  (SR No.  20)  6 
~  - Northern lrcland  (SR No.  226)  I 
Harbour Worb- Noohern Ireland  (SR No.  181)  0 
Toral  467 
N.D. At leaat S RSa are blown to have beea prepared f~  Acta of Parliament 
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(6) However,  one  study  relating  to  a  sample  of planning  ESs,  found  that  many  developers 
included only the 'specified information' required by Schedule 3 (based on Articles 3 and 
5(2) of the Directive) (Wood and Jones,  1991).  Much of the information requirements of 
Annex lll are regarded as non-mandatory in the UK.  The coverage of alternatives, risks of 
accidents  and,  to  some  degree,  indirect  and  cumulative  impacts,  often  appears  to  be 
incomplete (Jones, Lee and Wood, 1991).  Only a minority of ESs include any consideration 
of alternatives;  in some cases the consideration of alternatives is not considered applicable. 
However, in the case of motoiWays and trunk roads, the appropriate Government department 
consults  the public at an  early  stage on a number of alternative proposals.  Where such 
alternatives would have significantly different effects from those of the published scheme for 
which  the  ES  has  been  provided,  the  ES  includes  a  summary  description  of the  main 
alternatives and the reasons for the choice of the published scheme. 
(c)  Makin& authorities' information available to the developer 
Where authorities with relevant information in their possession are required to make 
this available to the developer, to facilitate preparation of the ES, they are, in the majority 
of cases,  doing  so.  In some  cases  a  charge  is  being  made  for  the  provision  of such 
information.  In some instances developers are choosing to prepare ESs without consulting 
these authorities, or indeed the competent authority concerned. 
(d)  Arrangements for publication of EIS 
In general, it is considered that the situation in the UK is satisfactory concerning the 
publication of ESs  and their availability for  consultation once they  have been submitted. 
Copies can, in most cases, be obtained from either the developer or the competent authority 
concerned.  Where the information was available to the EIA Centre, just under half of 290 
ESs were available free of charge, with 18%  available for purchase at £20 or less, and the 
remaining  33%  available at more than £20.  In  most cases  copies  of ESs  are available, 
particularly in the specific locality where an application for consent is submitted.  However, 
in a few cases copies of ESs are only available for consultation, but not for purchase by the 
public.  Also,  the  absence  of a  central,  up-to-date,  listing  of all  ESs  sometimes  makes 
locating copies for purchase or consultation difficult. 
89 (e)  Arrana:ements for consultation and public participation 
Consultation with designated environmental authorities, by the competent authorities, 
after the ES has been submitted, seems on the whole to be working reasonably well, although 
there have been instances where they have not been consulted at all (Wood and Jones, 1991). 
Generally, the public and other environmental interest groups are also given an opportunity 
to express an opinion about a proposal before any decision is taken.  In several cases the 
developer has consulted the competent authority and the designated environmental authorities 
on  an  informal  basis,  before  the  submission  of the  ES.  In  some  cases  the  public  and 
environmental  interest  groups  have  also  been  contacted  before  submission  of the  ES. 
However, these latter groups are usually consulted less frequently and in less depth. 
(g)  Role of EIS and consultation findin&s in prQject authorization 
The  uses  made of the ES,  and of the consultations based on it, by  the competent 
authorities in the decision-making process are difficult to assess.  Sometimes decisions appear 
to have been based on poor ESs and/or inadequate information.  However, more research is 
needed in  this area before definitive conclusions can be reached.  The decisions  reached, 
including reasons and any conditions, are made available to the public, where this is provided 
for by the UK regulations. 
(h)  Modification of prQjects 
It is  also  difficult to judge the extent to which  undertaking  an  EA  has  led to  the 
modification of a project, although modifications have definitely been made to some projects 
(Wood  and  Jones,  1991).  The  process  of project  design  and  its  progress  through  the 
development consent procedure tends, by its nature, to be one of change and modification at 
many points.  Early initiation of the EA process is felt by several of those consulted to have 
been a contributory factor in modifying the design of a number of projects to reduce adverse 
environmental effects. 
4.  SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF  THE  DIRECTIVE'S  TRANSLATION INTO UNITED 
KINGDOM LEGISLATION AND PRACTICE 
(a)  Measures to monitor iiQI)Iementation of Directive 
90 Monitoring the implementation of the Directive in the UK is undertaken in different 
ways.  DOE maintains and publishes details of planning cases subject toEA in Great Britain 
(i.e.  England,  Wales,  and Scotland).  The information published relates to ESs submitted, 
to  "directions" and "opinions" as to whether an EA is required, and "notifications" that an 
EA has been requested.  For each case the name of the relevant competent authority is given, 
together with a brief indication of the nature of the project, and the category of the project 
accor"ing to the UK regulations.  Where relevant, the reasons for DOE/SO/WO directing that 
an EA is necessary are also briefly stated.  When a decision has been made on a project this 
is  also published,  together  with the date of the decision.  The  Planning Service of DOE 
Northern Ireland monitors implementation on a quarterly basis and advises DOE (London) 
of the determinations made, ESs received, etc. 
A  DOE  commissioned  study  on the  implementation of the  Directive for  planning 
projects  in  England,  Wales  and  Scotland  over the  period July  1988  to  December  1989, 
recently reported on the adequacy of  the monitoring arrangements for planning ESs.  It found 
that these were generally valuable, but that there was some under-recording taking place and 
made a number of recommendations to strengthen existing practice (Wood and Jones, 1991). 
For non-planning projects, lists of cases subject to EA are maintained by the relevant 
competent authorities.  These lists typically contain a brief description of each case, i.e. the 
name of the developer and either a title,  or some indication of the nature, of the proposal. 
The  lists  are  generally  available  on  request  from  the  relevant  competent  authority. 
Department of Transport regional offices are asked to provide headquarters with copies of 
published ESs for monitoring of their contents. 
The absence of a system for centrally recording all ESs, relating to planning and non-
planning cases,  is considered a weakness in the present monitoring arrangements, as  is the 
absence of a system for centrally depositing copies of all ESs (Jones, Lee and Wood,  1991). 
(b)  Provision for scopin& 
There are no mandatory provisions for 'scoping' an assessment in the UK.  It is for 
the developer to identify the aspects that the ES should concentrate on, having regard to the 
91 nature, size and location of the project, and its likely effects on the environment.  In the 
circulars produced as guidance to the planning regulations, for England, Wales and Scotland, 
developers  are  recommended  to  consult  the  competent  authorities  and  designated 
environmental authorities at an early stage in the planning of a  project to discuss which 
features of the project will need most attention in the ES.  However, the extent to which this 
happens is known to be very variable.  The short guidance document produced to supplement 
the for~stry regulations states that,  "Information about environmental effects which are not 
likely  to be significant is  not required"  (Forestry  Commission,  1988).  The brief note 
produced by the Crown Estate Office, for those intending to submit applications under the 
salmon farming in marine waters regulations, encourages developers to check with that Office 
at an early stage in the preparation of lease applications regarding the scope of  the ES (Crown 
Estate Office,  1988). 
92 (c)  Quality of ESs 
It is apparent that the ESs produced since the EA regulations have come into force 
have been of variable quality ranging from very satisfactory to very unsatisfactory, and this 
has been demonstrated in a number of  published and unpublished studies (Lambert and Wood, 
1990;  Lee and Colley,  1990;  Smith,  1990;  Lee,  1991;  Wood and Jones,  1991).  Areas 
of particular weakness identified in the above studies include the description of types and 
quantities of wastes created; the identification and scoping of potential impacts; qualitative 
rather  than  quantitative  treatment  of impacts;  risk  of accidents;  assessment  of impact 
significance; bias and misplaced emphasis in presentation; poor writing and presentation of 
often very diverse information;  and the lack of a non-technical summary.  Several factors 
appear to have contributed to the poor quality of many ESs, including: 
lack of experience of EA, intensified by lack of guidance and 
training; 
bias,  particularly  where  the  developer  and  the  competent 
authority belong to the same authority; 
not starting the EA process early enough, although the inherent 
limitations of  environmental assessments confined to the project 
stage also need to be recognised;  and 
lack of satisfactory scoping. 
A majority of the sample of 1988 and 1989 ESs that have been evaluated were assessed to 
be of unsatisfactory quality.  However, there are indications that, with increased experience, 
the overall quality of EISs is improving;  60% of a sample of 1990-1 ESs were assessed as 
of satisfactory  quality,  although  half of these  were  only  considered  to  be  marginally 
satisfactory (Lee,  1991). 
(d)  Provision for formal review of adequacy and quality of EISs 
93 The  UK  Government  has  not  officially  established  any  provisions  tn  its  EA 
regulations, for the formal review of  the adequacy and quality of  ESs, nor is there an official, 
independent review body in existence in the UK.  However, the competent authorities have 
powers, contained in other existing laws and regulations, to evaluate an ES.  The competent 
authority is required (in all cases) to have regard to the ES, as well as any other material 
considerations, when determining an application.  For some of  the regulations (e.g. planning 
regulations) the competent authority can request the submission of further information.  A 
planning application cannot be refused because of an inadequate ES, but it can be refused on 
the grounds that insufficient information has been provided for its determination (DOE/WO, 
1989).  In general,  the  competent  authority  assesses  the  ES  using  its  own  'in-house' 
knowledge and experience, and the comments of other public authorities.  In some instances 
outside consultants and other organisations are also used to comment on ESs.  It would seem, 
nevertheless, that a number of ESs which are apparently inadequate are being accepted by 
competent authorities.  The UK Government has indicated that it intends to issue guidance 
to competent authorities on the evaluation of ESs and other environmental information. 
(e)  Provision for m.onitorin.& and post-auditin& 
There are no provisions within the EA  regulations themselves  for monitoring the 
environmental impacts of  projects after their implementation, nor for the post-auditing of  EA 
studies.  No official written guidance has been published on EA monitoring and post-auditing 
in the UK.  However, under other existing laws and regulations the powers exist to attach 
monitoring conditions for certain consent procedures, and these are used in certain cases.  In 
addition, the environmental effects of  the operation of  industrial plants and other installations, 
whether or not these have been subject to EA at the planning stage, may be monitored by Her 
Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution, the National Rivers Authority, the. Health and Safety 
Executive and local authorities. 
( t)  Assistance to practitioners 
A list of  EA guidance material produced by government departments and agencies for 
England, Wales and Scotland is given in the Appendix to this annex.  Most of this has been 
of  a procedural nature;  guidance on EA practice and methods has been more limited, though 
it should increase in the near future. 
94 The guidance issued includes circulars, memoranda, and short procedural guidance. 
The DOE has produced a helpful guide to the UK EA procedures,  mainly dealing with the 
planning regulations in England and Wales.  DOE, SO and WO have also produced leaflets, 
for the public.  DOE (Northern Ireland) has produced several internal circulars, and makes 
frequent use of the guide to the EA procedures (see above).  The Department of Transport 
is also currently revising its Manual of Environmental Appraisal (DTp, 1983) which sets out 
details of the issues to be assessed, and methods to be used, for motorway and trunk road 
schemes in England and Wales.  A similar manual, prepared in 1986, is available in Scotland 
(SD  D,  1986).  A  short booklet relating  to  forestry  schemes  has  been  supplemented  by 
guidelines relating to water, landscape and conservation;  guidelines for archaeology will be 
produced shortly.  Revised guidance on the location and siting of marine fish farms, which 
will  include  consideration  of EA,  is  also  being  produced  by  the  Scottish  Office.  The 
Department of Energy has commissioned the preparation of a guidance note for the EA of 
pipeline proposals.  The  Ministry of Agriculture,  Fisheries  and  Food (MAFF)  provides 
guidance  o~ a case by case basis.  The DOE has recently commissioned practical guidance 
relating to the preparation of ESs, which will be directed at a wide audience.  DOE intends 
to issue guidance on the EA procedures for projects approved by approved by private Act of 
Parliament.  DOE is  also,  as  stated above,  to commission guidance on the  evaluation of 
environmental information, including the ES.  This is expected to consider quality issues and 
the use to be made of the environmental information for decision-making purposes. 
Other  authorities  and  bodies  have  produced  some  EA  guidance  material.  The 
Countryside  Commission  for  England  and  Wales  published  a  guidance  note  on EA  and 
landscape  and  recreation  issues,  for  use  by  their  officers,  by  developers,  and  by  local 
authorities (Countryside Commission, 1991).  The Passenger Transport Executive Group has 
commissioned procedural and broad technical guidance on EA for major passenger transport 
schemes.  The Council for the Protection of Rural England has produced a short pamphlet 
on EA (CPRE, 1990). 
Practitioners have also been assisted through the provision of EA training courses. 
The Local Government Training Board held a short course for local authority planners, soon 
after the implementation of the Directive.  Several local authorities have held one day,  or 
95 longer,  seminars on EA for their officers.  The Department of Transport has  held several 
training courses for trunk road managers and their consultants, on a regional basis, dealing 
with EA.  Similarly,  the Nature Conservancy Council and Her Majesty's Inspectorate of 
Pollution have organised several training courses for their officers dealing with EA cases. 
DOE (Northern Ireland) Planning Service ran a series of  workshops for all staff involved with 
EA.  The  EC  training  initiative  on  EIA,  through  the  EIA  Centre  at the  University  of 
Manchester, has supported EA training and encouraged the dissemination of  EA information. 
Several  masters  degree/diploma courses,  specifically concerned  with  EIA,  are  now  also 
available in the  UK,  as  well as  courses where EIA  is a component of a specialist degree 
scheme.  Seminars and conferences of a more wide ranging nature, relating toEA are also 
held in the UK.  These are organised by various bodies, such as universities, consultancies, 
and professional organisations (W  athem,  1991). 
The quantity of EIA training in the UK has increased considerably since Directive 
85/337 was approved.  However, there is still scope for improving the quality and practical 
relevance of certain of the training provided (Wood and Lee,  1991). 
(g)  Effect on timescale, costs. etc. 
The majority of EA practitioners consulted in the UK (including public and private 
developers,  consultants,  designated  environmental  authorities  and  competent  authorities) 
consider that EA for planning cases has, in general, resulted in only a minor, or no, increase 
in the overall costs of a project (Wood and Jones,  1991).  It is also considered that EA has 
had very little overall effect on the timescale;  in some instances the timescale may even have 
been  shortened  (Wood  and  Jones,  1991).  A  slight  cost  increase  associated  with  the 
production of the ES  has been noted for schemes under the highways regulations.  There 
appears to be little or no delay for power station and overhead line projects, except where 
further information is requested and some elements of delay and additional cost then become 
apparent.  The requirement for EA and the attendant consultation process has caused some 
delays and additions to costs for some pipe-line projects, and some land drainage schemes. 
In certain circumstances MAFF may provide grant aid towards the cost of preparing ESs. 
There is no information so far about the effects of EA procedures on costs and timescales for 
marine  salmon  farming  projects,  and  harbour  works,  due  to  the  limited  number  of 
96 applications being made.  Overall, given the short time in which the EA  regulations have 
been in force,  they  seem to have  been  implemented  so  far  with  little  noticeable cost or 
disruption. 
Generally,  UK  government departments appear to consider that the  regulations to 
implement  the  EIA  Directive  are  working  well  in  practice,  with  EA  providing  useful 
information for the decision-making process.  Some other participants in the EA process, 
whilst making a positive judgement overall,  have some reservations,  and  cite,  inter alia, 
insufficient  understanding  of EA  and  a  lack  of training  as  two  obstacles  to  better 
performance. 
5.  OVERALL  ASSESSMENT  OF  THE  EFFECTIVENESS  OF 
IMPLEMENIATION AND OF REMAINING DIFFICULTIES 
(a)  Provisions already made 
A number, but not all, of  respondents consider that the formal provisions made by the 
UK  broadly  implement  the  requirements  of Directive  85/337/EEC.  There  are  some 
remaining areas of uncertainty relating, for example, to the legal status and appropriateness 
of the indicative criteria and thresholds for Annex II projects and to the manner in which 
Article 5 and Annex III have been transposed into UK regulations. 
There were more reservations among respondents about EA implementation in practice 
in the UK.  In part this is expected, given the relatively recent approval of EA regulations. 
Nonetheless, there are a number of areas of  concern which may need to be addressed.  These 
include: 
inadequate monitoring of  the Directive's implementation in the UK, especially 
in the case of projects covered by 'non-planning' regulations; 
failure to start the EA process sufficiently early and to include an  adequate 
treatment of alternatives; 
insufficient use of systematic scoping procedures and methods; 
97 poor quality and insufficiently objective ESs being submitted by developers 
and accepted by competent authorities; 
uncertain use made of ESs and consultation findings in the decision process; 
insufficient provisions for monitoring the environmental impacts arising from 
project implementation and for monitoring their consistency with predictions 
contained in the ES. 
(b)  Ambi&nities in the Directive 
There have been some specific problems of interpreting the meaning of particular 
projects in Annexes I and II, e.g. 'integrated chemical installations' and 'urban development 
projects',  and some  respondents  are unclear how to interpret  'significant effects  on the 
environment'.  However, on the whole, those consulted have not experienced major problems 
in interpreting the provisions of the Directive, nor do they consider there have been major 
technical and procedural difficulties in transposing it into the UK situation. 
(c)  Recommendations for more satisfactory, cost-effective compliance in the United 
Kina:dom 
The  following  specific  suggestions  have been made  to  achieve  more satisfactory 
practical compliance with Directive 85/337 in the UK.  They originate from the organisations 
and individuals consulted and from other, recently completed, reviews of  EA implementation 
in the  UK which  also  contain more  detailed recommendations  (Wood and  Jones,  1991; 
Jones, Lee and Wood,  1991). 
A system for centrally recording all ESs prepared under UK regulations should 
be established and the  list of all  such  ESs  should be published at regular 
intervals.  An official central depository for all ESs should be established at 
which the ESs should be available for public consultation. 
Measures should be taken to ensure that the EA process starts sufficiently early and 
that  its  effectiveness  durlng  the  early  stages  is  strengthened  by  placing  greater 
emphasis on early consultation and more systematic scoping of the assessment. 
98 More specific guidance should be issued to reduce any ambiguity in the interpretation 
of the indicative criteria and thresholds for Annex II projects;  the application of  these 
criteria and thresholds should be monitored, on a sample basis, to ensure satisfactory 
compliance. 
Measures should be taken to improve the quality and objectivity of ESs, including the 
provision of guidance for the preparation and evaluation of ESs. 
Guidance should be provided on the role of  the public and voluntary groups in the EA 
process. 
Consideration should be given to the establishment of an independent statutory body 
to set and  maintain standards relating to  scoping,  the determination of significant 
impacts, review of ESs and monitoring/post-auditing. 
More, and better targeted, training should be provided for those engaged in the EA 
process. 
More  research  should  be  undertaken  of:  the  actual  use  made  of the  ES  and 
consultation fmdings in the authorization of projects and of means of increasing their 
effectiveness;  the costs, time and other resources associated with EA implementation 
in order to provide guidance on its cost-effective development. 
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APPENDIX 
UK EA replations (as at bepnnin& of July 1991) 
Town and Country Planning (Assessment of  Environmental Effects) Regulations 1988 
(SINo. 1199) 
101 Environmental Assessment (Scotland) Regulations 1988 (SI No.  1221) 
Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988 (SI 
No.  1218) 
Environmental Assessment (Afforestation) Regulations 1988 (SINo. 1207) 
Land  Drainage  Improvement  Works  (Assessment  of  Environmental  Effects) 
Regulations 1988 (SI No.  1217) 
Highways (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations 1988 (SI No.  1241) 
Harbour Works (Assessment of Environmental Effects)  Regulations  1988  (SI No. 
1336) 
Town and Country Planning General Development Order 1988 (SINo. 1813) 
[revokes Town and Country Planning General Development (Amendment) Order 1988 
(SINo. 1272) -provisions of this Regulation are now contained in Article 14(2) of 
SI No.  1813]] 
Town and Country Planning (General Development) (Scotland) Amendment Order 
1988 (SI No. 977) 
Town and Country Planning (General Development) (Scotland) Amendment No. 2 
Order 1988 (SINo. 1249) 
Harbour Works (Assessment of Environmental Effects) (No. 2) Regulations 1989 (SI 
No. 424) 
The Town and Country Planning (Assessment of  Environmental Effects) (Amendment) 
Regulations 1990 (SINo. 367) 
The  Electricity  and  Pipe-line  Works  (Assessment  of  Environmental  Effects) 
Regulations 1990 (SI No. 442) 
[revokes The Electricity and Pipe-line Works (Assessment of Environmental Effects) 
Regulations 1989 (SINo. 167)] 
The Roads (Assessment of Environmental Effects)  Regulations  (N  orthem Ireland) 
1988 (SR No. 344) 
The Planning (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 
1989 (SR No. 20) 
The Environmental Assessment (Afforestation) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1989 
(SR No. 226) 
The Harbour Works (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations (Northern 
Ireland) 1990 (SR No.  181) 
102 The following Regulations are in preparation: 
The Drainage (Environmental Assessment) Regulations (Northern Ireland); 
The Environmental Assessment (Discharges to Water) Regulations (Northern Ireland). 
Other. guid;lnce materials 
DOE  Circular  24/88  (Welsh  Office  48/88)  Environmental  Assessment  of PrQjects  In 
Simplified PJannin~ Zones and Entewrise Zones  dated 25 November 1988. 
Scottish Development Department Circular 26/88  Environmental Assessment of PrQjects in 
Simplified Plannin&  Zones  and EntefJ)rise  Zones  (relates  to  Scotland)  dated  25 
November 1988. 
DOE Memorandum of 30 March 1989 to the General Mangers of New Towns Development 
Corporations and to the Chief Executive of the Commission for the New Towns on 
Environmental Assessment  (advice on projects arising in new towns). 
DOE free leaflet Environmental Assessment 
Welsh Office free leaflet Environmental Assessment I Asesu 'r Amgylchedd  (bilingual). 
Scottish Office free leaflet Environmental Assessment - a Guide. 
EIA REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS JULY 1991- MARCH 1992 
The Drainage (Environmental Assessment) Regulations (Northern Ireland).  15 August 
1991. 
APPENDIX 
Checklist of questions considered in preparing a Member State annex 
1.  The  extent  of  formal  compliance  b.y  the  Member  State  concerned  with  the 
requirements of Directive 85/337/EEC 
103 a)  What are the principal legal provisions enacted by the Member State concerned 
to implement Directive 85/337/EEC? 
b)  What,  if any,  are  the  principal  deficiencies  in  fonnal  compliance  with 
Directive 85/337/EEC in the Member State concerned? 
c)  What are the principal reasons for any deficiencies in fonnal compliance and 
for delays in achieving full compliance? 
d)  What measures are in the process of being implemented, or are envisaged, to 
remedy  any  remaining  deficiencies  in  the  implementation  of  Directive 
85/337/EEC in the Member State concerned? 
e)  Which are the competent authority or authorities that have been designated for 
performing  duties  arising  from  the  Directive,  and  what  are  their  usual 
functions and responsibilities?  Are authorities designated in general terms, or 
are they designated for each request for consent? 
2.  The  criteria  and/or tbresbolds  ado.pted  by  the  Member  State  concerned  for  the 
selection of Annex II prQjects to be subject to assessment 
a)  Have criteria and/or thresholds been established and, if so, what are their 
principal characteristics and their legal status? 
b)  In your judgement, and to the best of your knowledge: 
are these criteria and/  or thresholds sufficiently clear and are they  at 
approximately the right level or are they too strict or too lax? 
are they similar to, or very different from those being applied in other 
Member States? 
3.  The  nature and extent of practical  compliance with Directive 85/337/EEC in the 
Member State concerned 
The  main  purpose  of section  3.  is  to  establish  the  extent  to  which  Directive 
85/337/EEC has been implemented in practice in the Member State concerned. 
a)  Approximately how many environmental assessments are being carried out in 
the Member State concerned each year and  what are the principal project 
categories within which most of these assessments take place? 
b)  Are developers  satisfactorily  providing,  in their environmental  assessment 
documents (EISs) the information specified in Article 5 and Annex III of the 
Directive?  Do alternatives to the submitted project have to be  taken into 
account? 
104 c)  Are  authorities  with  relevant  information  in their possession  making  this 
information available to the developer  (see Article 5(3)) 
d)  How satisfactorily are arrangements working in practice for the publication of 
the EIS  (see Article 6)? 
e)  How satisfactorily are arrangements working in practice regarding consultation 
and public participation  (see Article 6)? 
f)  How satisfactorily are the Directive's provisions relating to the assessment of 
transborder impacts being implemented in practice  (see Article 7)? 
g)  How  well  are  the  arrangements  being  implemented,  in  practice,  to  take 
account of the EIS and consultations based on it within project authorization 
procedures and to inform the public about the resulting decision  (see Articles 
8 and 9)? 
h)  To what extent, if any, are projects being modified as a result of undertaking 
an EIA?  To what extent have decisions made concerning the authorization of 
projects been influenced by EIA? 
4.  Specific  aspects of the  Directive's translation into  ledslation and practice in the 
Member State concerned 
The main purpose of section 4.  is to establish how well Directive 85/337/EEC is 
working in practice in the Member State concerned. 
a)  What formal measures has the Member State concerned undertaken to monitor 
the implementation of Directive 85/337/EEC within its country? 
b)  What provision, mandatory or non-mandatory, has been made for 'scoping' 
an assessment  (i.e. determining the appropriate coverage of an assessment) in 
the Member State concerned?  Are such provisions and practices working 
satisfactorily? 
c)  What proportion  of the  EISs  being  produced  are,  in your judgement,  of 
satisfactory quality?  What are the main kinds of deficiency that have been 
experienced and what are the main causes of these deficiencies? 
d)  Has the Member State concerned made legal provision for the formal review 
of the adequacy and quality of EISs  (e.g. by establishing review bodies and 
review criteria)?  If not, has it provided non-mandatory, written advice and 
guidance on this?  How well are these working in practice? 
e)  Has the Member State concerned made legal provision for  monitoring the 
environmental impacts of projects after their implementation,  and for post-
105 auditing EIA studies?  If not, has it provided non-mandatory, written advice 
and guidance on this?  How well are these arrangements working in practice? 
t)  To what extent,  in your judgement, has the Member State concerned (both 
through  governmental  and  non-governmental  organisations)  provided 
satisfactory  assistance  in implementing  EIA  to practitioners  (e.g.  through 
circulars,  guides,  manuals,  etc.,) and through training programmes?  Brief 
details of  the types of  provisions that have been made would be helpful as well 
as an indication of the main deficiencies. 
· g)  Is there any indication that the costs or timescale of  projects are being affected 
(whether increased or decreased) as a result of undertaking an EIA? 
5.  Overall  assessment  of the  effectiveness  of the  Directive's  implementation  in  the 
Member State concerned, and of difficulties in its implementation 
a)  To what extent, in your view,  are the legal provisions already made by the 
Member State concerned: 
in partial or total compliance with Directive 85/337, 
being implemented in practice (i.e.  are there discrepancies between 
formal and practical compliance)? 
b)  Which provisions of the Directive, has the Member State concerned found to 
be ambiguous, or have caused difficulties in implementation? 
c)  What  measures  would  you  recommend  be  considered  to  facilitate  more 
satisfactory formal or practical compliance in the Member State concerned, by 
cost-effective means. 
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